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The Anti -phonic Valve Holder.
The Anti -phonic Valve Holder
entirely eliminates microphiiII
noises in dull -emitter valves a to I
will prolong the life of any typo
of valve. Ideal for portable sets.
The valve holder proper is sup-
ported on springs which absorb
nechanical shocks and vibration.

No. 401. For panel or base
mounting. 5 -

Burndept Coils for all
wave -lengths.

Burndept Coils cover all wave-
lengths from 80 to 25,000 metres
'I hey are well-known for their
great efficiency. Their dis-
tributed capacity and high -
irequency resistance are ex
tremely low. The spring socket
Wings are non -reversible.

rime and full particulars of
urndept ("oils sent on request.

1

Audio Frequency Transformers.
Burndept Transformers give even
amplification of the notes of the
whole musical scale and have
no "resonance" peaks. Metal cos
ing enables tb se Transformers t"
le placed close together without
causing " howling " and also pro
tents the windings.
No. 226., High Ratio (4:1) 24

3P3. Low Patio (2,6:1) 24

riailkiedstavagms.asomMinmum.

HEAD OFFICE :
Aldine House, Bedford St ,
Strand - Lonehn - W.C.2.
Teleph.ne G ward 9072.
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A Rheostat for bright or
dull emitter valves.

The Dual Rheostat may be used
without alteration to control the
filament current of eitheeltbrig)it
cr a dull -emitter valve. he
movement of the brush is )t.1,
smooth and practically noisci, -
because of the special constru
lion of the former. It is
convenient to have a set fitted
with Dual Rheostats.
No 222. 5-30 ohms for panel

mounting, v, 6.

BURNDEPT
4 00 ;4
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Two- and Three -Coil
Holders.

Burndept Coil Holders give fine
adjustment in critical tuning
the moving coils being con-
trolled through a 5 to 1 geared
movement. These coil holders
are moulded of highly polished
solid black bakelite and are
very neat in appearance.
No. 133. Two -Coil Holder, 15
No. 135. Thrr.-('nil Holder, 10

A very efficient
Crystal Detector.

This Burndept Crystal Detector
gives the best results obtainable
by crystal rectification. The cat -
whisker is controlled by a micro-
meter screw movement, giving
tine adjustment. All mop ing
parts and the sensitive till ythetic
crystal are enclosed In a glass
tube.
No. 215. For panel mounting, 4 '-
No. 216. Mounted, as shown,

for experimental se. 11 6

BRANCHES at :

Manchester,Leeds,Birmingham.
Cardiff, Bristol. Newcastle.
No:lhconoton and Nottingham.
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Resistance -Capacity Coupling

CM,B

and its merits
RESPONSE OF POLAR RCC UN/7

AT K9R/OUS .9a0/0 FAYOUE/YCES,

1000 000 1000

THE performance of R.C.C.
Units, at all frequencies
audible to the human ear,

has already been described (April,
May and June issues of " Modern
Wireless ").

It has been shown that the degree
of response given by the Units is so
nearly the same at all frequencies
that amplification of speech and
music can be carried out with very
little distortion indeed.

If you arc interested in the technique
of Broadcast amplification you may
have seen the earlier notes to which
we refer, and you may have appre-
ciated our arguments.

If you are not interested in this
technique you are probably, at any
rate, desirous of making your Loud
Speaker sound as clear and realistic
as possible.

It is surprising to find how frequently
this or that device is advertised as
giving " perfect results or " complete
freedom from distortion "-this is all
nonsense, and merely induces a feeling
of contempt for the advertiser on the
part of discerning readers.

Only when we have
reached the ideal are we
entitled to say that we
have attained perfection.

If our ideal is a true
one, we find that the
harder we strive the
nearer we approach to it
without actually getting
there.

1000 6 OM

/rev.&ewer /(wets 050 SECOND )

It is therefore not strictly possible
to claim that any method of amplifica-
tion is " free from distortion," but it
can be claimed that when R.C.C.
Units are properly used, the distortion
in the amplifier is very very small-so
small in fact, that it is quite negligible
compared with that taking place in
other parts of the installation (e.g.,
Valves, Telephones and Loud Speaker)

If you use R.C.C. Units in your
amplifier you can have real confidence
in that part of your equipment.

It is a good insurance for the future
to use R.C.C. Units, because, in the
event of better valves, telephones or a
more aperiodic Loud Speaker being
brought into use, the distortion in your
amplifier will not even then be ap-
parent, and hence it will not be
necessary to face the expense of a
new amplifier.

It is feasible to obtain bad service
even from a Rolls-Royce, if it is badly
driven-therefore, when using R.C.C.
Units do not employ unsuitable
circuits or valves.

A circuit diagram is enclosed in the
carton of each R.C.C. Unit.

R.C.C. Units are inexpensive-they
Cost less even than poor transformers.

Chief Engineer,
Ra iv Communication Co., Ida., London, W .C.2

>OM 8000 0000 000+0

The Polar R.C.C. Unit consists of
wire -wound anode resis'ance, grid
leak and specially built Dubilier
condenser. It is perfectly self-con-
tained, with fcur clearly marked
terminals correctly positioned for
easy wiring.
Illustration

is five -
sixths
actual
size.

15/

Wireless Operators
Still Wanted.

There are now vacancies on our Seagoing Staff for Junior Wireless Operators, trained qn our apparatus. Youths
of good education, preferably between 17 and 25 years of age, wishing to enter the Wireless Profession should
communicate with the Managing Director, London Radio College, 82-83, High Street, Brentford, Middlesex, who
will be pleased to furnish particulars of the training course necessary to qualify for our service.

Radio Communication Co., "Ltd 34-35, NORFOLK STREET,
9 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

722 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Setect.tve Coud-Speaker Receiver

Full constructional details are here given for building a four -valve loud speaker set, which
incorporates the well-known neutrodyne method of stabilizing the high -frequency valve. Semi-
aperiodic aerial coupling, which is so popular in America, is also used for obtaining selectivity,
thus enabling the more distant stations to be received during the hours of operation of the local station.

FOR the satisfactory reception
of several broadcasting
stations, it is a generally

accepted fact that the use of at
least one H.F. amplifying stage
is desirable, and although several
stages will enable extremely dis-
tant transmissions. to be tuned in,
where it is desired to keep the
number of tuning controls as low
as possible, only one stage, coupled
to the detector valve by the tuned
anode method and neutrodyned
to prevent self -oscillation, will give
very fine results.. At the same time
its manipulation will necessitate no
unusual skill on the part of the
operator.

Considerations in Design
In designing the set to be de-

scribed, it was desired to obtain
satisfactory loud: speaker reception
from at least 'three or four B.B.C.
stations, together with selectivity,
and it was essential, that the number
of tuning controls should not be
too great. For these reasons, only
one stage of H.F. amplification is
used, thus adding but one more
tuning control. Selectivity, of
course, is in many districts a
necessity, and in order to obtain
this, an optional aperiodic aerial
connection is incorporated. Con-
stant aerial tuning is also made pos-

sible for those who desire it, by
the addition of a third aerial ter-
minal and a condenser of 000x

The Circuit
A theoretical diagram of the

circuit used will be seen in Fig. I.
Tuned anode coupling is employed,
and the inherent tendency to
oscillate is eliminated by the use of
the now well-known neutrodyne
arrangement, which neutralises the
effects of the inter -electrode ca-
pacity of the valve, and other causes
of self -oscillation.

Selectivity is obtained to quite
a good degree by using an
" aperiodic " aerial circuit coupled
to the grid coil as in the Reinartz
circuit, and if ordinary single circuit
tuning or C.A.T. is preferred, both of
these arrangements are obtainable
by merely connecting the, aerial to
a different terminal, the earth
remaining connected to the ter-'
minal so marked.

Referring to the circuit diagram
Fig. t, it will be seen that the two
L.F. amplifying valves V, and
V4 are coupled by the resistance
capacity method, whilst transformer
coupling is used between the
detector V, and V,. This com-
bination has been found to give
very fine results, both from the
view -point of volume and purity.

For connecting up telephones or
loud -speaker, plugs and jacks are
used, and no terminals or loose
wires whatsoever appear on the
panel.

It was not' thought necessary
to connect a jack between V3
and V4, and, in any case, this'
would have involved extra com-
plications in the wiring in order
to vary the H.T. applied to V,
when replacing the high anode
resistance by telephones or loud-
speaker of only about 2,000 ohms
resistance. If signals are too
loud on four valves they can
easily be reduced to the desired
strength by merely detuning.

Batteries
Generally, the H.T. blocking

condensers are regarded as part
of the H.T. equipment, bill in this
case the H.T. and G.B. batteries
may, if desired, be accommodated
in the space beneath the base-
board, and therefore the condensers
have been incorporated in the set
itself.

In order to construct this set
you will require the .following
components, and for the informa-
tion of those who wish to duplicate
the instrument exactly, the names
of the actual' manufacturers are
given.

723
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The three -coil holder is fitted to the baseboard, the controlling handles
through the panel.

It should be noted here that
the components employed leave very
little unused space, and so, if
the use of components other than
those below is contemplated, first

AERIAL

.0001uf

EARTH

make sure that they will fit in the
space available.

One mahogany finished panel, 20
in. by 7 in. by I in. (Paragon).

Cabinet (mahogany with base,

being extended

board) to take pane], with front
doors and lifting top.

(This cabinet was obtained from
the Carrington Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., and reference to this article

 ebI
csi ahod. +2

HXe3
e4

BT -

Fig. 1.-The theoretical circuit of tne receiver. The lacks
valves to be used.

HT.0

L.T.

e

C.B.e/
e2

permit either two or four

724
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The terminals for the various external connections are fitted to ebonite scrips which in
turn are secured to the baSebdard in the manner Shown.

Valve holders, L.F. transformer, etc., are all secured to the baseboard, thus relieving
the panel of quite a considerable weight. The two flex leads which are twisted

together go to the reaction coil.

723
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will be sufficient specification when
ordering).

One piece of ebonite sin. by
2 in. by I in. (Paragon).

One piece of ebonite, 6 in. by
2 in. by f in. (Paragon).

One variable square law con-
denser "Selector" .0005 ,(LF (Collin -
son's Precision Screw Co., Ltd.).

One variable square law con-
denser " Selector " .0003 µF (Collin -
son's Precision Screw Co., Ltd.).

One 000r atz.F fixed condenser
(Peter Curtis, Ltd.).

One .0003 ILE fixed condenser with
grid leak clips (Herbert 13owycr
and Co.).

One 000r p.F fixed condenser,
(Herbert Bowyer and Co.).

One grid leak, 2 megohms
(Dubilier).

Four rtLF condensers (Telegraph
Condenser Co., Ltd.).

Four " Vibro" valve holders
(Borne -Jones and Co., Ltd:).

One anti -capacity valve holder
for board mounting (Borne -Jones
and Co., Ltd.).

Four dual rheostats (L. Mc-
Michael, Ltd.).

One variable 3 -coil holder with
long control handles (Peto-Scott
Co., Ltd.).

One first stage Eureka L.F. trans-
former (Portable Utilities Co.,
Ltd.).

One new type " Polar" micro-
meter conclenSer (Radio Communi-
cation Co.; Ltd.).

One " Polar " resistance capacity
coupling unit (Radio Communication
Co., Ltd.).

Two telephone plugs. (General
Radio Co.).

One double con tact short type
jack (General Radio Co.).

One single contact short type
jack (General Radio Co.).

Fourteen large brass terminals
(Borne -Jones and Co., Ltd.).

Four oxidized copper valve win-
dows (Graf ton Electric Co.). -

Two angle brackets (Richard
Melhuish and Co.).

Eight wander plugs for H.T.
and G.B., various colours.

Quantity of Glazite (3 ten -foot
lengths will be found ample) and
short lengths of rubber- flex. Screws
etc., and Radio Press transfers.
Marking -out and Drilling the Panel

Reference to the diagram Fig. 2
will show that few components are
carried by the panel relatively ;
consequently the marking Out and
drilling of this is a simple matter
and should present no difficulty.
The holes for the valve windows,
if a Sufficiently large drill is not
available, may be very easily cut
out, by the use of an ordinary
long fret -saw, which can be pur-
chased very cheaply in any tool shop.
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It is essential that the positions
for fixing the two " Selector " con-
densers and the variable coil -
holder controls be very accurately
marked out and drilled, as the
clearance between these components
is quite small.

The neutrodyne condenser has
been mounted on a small length of
brass fixed to the baseboard, in
order that when it is adjusted to
maximum capacity, its control
handle shall not project out far
enough in front of the panel to
foul the doors of the cabinet when
shut.

When you have completed the
panel drilling, fix the components
on to it, and temporarily attach it
to the baseboard. Those com-
ponents to be carried on the
baseboard may now be screwed
down, and although the various
diagrams and photographs will
give practically all the information
necessary for this, there are a few
points Which must be carefully
observed.

shanks of two of the battery
terminals in order to allow clear-
ance between theni and the
"Eureka " transformer. If a

 smaller transformer or terminals
are used this may be found un-
necessary.

The ebonite strip carrying the
battery terminals is not mounted
against the back edge of the
baseboard, as is the aerial and
earth terminal strip, but on top,
thus leaving a space between it
and the back of the cabinet in
order that, when H.T. and G.B.
batteries are accommodated in the
cabinet base the leads to these
may go straight down from the
terminals to the compartment
below.

L.T. Supp'y
The batteries may of course,

if desired, be placed somewhere
outside the set, in which case
Connections to the terminals may
be simply made through the aper-
ture in the back of the cabinet.
The L.T. accumulator will
be more ,or less frequently

The face of the panel presents a symmetrical layout with
only necessary controls appearing.

The neutrodyne condenser and
anti -capacity valve holder (for
the neutrodyne unit) must be
placed as nearly as possible where
shown. The best method to employ
is, first to fix the variable coil
holder in position, plug a quite
large coil in the reaction socket
and adjust it to a position of, say,
Go or 7o deg. from the vertical.
Now place the components on
the baseboard and in this way any
mistake in position with regard to
the coil will be made more unlikely.

Coupl

It will be observed that the
adjustment of loose coupling
between the aperiodic aerial. coil
L1 and L2 is limited somewhat
by the side of the cabinet, but the
adjustment obtained will be found
sufficient generally, and if looser
coupling is desired L1 may always
be replaced by a coil possessing a
smaller number of turns.

I have cut about .4 in. off the

disconnected for charging, and
for this reason no accommodation
for it is provided. The H.T. and
G.B. batteries, however, will, once
adjusted,  remain untouched for
quite long periods, and it will be
found that the ordinary type of
bo volt H.T. battery (of which one
or more may be used) will lie on
its side in the space provided,
leaving room for various leads to
pass above it, and allow of easy
adjustment from the front of the
receiver when the lower door
is removed. In order that each
valve may be used with maximum
efficiency a separate H.T. voltage
can be applied to each anode.

The aerial and earth terminals
have also been mounted at the
back, so that the set may be closed
up when not in use without having
to disconnect any leads whatever.
In this manner also, the general
appearance of the receiver is en-
hanced by the absence of any
loose wires on the panel.

MODERN. WIRELESS
Wiring

Except where flexible connections
are necessary, " Glazite " has been
used throughout for wiring up this
receiver, and is found extremely
useful, where the risk of shorting
through wires running very close
together is eliminated by the
insulated covering.

The actual wiring should present
no difficulty to the constructor
so long as careful attention is given
to the following points. When
everything is ready for wiring, re-
move the panel from the baseboard.
Now solder all the connections
possible on the -baseboard alone,
taking care that the wire follows
the paths sho-wn in the photo-
graphs as nearly as possible. After
this is done take the panel and
solder the L.T.. negative lead to
the four rheostats as shown. To
each of the moving arm soldering
tags on these rheostats a small piece
of glazite should be soldered, so
that, when the panel is again fixed
to the baseboard the free ends of
these pieces will lie conveniently
above the L.T. negative tag of
each of the valve holders. The
connections to the variable Con-
densers and coil -holder may now
be soldered, and both the 'phone
and loud -speaker jacks connected
up. If the above instructions are
carried out, the wiring up process
will not be found at all difficult.

In regard to the grid condenser
and grid leak, a small leaflet is
included with each condenser show-
ing the correct method of connecting
up. The series method is in use
here,

Stabilizing
Having completed the wiring,

the H.F. valve must now be
" fieutroclyned " before testing the
receiver. To do this, the following
procedure should be carefully ad-
hered to. COrmect up all the
batteries to their respective ter-
minals, place the four valves to be
used in their correct holders, and
after shorting the reaction socket
(L5) with a shorting plug or a
piece of wire, place a coil of,
say, 75 turns in, the centre socket
(L2) and a neutrodyne unit to
cover the broadcast band in the anti -
capacity holder provided for that
purpose., The neutrodyne con
.denser must be adjusted to its
minimum position and aerial and
earth disconnected. Now light the
valves to their correct brilliancy
by means of the rheostats, plug in
the loud -speaker and adjust con-
denser C, to a low arbitrary value,
say, about one-third of its maximum
capacity. If the anode condenser
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Fig. 3. The wiring of the receiver may easily be followed from this diagram of whicha blue print may be obtained upon quoting No. 123B. (Price 1/6 post free.)

C, is now adjusted from minimum
to maximum, it will be found that
oscillation will occur over a certain
band of its readings, and the limits
of this band should be noted.

The presence of oscillation can be
confirmed by tapping the terminal
A, with a wet finger, when a loud-

plonk will be heard from the loud-
speaker. It will be found that a

slight alteration of the neutrodyne
condenser will narrow down this
oscillation band, until, with very
little patience, an adjustment on

(Continued on page 754.1
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WITH reference to the great
new laboratories which
Radio Press Limited (the

proprietors of MODERN WIRELESS,
The- Wireless Constructor, Wireless
Weekly, The Wireless Dealer, and
a large number of wireless hand-
books) are establishing at Elstree,
is miles north of London, readers
of this journal will have noticed
that two highly -important posts
have been advertised. The post
of Director of Research and Chief
Engineer carries with it a salary
of /j2,500 per annum, while the
second, that of Deputy -Director of
Research, carries a salary of LI,\-/-oo.

An Announcement
The first position, taking into

consideration the extra remunera-
tion in the nature of royalties,
payment for publications, etc., etc.,
will be the highest paid wireless
staff appointment in this country.
We are happy to be able to an-
nounce in this issue that this
important post has been filled by
the appointment of Major James
Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.,
Council P.S.L. Dr. Robinson is
at the present moment the Tech-
nical Wireless Head of the Royal
Air Force, a position of unusual
responsibility ; he has handed in
his resignation to the Air Ministry
and is joining Radio Press Limited
On the 15th August. Just before
his appointment he was offered a
very high administrative post at
the Air Ministry in London, a
tribute to the very successful
manner in which he has carried
out his work at the Royal Air
Force Wireless Laboratories at
Farnborough, where the research
and design work is carried out.
We are happy to say that in spite
of this additional inducement for
him to remain in a career in which
he has achieved such success he
has chosen to take up the new post
created by the Radio Press.

It has been a matter of surprise

Director of Research of Radio Press, Ltd.
Appointment of Major James Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D.,
Finst.P., Council P.S.L., Chief of the Wireless Research

and D2,,sga Laboratories of the Royal Air Force.

to many that a publishing firm
should, acquire the freehold of
seven acres of land for the purpose
of building laboratories on it, and
also that it should engage a staff
of such high qualificationS. The
reason is that we intend to ensure
that in the years to come our
'periodicals and publications will
remain pre-eminent in their re-
spective fields. We feel that when

Major James Robinson, D.Sc.,
Ph.D., F.Inst.P,

the readers of this paper and our
other publications realise the great
sum of money which is being spent
in order to give the very best in
our papers, they will in turn
support us by reading regularly
our journals and recommending
them to their friends and, what is
equally important, buying the goods
advertised in these papers.

Test Department
Already the Radio Press has

in existence a Test Department
which carries out the testing of
readers' sets. We have just received

figures which indicate that the
giving of a service to our readers
is by no means profitable under-
taking. It may surprise readers to
learn that on every set we test
and repair we lose an average
of L2, while it costs us 8s. 6d. to
answer every written inquiry ad -
'dressed to the company. Even on
the present limited service we are
losing, in this department, at the
rate of /3,000 per annum, and it
may well be asked on what com-
mercial or other grounds we are
justified in carrying out work
which no other wireless papers are
.attempting. The reply  is that
sooner or later the readers of our
papers will appreciate that the
technical articles, constructional
designs and the information gener-
ally in our papers is produced by
the most qualified staff obtainable.
It is extremely difficult, particularly
for the beginner, to tell the differ-
ence between a good design and a
had design, between a sound tech-
nical article and one by a novice.

Radio Press Aims
Leading experimenters will give

their views on our work, and we
are content with their opinion.
In the case of the broader public,
it is our aim and object to do what
we can to enlighten them regarding
what_is behind every Radio Press
publication. It is no use our
merely stating facts which any
other organisation can state. We
have to prove our contentions and
the easiest way, in the case of set
designs or, in fact, any other
technical information, is to offer
to prove to our readers the accuracy
of our information and the efficiency
of our sets and circuits. A very
big step towards doing this was to
offer to put right at a nominal
fee any sets made from Radio
Press designs which did not give
the results expected, It is always
possible for a man who has made

(Continued on page 803.)
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Glad- Summer
jr Y head is buzzing owing to

the ravages of hay fever
whilst my workshop is

n-azzing with bumble bees. A
family of these no doubt interesting
insects decided some time ago to
make its home in a crevice of the
wall beneath my table. Since their
first coming they have shown so
much of that commendable in-
dustry that one is taught to
associate with their kind that there
now appears to be- more nest than
wall. They have also increased
and multiplied exceedingly. _I
would not in the least object to
sharing my workshop with them ;
but they on the other hand do not
see the point of sharing it with me
in fact, they do their best to 'chase
me out whenever I put in an appear-
ance. Having been skilfully centre -
punched by them on one or two
occasions I have decided to give
up wireless construction for the
present. Truly the 'summer is a
glad and joyous season.

Buzzing with bumble bees.

A Dilemma
But it is not so much of my own

sorrows that I want to tell you this
month. I want to ask you to spare
a little of your sympathy for my
poor friend Professor Goop, upon
whom a blow has fallen which to
any ordinary man would have been -
well nigh crushing. The Professor
is bearing up 'wonderfully, though -
he is not at the moment quite the
man that he was. He is, as you -
possibly realise, a person who is
always capable of conquering adver-

sity. This was strikingly shown in
an adventure that befell him the
other night. Being awakened not
long after midnight by the sound
of distant thunder, the Professor
recollected that he had forgotten
to earth his aerial. He therefore
sprang out of bed, and as the
weather was warm descended to
the garden in his natty nightwear.
Having performed the necessary
safeguarding process the -Professor,
who is given to abseni-mindedness,
forgot to return to bed, but went
instead for a little stroll. He was
musing upon many things as he
walked when his thoughts were
rudely interrupted by a loud and
scandalised shout of " Hi ! " from
somewhere behind him. Turning
round, he dimly discerned the form
of P. C. Bottlesworth advancing
upon him. The shock brought the
Professor immediately to earth,
and he realised that he must not be
caught running about the High
Street in his nightshirt.

Safe!
A long stern chase ensued, the

Professor always managing to keep
so far ahead that he was not recog-
nised. He led Bottlesworth on by
devious ways -until they were in
the neighbourhood of Poddleby's
villa. Then he bolted in through
the front gate, down through the
garden and out of the back one.
Owing to the Professor's cleverness,
our local arm of the Law at once
jumped to the conclusion that
poddleby was the culprit, and he
had some difficulty in proving his
innocence when he appeared before
the Little Puddleton bench next
morning. This just shows you
what sort of man the Professor is
when he is roused or when he has
to face a crisis.

 An Opportunity
But the latest swat from fortune's

wand of which I am about to tell
you has been a very shrewd one
indeed. Many weeks ago, as you
may remember, there appeared

an announcement of- considerable
interest ; a chief engineer was
required for the new Radio Press
research laboratory. The notice
stated that the salary was to be
2,5oo per annum, which should at

any rate be sufficient to keep one in
cigarettes. So far everything was
satisfactory. It was also stated
that applications would not be con-
sidered unless they came from those
possessed of the highest qualifi-
cations.. Satisfactory again, for
who could possess better qualifi-
cations for such, a post than
Professor Goop ? Ever since his
earliest days his life has been
devoted to science. As a child he
would pour ink into the milk jug,
not, as is the case with other
children, from sheer mischief, bit
in an earnest endeavour to discover
a pale blue dye. Again, when he
pulled the cat's tail he was not
teasing the animal. He was merely
studying the way in which its
nerves reacted to an applied stim-
ulus. It was not greediness that

A scandalised shout of " Hi!"

caused him to eat too many green
apples ; he was experimenting upon
the human works, moved by the
same spirit as that which makes a
bacteriologist inoculate himself
with some horrid disease just for the
pleasure of curing it later on. His
career at school was not so brilliant
as it might have been, since in his
young days science was not taught
at schools. His whole being re-
volted against learning about such
hateful things as the " Ablative
Absolute," or the "Constitutionsof
Clarendon." He wanted to be mann-
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facturing chlorine or sulphuretted
hydrogen in the laboratory, -but he
was baulked of his desire since
there was no laboratory.

Well Qualified
It was only when he left school

that he was able to develop lhs
abilities properly. He argued very
soundly that since degrees are
obtainable by post from Trans -
Atlantic institutions, it was a mere
waste of time to immure himself
for three or four years in a
university Examination papers
again merely serve to cramp a man's
style instead of bringing out his

I

Not teasing the animal.

real knowledge. When I tell you
that Professor Goop without having
done a single examination paper in
his life is a Doctor of Science; a
Master of Astrology, Meteorology,
Carpet -dying, Psycho -analysis and
Metaphysics, a Bachelor of Palm-
istry, Poultry -breeding and Plumb-
ing, and that he holds diplomas
for Horticulture, Barratry, Numis-
matics, Peetology, and Cyclosophy
(the art of arguing in circles), you
will see that no man could possibly
be better qualified than he for any
post, no matter what its nature.

A "-Sitter "
As soon, therefore, as he had seen

the announcement to which I have
referred, the Professor realised that
he had what the vulgar call a
"sitter." He let it be knoWn at the
club that he was considering the
matter, and we all understood that,
Of course, he had only to send in his
application to receive the appoint-
me:it. 'We regarded the final
selection as so much of a foregone
conclusion that other members took
to calling him " GE." whilst I en-
deavoured on several occasions to
borrow a fiver, pointing out that no
man could possibly miss -the five -
hundredth part of his salary.
asked the Professor nearly every
day whether he had sent in his
formal application. For some time
he merely replied, " Plenty of time,
my dear fellow, plenty of time."
Then one evening he asked me to
go round to have a little talk with
him.

A Proud Moment
As we sat in his little study he

opened his heart to me, and I
suddenly realised how close were

the bonds that bind us together.
" My friend," he said, " I would
send in my application and secure
the post but for one little fly in
the ointment. Can you imagine
Marshall parted from Snelgrove ? "
" No." I replied firmly. " A
thousand times no." " Can you
envisage," he went on, " Damon
without his Pythias, Orestes minus
his Pylades, or Pope severed from
his Bradley ? " " Certainly not."
I said, wondering what he was
leading up to. " Then," cried the
Professor, " Can you possibly en-
tertain the idea of Goop parting
from his Listener -in ? Such a
thing is unthinkable, impossible.
That is the one and only reason
why I hesitate about takina° this
post." I seized his hand and
wrung it until his fingers creaked.
" Professor," I said in a broken
voice, " This is the proudest
moment of my life. I have longed
to see you as Chief Engineer, and
never would I have put anything in
your way. Yet the sorrow of
parting brass rags, so to speak,
would, I think, be just a little more
than I could bear."

The Deputy C.E.
" But," I continued, " do not

forget that it is always darkest
before the dawn breaks. You have
not seen, I take it, to -day's
Wireless Weekly. They are an-
nouncing now that they want a
deputy chief engineer, and, if I
may say so, what better chief could
I have or what better right hand
man could you ? Let us examine
the terms of the appointment,"
We did so, The applicant was
required in the first place to possess
a degree not lower than M.Sc.
Nothing wrong here, since I am an
honorary Doctor of Divinity of
the Catwhisker University, Wis.
U:S.A. Secondly, he must have not
less than ten years' experience of
wireless work. Easy. Thirdly, for
not less than five years he must have
held an executive position involving
the originating of radio inventions
and their development. I need
only refer you to the back files of
In Passing, which contain not a
few radio 'inventions that I may,
perhaps, class as notable without
undue immodesty. In any case
I was the first man to claim the
reception of KOK.A. on a crystal,
and if that is not a radio invention
I do not know what is. Fourthly,
the candidate must possess an
extensive engineering experience,
and a thorough knowledge of
mechanical and electrical design of
radio instruments. This, I think,
requires no comment. There is a
fifth condition about his being

familiar with modern radio develop-
ments, which, of course, presents
no difficulties in my case. The
salary, of course, is not quite what
the chief engineer will get, still

i,7oo a year, if one is careful,
should at all events help towards
scaring the wolf should he happen
to call at the door. We decided
then that if the senior post was a
gift for the Professor the other was
mine for the asking. With two
such people as ourselves in com-
mand, radio research would have
received a real fillip, as you, readers,
will at once agree. Before we
parted on that evening we had
jotted down many ideas which We
proposed to develop as soon as we
were in the saddle. Though we
should be both of us comparatively
poor men we felt that we could
face such poverty for the sake of
wireless. We would sacrifice every-
thing. We would put our backs
into the business.- We would show
them.

A Sad Shock
And the next morning fate let

out. I do not mind so much for
myself since, thanks to my .pro-
ficiency at tiddlywinks and shove -
ha'penny, my income is assured ;
but my heart bleeds for the Pro-
fessor. That morning as' I lay -
reading Wireless Weekly in my bath
I came across the horrid announce-
ment that, having waited in vain
for Professor Goop's application,

Reading "Wireless Weekly
in my bath,

they had appointed with much
sorrow the next -best man that they
could find for the post of chief
engineer. Think of the inventions
that might have been produced
had Professor Goop not been too
late -in sending in his application.. .

THE LISTENER -IN.

Have you read the
August issue of

THE,
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Now on Sale.
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Which is the better aerial-the one depicted above,
or that on the opposite page ?

Summary
THE points to be considered

in the design of a receiving.
aerial are shown to be as

follows
(I). In order to obtain the

maximum reception from a given
signal, the aerial should be de-
signed so that the working wave-
length is not more than three
times the natural wavelength.

(2) In order to obtain adequate
selectivity and sharp tuning, the
aerial should be somewhat smaller
than is required by Condition s.
The selectivity remains about the
same over a band of wavelengths
ranging from three times the
natural wavelength of the aerial up
to ten or twelve times.

(3) These two conflicting con-
ditions may be combined to give
an efficient aerial system, in which
case the condition required is that
the ratio of the working wave-
length to the natural wavelength
should be from three . to three
and a half. Numerical values are
given illustrating the applications
of this principle.

(4) While a small aerial may
satisfactorily be employed for
longer wavelengths and will con-
tinue in such circumstances to give
adequate selectivity, the converse
is not true, and a long wavelength
aerial will not prove satisfactory
for short waves.

(5) It is important that the ratio
of horizontal length to vertical
height should be small. The most
efficient aerial system possible
would be a single vertical wire.

This, however, is not practicable in
the majority of cases, but, it is
preferable to sacrifice some of the
length in order to obtain a. pre-
ponderance of vertical height over
horizontal length.

General Considerations
The aerial is one of the most

ti
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Fig. 1. Showing the variation
of radiation resistance with

wavelength.

important factors in any receiving
system and may make all the
difference between success and
failure. Apart from the details
of actual construction, such as the
necessity for good insulation, or
the avoidance of undue screening,
the size has a very considerable
effect upon the results obtained.
Transmitting aerials, somewhat
naturally, fall in a class by them -

h' Large or
Small

I Aerials
By

o J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.
(/1011S.),

o Staff Editor. .
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selves, and it is proposed in this
article to consider only aerials
used for receiving purposes.

We may summarise the points
to be considered as follows-. There
are three essential conditions for
a good receiving aerial system.
In the first place the tuning 'of the
aerial should be sharp. 'This re-
quires, primarily, that the resist-
ance of the aerial shall be low.
Secondly, it is desirable that the
receptive properties of the aerial
shall be as high as possible. Finally,
the aerial should be capable of
being selectively tuned. This is
to some extent bound up with
the considerations of resistance,
the first of the three essentials.

Resistance
We will consider these several

points in detail. The first point is
that of the resistance of the aerial.
Now, quite apart from the resist-
ance of such tuning coils as may be
necessary, the aerial itself has
considerable inherent resistance.
This resistance may be analysed
into several components. There is,
of course, the resistance of the wire
of the aerial itself, and of the
earth.

Secondly, there is a very fruitful
source of loss, known as the
" dielectric loss."

The currents which are set up
in the receiving aerial give rise
to secondary currents in the in-
sulators, the walls of the building
and the ground underneath the
aerial.

Such currents will, of . course,
absorb energy from the aerial and
will thus prevent the full signal
strength from being -developed.

Radiation. Resistance
The third component of the

resistance of the aerial is the
quantity known as the "radiation
resistance." In a transmitting
aerial there is a certain expenditure
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of power in overcoming the resist-
ance of the aerial and the losses
associated therewith. The re-
mainder of the power is effective
in producing radiation. This may
be measured by considering the
aerial to have a certain fictitious
" radiation resistance," which re-
quires the expenditure of power
in order to overcome it. The
radiation resistance is thus a
measure of the amount of power
actually radiated.

In an exactly similar manner, the
radiation resistance of a receiving
aerial is a measure of the amount
of power abstracted from the
passing ether waves, and it is there-
fore important to ensure that the
radiation resistance shall be a large
proportion of the total resistance.

Natural Wavelength
It is well known that an aerial

is capable of receiving or. trans-
mittii. Y signals without any ad-
ditional inductance or capacity.
This is due to the fact that the aerial
itself possesses a certain inherent
inductance and capacity, and con-
sequently if the aerial is set in
oscillation it will radiate a certain
definite wavelength.

This wavelength is termed the
natural wavelength of the aerial,
and the radiation resistance of an
aerial is a maximum when the
aerial is operated at this natural
wavelength. As the working wave-
length is increased so the radiation
resistance falls off somewhat
rapidly. It is found experimentally
that the radiation resistance is
inversely proportional to the square
of the wavelength. This point is
illustrated in Fig. r, which shows
the variation of the radiation
resistance in terms of the  ratio

working wavelength A

.natural wavelength - Ao
Variation of Loss Resistance with

Wavelength
We may now consider the other

This aerial, comprising a vertical wire with a very short
horizontal top, is better than that shown opposite. The
portion on the left of the lead-in is merely an insulated "tail,"

resistances, which may be called
loss resistances because they mili-
tate against good reception. It is
well known that the resistance of a
conductor carrying alternating cur-
rent increases with the frequency
cf that current. This is because at
high frequencies. the current only
flows in the skin of the conductor.
Consequently the effective area
of the conductor is less, and the
resistance will increase in pro-
portion. This effect is found to

deurio Atao

Fig. 2. Showing how the ratio
of radiation resistance to total
resistance varies with the

wavelength.

vary inversely as the square root
of the wavelength, that is to say,
the shorter the wavelength the
higher will be the resistance of the
conductor.

Finally, the dielectric resistance
is found to increase directly as the
wavelength increases, being greater

for long wavelengths than for
short.

Aerial Resistance
It is possible therefore to draw

a curve showing the variation of
these component resistances for
any given aerial circuit. This has
been done in Fig. 3, and the three
dotted line curves represent the
three resistances which have just
been considered. The full line
curve is the sum of these three
component curves, and represents
the total resistance of the aerial.
It will be seen that this total
resistance varies very considerably
with the wavelength at which the
aerial is operated, and, moreover,
that there is a fairly well-defined
minimum point. This ci the type
of curve which is obtained in
practice if the resistance of an
actual aerial is measured. The
minimum point is found to occur
at a wavelength of two or three
times the natural wavelength.

Conditions f,ir Best Reception
Now it follows from what has

previously been said, that in order
to obtain the best reception from
a given aerial, the proportion of
radiation resistance to total resist-
ance should be as large as possible.
Reference to Fig. 3 will show
that this condition is obtained by
working the aerial as near as possible
to the natural wavelength. The
actual proportion of radiation
resistance to total resistance can be
worked out for a typical case,
and this has been done in Fig. 2,
which indicates quite clearly the
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2'0 WAIVE/WM --a.-
Fig. 3. Showing the variation of aerial resistance with wave.
length and the relative proportions of the various component

resistances.
increase in this ratio as the natural
wavelength of the aerial is ap-
proached.

It will be seen from this curve,
that the_radiation resistance re-
mains a fairly high proportion of
the total as long as the wave-
length at which the aerial is
operated is not greater than two
or three times the natural wave-
length. This, therefore, is the
condition required for good re-
ception.

Selectivity
We have now, however, to con-

sider the third factor in the case,
that is to say, the question of
the selectivity. In order to in-
vestigate this question, it is neces-
sary to obtain some definition of
selectivity. We may consider an
aerial system tuned to a given
station, in which case a certain
current will be produced in the
telephones. If now a second
station transmits on a wavelength

A typical receiving aerial. A single wire would give
better selectivity.

very slightly different from the
first, a certain interfering signal
will be obtained in the telephones.
The selectivity is the ratio of the
detected signal current to the
detected interfering current. It
may be shown that, other things
being equal, this ratio is pro-

portional to '' where L and R
are the inductance and resistance
in the aerial circuit.

This reasoning applies both to
the direct tapped aerial circuit and
to the loosely coupled type of aerial
circuit.

I. will be obvious, therefore, that
there are several possible arrange-
ments. We may provide a fairly
large aerial with a small loading
inductance (in order to tune the
aerial to the wavelength being

ti
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Fig. 4.-Variation of ratio L
with wavelength. R

received), or we may have a smaller
aerial with a larger inductance.
Now, the ratio of -L -for a coil
remains approximately constant,
provided the same type of winding
is employed. If, however, a smaller
aerial is used, the natural wave-
length of such an aerial will be
considerably smaller than if a
large aerial were used. This means
that the ratio of the working
wavelength to the natural wave-
length is larger, and, as has been
seen in Fig. 3, this will have
considerable effect upon the resist-
ance of the aerial.

It is therefore necessary to take
into account both the inherent
resistance and inductance of the
aerial, and the inductance and
resistance of the loading coil which
is employed. This has been done
in Fig. 4, and it will be seen that
the ratio of

L increases as the
wavelength increases, up to a point
where the Working wavelength is
about eight tim es the natural wave-
length. At this point the curve
begins to drop again, but the
maximum extends over a consider-
able range of wavelength.
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Optimum Arrangement

We therefore have two sets of
conditions. If receptivity is con--
sidered, the condition required is
that the aerial shall be operated
at a wavelength not greater than
two or three times the natural
wavelength.

If, on the other hand, selectivity
is the criterion, it is necessary for
thewaVelength.to be at least three
or four times the natural wave-
length.

These two conditions may be
combined, and we may obtain a
curve giving the best position
from b6th points of view. This has
been done in Fig. 5, which in-
dicates to a very marked degree
that the wavelength employed
should be about three times the
natural wavelength.

It will be obvious that this
optimum position is really a com-
promise between two conflicting
conditions. Fortunately, however,
there are positions at which the
reception conditions are good from
both points of view, and to obtain
the best results the aerial should be
worked in this overlapping por-
tion. From Fig. 5. it will be seen
that this occurs at a wavelength of
about three times the natural
wavelength of the aerial.

Nurneec al- Values
We may now translate these

results into terms of actual length
and type of aerial. The natural
wavelength of an aerial is about
four or five times the actual
length of wire employed. This
strictly applies only to single wire
aerials, but serves as a rough guide
if double wire aerials are em-
ployed. On a wavelength of four
hundred metres, the natural wave-

/ 2 3 .4 5
RAT/o A.Ato

Fig. 5.-Indicating the marked
effect of size upon the results

obtained.

length, in order to comply with the
conditions just given, should be_
about 130 metres.

This requires an aerial about
3o metres long, which will be seen to
accord very closely with the figure
of too feet which has become the

standard among amateurs (r metre
.=31- ft. approximately).

This size of aerial, therefore, gives
the best conditions both as regards
receptivity and selectivity, and
Fig. 5 indicates very clearly that an
increase in this length is accom-
panied by a marked decrease in the
resulting signals.

Loaded Aerials
In order to receive the longer

wave broadcasting it is necessary
to insert a fairly large loading coil
in the aerial circuit. Now it will
be obvious from what has bees
said, that it is not practicable to
obtain an aerial which is equally
effective both for short waves and
long waves. In the majoritY cti!

cases, however, the long wave
stations are using rather more
power than those on short waves,
and therefore it is the selectivity
factor which requires considera-
tion.

A reference to Fig. 4 will show
that the selectivity factor in-
creases as the ratio of working
wavelength to' natural wavelength
is increased, and that this ratio
may be increased to as much as ten
without any detrimental effects
on the selectivity. That is to say,
the TOO ft. aerial just considered,
having a natural wavelength of
about 13o metres, will give good
selectivity on wavelengths up to
1,3oo Metres or evm more.

On the other hand, an aerial
which was made efficient for the
longer wavelengths would not be
by any means efficient if used on
the short waves, so that for general
purposes a small aerial is preferable.

Ratio of Horizontal Length to
Height

This is another. aspect of the
question, which has not yet been
considered. There are, moreover,
several interesting features which
are brought to light in this con-
nection, but it is not possible to
discuss this point at any length in
the present article.

Pending a more detailed investi-
gation of this matter, it may be
observed that the existing form of
aerial, in which the' length of the
horizontal top 'is several times as
great as the height, is decidedly
inefficient. .

The length of the flat top should
not be, more than about half the
vertical height if the aerial is to
possess good receptive properties.
Actually the ideal aerial wouldbe a
simple vertical wire, too ft. high,
which is not .practicable in. the
majority of cases. It is better,
however, to sacrifice a certain
amount of actual length.

A good type of short wave
aerial.

An aerial 3o ft. high and 30 ft.
long would be a better receiver
than - one 3o ft. high and 70 ft.
long.

Short Wave Aerials
;These results are particularly

interesting in connection with short
wave reception. They indicate
very strongly that a considerable
improvement in signal strength and
selectivity could be obtained by
reducing the size of the aerial,
other things being equal. Un-
fortunately a small aerial is more
subject to screening, and this
point should not be lost sight of.

In the case of the reception from
American stations, the selectivity
factor is not of such great im-
portance as the fact of good recep-

 tion. It is probable, therefore, that
in this case it would be better
to construct an aerial having a
natural wavelength of the order of
one half that being received. If
the wavelength- being received is
equal to or less Man the natural
wavelength of the aerial, certain
undesirable secondary effects occur,
which militate against good recep-
tion. Simple vertical wire aerials,
20 or. 3o ft. in- height, are more
likely to give satisfactory results
on wavelengths between 5,9 and
15o metres.
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FOR the circuit of the two -
valve receiver to be des-
cribed in this article, I have

chosen what is probably one of the
most popular in this country,
namely, the detector and " one-
step," that is, a detector -valve fol-
lowed by one stage of low -frequency
amplification. The reason for its
popularity is only too apparent, for
it is one of the easiest circuits to
operate, and is one of the most use-
ful " DX " circuits in good condi-
tions and provides, in addition, a
good general-purpose receiver.

Refinement&
It will be seen from the circuit

diagrain. that WI haTve . used ehoke-
coupling, and .have -incorporated in
the set. one  or two  refinements
which should render it an attrac-
tive proposition for the man who

is situated quite near a main broad-
casting station, and who desires to
receive the latter on the loud
speaker and yet be able to " reach
out " occasionally in search of more
distant stations without being
troubled by interference from the
nearby station. -

To achieve this, an auto -coupled
aerial circuit is :used in conjunction
with a type of wavetrap recently
described by Mr. A. D. Cowper, in
W ireless W eekly (Vol. 6, No. 7, May
20, 1925). This consists of a " series-
acceptor " circuit 11.2C2, that is, an
inductance in series with a .conden-

This view of the rear of the receiver'shown the general
disposition of the components on the panel and baseboard.
The clip seen close to the near edge of the baseboard

holds the grid battery in position.
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ser, shunted across the aerial turns
of the auto -coupled circuit. Pro-
vided this "acceptor " circuit is of
negligible H.F. resistance, then E0
appreciable H.F. potentials can to
built up across these aerial turns
for the particular frequency to
which the " series -acceptor cir-
cuit is tuned. If then, we keep down
the H.F. resistance of this circuit
by using a coil of gdod design, th
arrangement forms a very effective
.vavetrap for the elimination of a
powerful local transmission.

When the wavetrap is in opera.
bort, ordinary magnetic reaction en
to the aerial from the plate circuit

of the detector -valve is used, and
the whole tuning arrangement
shown in Fig. 2.

Reinartz Reaction
The second featiire of interest in

the receiver lies in the fact that it is
possible by merely changing a coil
and altering the connection of a
flexible. lead, to use the Reinartz
form of reaction. This is effected
by simply connecting the flex lead
marked X in the circuit 'diagram
to the terminal Y and substituting
a radio -choke for the reaction coil
L3, thus giving the arrangement
shown in Fig. 3. The smooth con-
trol and ease of adjustment which
this type of reaction gives can be
fully appreciated only when it is
used in conjunction with a
really low -loss grid circuit, but,
nevertheless, if a good type of plug-
in coil is used this method gives a
marked improvement over the or-
dinary swinging coil method, and a
much finer adjustment is- possible
without an excessive tendency for
the set to burst into oscillation
suddenly.
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X

Fig. T.-The theoretical diagram of the circuit employed.
R.inartz reaction may be introduced with the aid of the

coil L2 and condenser C2.

Although these refinements have
been incorporated the set still
retains the simplicity of an ordin-
ary receiver using a more usual
circuit, and even the beginner need
have no doubt as to his ability to
operate it.

Arrangement of Coils
A three-way coil holder is used to

accommodate the coils, the central
fixed socket taking the aerial coil
with the coils L2 and L, in the mov-
able sockets on eilier side. When
the wavetrap is in use the coil Lis
kept at right .angles to the aerial
coil so as' to minimise the coupling
between them. Before describing
the actual set, a few words on the
low -frequency coupling may not he
out of place. -

With the circuit arrangement
shown the amplification may not be
.as high as one is accustomed to
obtain with transformer coupling,
hut, provided a good choke of

L3 RfACT/ON

C, -0005pF

C2 '0004JF
E

WAVE TRAP

Fig. 2. --An efficient wave -
trap circuit is obtained by
connecting L2 and C2 in
series across the aerial

turns.

the correct voltages may be applied
to each valve, - and preferably a
small power -Valve with suitable
grid bias used for the L.F. stage.

It is advisable, though not abso-
lutely essential, that shunting
condensers of 2/./.F be connected
between each positive H.T. tapping
and H.T - , but these are not incor-
porated in the actual set, as a separ-
ate unit is preferable for this pur-
pose. In Wireless Weekly, Vol. 6,
No. 9, June 3, 5925, I described
such a unit containing shunting
condensers, grid bias batteries and
tapping switch and also a filter
circuit and loud -speaker shunting
condenser, under the title of " A
Useful Accessories Unit," and this
should prove a useful adjunct to
any experimenter's equipment.

By -Pass Condenser
When using the ordinary mag-

netic reaction, a condenser C3,

The adoption of the American scheme of mounting the fixed
components on a baseboard at the rear results in extreme

simplicity of panel layout.

sufficiently high impedance is user),
and with proper conditions else-
where, the quality of reprodtiction
will show an improvement on that
possible with many transformers.
The value of the coupling condenser
C5 is not critical above a certain
value, but fOr the best results
it should het be less than about
0-05µF. I have used a 2,t4F condenser
in the actual set but any value above
o.04/Fwill -prove quite saCsla.ctory.
The gridleak R3 should have a low
value, preferably - from 0.25 to
0.5 1VIn ; in the present set one of
0.5 Mn is used.

Separate H.T. Tappings
Note that aseparatti H.T. tapping

is provided for each valve. This
is a desirable feature in any set
employing low -frequency arnplifi-

_

cation, and- in  this particular set

Fig. 3.-R.inartz reaction,
as shown above, is obtained
by connecting the free end
of L8 to the plate of the

detector valve.
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From the above photograph it will be observed that no
space is wasted on the baseboard, and though appearing
to be crowded easy access is given for making all necessary

connections.

shunted across the choke Z, is
desirable. The value of this fixed
condenser should be kept as, low as
possible ,consistent with suitable
reaction control, and a value of
.0003- µF as specified is usually
about right. Clips for the shunting
of a fixed condenser across the tele-
phone terminals have been pro-
vided in the set. This is for the
purpose of tone control, should the
set be used, say, up to distances of
about ro miles from a main station,
for working a loud -speaker, and the
best value of this condenser will
depend on the type of loud -speaker
used, and may be between .00i 1.1.F

and .orµF.

The General Lay -out
The accompanying photographs

should convey a fair idea of the
appearance of the receiver. The
American method of baseboard
mounting with a vertical panel for
the tuning controls has been
adopted and allows of a neat and
symmetrical panel lay -out. The
three-way coil -holder is attached to
the- cabinet on the left-hand side.
The front coil socket takes the
Reinartz reaction or the wavetrap
coil, whilst that at the back takes
the H.F. choke or the ordinary
reaction coil, according to which
arrangement is being used. The
top terminal on the left of the panel
is for the aerial when direct coup-
ling is used, whilst that at the
bottom serves to make the earth
connection. The centre terminal on
the left corresponds to that marked

Y in the circuit diagram. The con-
denser dial on the left at the top of
the panel is the A.T.C., while that
on the right controls the reaction
or the wavetrap condenser. Ter-
minals are provided for telephone
connections but all battery connect
tions are made with the aid of
flexible leads brought out through a
hole in the back of the cabinet. A
tapped grid -bias battery is, however,
included in the cabinet, and the
necessary flexible connections and
wander plugs provided. The anti -
shock type of valve -holders and dual
rheostats have been employed to
render the set adaptable for use
with dull -emitter valves.

Components Required
 For the construction of the set

the following is a complete list of
the components and materials re-
quired ; the makes actually speci-
fied and used in the set need not be
strictly adhered to,, and the dis-
criminating constructor has a wide
choice of suitable components. If
the reader has any doubt, however,
as to the suitability of any material
he is advised to keep to the list
given below :-

One suitable cabinet (Camco).
One ebonite panel, 12 in. by 7 in.

by i in. (Paragon).
One .0005 tiF variable square law _

condenser.
One .00025 AF variable square

law condenser. (Both by Radio
Instrunients, Ltd.).

One L.F. choke (Grafton Electric
Co., Ltd.).

Two " Antipon g " valve -holders
(Bowyer -Lowe Co., Ltd.).

Two dual type rheostats (Radio
Instruments, Ltd.).

One three-way coil -holder (Peto-
Scott Co., Ltd.). -

One grid -leak (2M0) and grid
condenser (.0003 p.17) unit.

_One grid -leak (mounted) 0.5 Mn.
One .0003 ILF fixed 'conderis.r

(mounted).
One fixed condenser with curs

(tone control condenser; value
determined by trial). (The last foul
items are by L. McMichael, Ltd.).

. One Nixed condenser, 2/LF (Tele-
graph Condenser Co., Ltd.).

Five terminals (those used arc by
Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd.).

One grid -bias battery 9v., tapped
(Siemens l3ros." & Co., Ltd.).

Radio Press panel transfers.
Square wire,. about 5 yards

rubber covered flexible wirer -brass
wood screws, and two angle brackets.

Fig. 4.-The positions for the few holes requiring to be
drilled in the panel may be obtained from this diagram.
Blueprint No. 124A may be obtained, price 1/6, post free.
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To Li,
sacXCrOf

COIL Houni:

Fig. 5.-All the necessary connections are given in this diagram, a full size blueprint
of which may be obtained for 1/6, post free. No. 1246 should be quoted. Note the
position of the clip which secures the grid battery against the side of the cabinet.

As the panel lay -out is quite
simple there is little work to do
here and the necessary drilling
centres may be obtained frcm one
of the accompanying diagrams. In
addition, two holes to take 4 B.A.
screws should be drilled on each side
of the panel ,(these are for
securing the angle brackets) and
also two along the lower edge
of the panel through which wood
screws are inserted into the base-
board to provide additional sup-
port for the panel. When the latter
has been drilled and cleaned, the
condensers, rheostats and terminals
may be mounted and the whole
secured to the baseboard as indi-
cated. Note that the clips for the
tone control condenser are held
behind the fixing nuts of the tele-
phone terminals.

The remainder of the components
should then be assembled on the
baseboard, and screwed down in
the positions indicated on the
wiring diagram and shown in the
back of panel photographs.

Mounting the Coil Holder
In fixing the coil holder to the

side of the cabinet the positions for
the Jour holes may be obtained by
using the coil holder itself as a tern -
plate. With these hales carefully
drilled, the coil holder is placed in
position and secured with washers
and nuts inside the cabinet. In
addition five small holes through
which to pass the flex for connect-
ing purposes will be required oppo-
site the corresponding holes in the
coil holder, and a further hole about

in. in diameter should be drilled

in the back of the cabinet on the
left. (facing the back), through
which the battery connections are
to be taken.

The wiring may next be com-
menced, and this operation will be
greatly facilitated if all the solder-
ing points are previously tinned.
For those who are unaccustomed
to wiring a receiver from a circuit
diagram, the wiring diagram
will prove helpful. In making,
the flexible battery and coil -holder
connections adequate lengths
should be allowed in all cases. In
making these connections do not
hurry the procedure unduly, but
clean and tin carefully the ends of
each length of flex before the con-
nections are made. Such connec-
tions if not well made are often a
considerable source of trouble
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which may be easily avoided if only
little care is taken.
Before the set is completed ready

for testing, mark clearly with a tag
the purpose of each flexible battery
connection.

Note particularly that if Lissen X
coils are used for the auto -coupled
aerial circuit then the flex connec-
tion from the earth terminal to the
centre coil mount should be con-
nected to the plug.

Initial Tests
For a preliminary test insert the

two valves into their sockets, con-
nect up the accumulator and ascer-
tain that the filament lighting cir-
cuit is wired correctly. Assuming
this to be so, connect up the H.T.
battery, telephones, aerial and

served, reverse the flexible leads to
the reaction coil socket and try
again.  The reaction effect should
now be quite in order.

Using the Wavetrap
Now, using a Lissen X coil (say

No. 5o or 6o) in the fixed socket
and a suitable coil for La (say, a
No. 7,5) connect the free flexible lead
from this socket to the aerial con-
nection on one of the tappings on
the Lissen coil, having previously
tuned in the local station. Rotation
of the right-hand condenser should
then enable you to eliminate com-
pletely the local transmission.
When using the wavetrap keep the
coils L1 and L2 as far, apart as
possible, and experiment with the
size of L1 to find the best coil.

The back of the receiver, showing he position of the grid-, leak and -condenser, The wiring should be copied a exactly
as possible.

earth. Then insert a shorting plug
in the moving coil socket at the
back of the coil holder, or if a short-
ing plug is not available use a short
length of wire connected between
the plug and the socket; insert a
suitable coil, say, a No. 5o into
the fixed socket and neglect
for the moment the other socket.
Rotation of the left-hand con-
denser should then enable you
to hear the local station. Pro-
vided this is so insert a reaction
coil into the appropriate socket
(the one previously shorted) and
try the effect of bringing it gradually
hearer the aerial coil. You should
find that signals increase in strength,
especially if you retune on the
A.T.C. If this effect is not ob-

Reinartz Reaction
 Next remove the ordinary re-

action coil, insert a No. 25o as
radio -choke and keep it at right
angles to L1. Disconnect the flex
Connection from the aerial tap and
connect its free end to the centre
terminal on the left of the panel.
With a coil (say, a No. 5o or 75)
plugged in the L2 socket and
coupled to L1, observe that the
receiver oscillates when the capa-
city of the right-hand condenser is
increased. If this does not happen,
reverse the flex connections to the
La coil socket.

Valves
After a little further trial you

will soon learn to manipulate the

various controls successfully for the
best results. For valves I suggest a
general purpose bright emitter or
.o6 type for the detector and a
valve of the B4, B6 or similar class
for the low -frequency stage with
an anode voltage of zoo -120 volts
and a suitable grid -bias as indicated
by the makers' curves.

Suggested coil values for the
broadcast , range are No. 35 or 5o
for L1 and say, No. -5o for La, if
m4gnetic reaction is used. A No. 75
will probably be suitable for the
wavetrap and a No. 5o or 75 'fox
Reinartz reaction. In all cases, how-
ever, the size of the reaction coil
should be kept as small as possible.

For Radio Paris and 5XX use a
No. 15o for L1, or a No. 25o of the
Lissen X type, and for Eiffel Tower
a No., 200 will probably be correct.
The same remarks as above apply
with regard t) the size of the
reaction coils. The size of the wave-
trap coil will in general be about the
same as that used in the aerial cir-
cuit with a series condenser for
tuning the particular station it is
desired to eliminate.

Some Results
In the actual tests I used a .o6

valve for the detector and a B6 for
the L.F., but the set worked quite
satisfactorily with two general-
purpose valves, bright or dull
emitters: Gambrel' coils were used
throughout with the exception
of the auto -coupled aerial coils
for which Lissen X coils were
used with success. I have no hesi-
tation in saying that the set in
every way came up to expectations
and proved delightfully easy to
control.

At 9 miles S.W. of 2LO, on a
fairly good outdoor aerial, both
London and Chelmsford were re-
ceived at fair strength on the
loud -speaker, ant the quality of
reproduction was very commend-
able. The wavetrap proved very
effective and the transmission from
London could be completely elim-
inated and Bournemouth received
without a trace of interference.
Birmingham was received in day-
light at good strength on the
phones and subsequently New-
castle was heard quite well. Aber-
deen was very faint and marred by
excessive Morse interference.

Of the Continental stations Petit
Parisien and Ecole Superieure came
in well on the phones ; Rome also
was of good phone strength. Two
German stations and two stations
on wavelengths below 300 metres
were also heard, the latter not being
identified. Radio -Paris was also
received at very good phone
strength
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A Selective HartleyoReinartz Circuit for
Broadcast Reception.

A description of an interesting short-wave circuit modified
by the author for reception on broadcast waveengths

By A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

THE peculiar type of Hartley
circuit developed for ex-
tremely short-wave work,

having a series condenser inserted
in the middle of the usual Hartley
inductance (the latter being con-
nected at its extremities to grid
and plate respectively), results in an
unusually selective receiving cir-
cuit when modified in its dimen-
sions to tune to the ordinary
broadcast wavelengths. The result-

/
IVERNATNE
41/a4L-24P

SEMI-
ARER/004
PR/MARY

aa2AF
II

101111111110-'11
8) 8 ®e

Fig. 1.-.Thetheoretical scheme
of connections.

in g receiver is more particularly suit-
able for the reception of fairly
strong local transmissions through
bad interference on a closely
adjacent wavelength ; in these
conditions, by careful tuning the
local station can be received at
good strength with a nearly silent
background, without the help of
wave -traps.

As shown in the circuit diagram,
the grid tuning inductance is divided
into two equal parts, the semi-
aperiodic aerial coil (with an alterna-
tive tapping for the short waves or
for use with large aerials) being
sandwiched in between them.
The principal tuning condenser
is put across grid and plate and
across the whole of the inductance ;
considerably less than the maxi-
mum of an ordinary .0005 µF tuning
condenser covers the short-wave
B.B.C. stations. A large variable

condenser, of .00i IX capacity,
is put across the gap between
the two halves of the timing
inductance, and serves to give an
uncommonly smooth reaction -
control effect, as well as affecting
the tuning range to some extent.
The aperiodic aerial coil is coupled
to the secondary as in Fig.

Radio -Chokes
The H.T. circuit is completed via

the upper half of the tuning in-
ductance, and a lead from the lower
end of the upper half to 'phones
and so to, the battery. A .602
blocking -condenser is put across the
'phones and H.T. battery, but can be
omitted in some cases. Actually, the
circuit will work without a separate
grid -condenser, but it is preferable
to use one as usual, the grid -leak
being taken directly to the positive
filament leg. No radio -choke is
required in this circuit for ordinary
wavelengths. In the short-wave
version, with which the writer was
able to go as low as 2.4 m. wave-
length recently, using a single -turn
inductance and a tubular type of
valve, radio -chokes were called
for in both H.T. and filament
connections, but on the broad-
cast waves the circuit appears to
operate better without.

The Tuning Inductance
Since the effective ' tuning

capacities are cut down by the
series condenser, an unusually large
inductance has to be used ; this
is wound in a fairly lowlloss form
with 64 (secondary) turns of No. 20
d.c.c. wire, in two halves, on a 4 -in.
dry cardboard former, 6 ins. long.
The primary consists of 20 turns
of the same wire (with an alterna-
tive tapping at the 15th turn)
wound on the same former in
between the other two half -coils
and with a clear I in. space on each
side of it.

Whilst the operation of the circuit
is fairly straightforward, it is a two-
handed job ; and the tuning is so
sharp that even the local station
may be missed at first. The reaction -

control condenser is kept at a
setting just below that which gives
oscillation, and the main tuning
condenser us slowly rotated, follow-
ing up all the time with the reaction.
When the station is found, the
,optimum setting of the two con-
densers is determined by successive
very small adj ustments of each,
following up every time with the
other, as there is a mutual effect
an the tuning, similar to, but not
quite .so distressing as, the effect
of a conventional swinging reaction..
coil. on the tuning of an ordinary
receiver, - For this latter reason,
the circuit is not recommended for
searching. and for long distance
work.

Results Obtainable
On practical trial, the circuit

gave a modest degree of loud -
speaking with a moderate aerial
on the local B.B.C. station

DRY CARDBO,4RD POR-
MER. /iff'za CLOSE
WOUND.

Fig. 2.-Constructional details
of the tuning inductance.
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at a dozen miles ; and the
latter could be tuned out within
3-5 degrees, depending on the
height of the aerial used. One
hundred mile station could be
tuned in, but not with great
ease ; the background was, how-
ever, perfectly silent, in spite
of close proximity to a power-
ful commercial station of notorious
mush -producing tendencies. On
account of the smooth and effective
reaction obtainable, there is a
temptation to operate the receiver
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rather too close to oscillation,
producing harshness in the repro-
duction ; this should be guarded
against by relaxing the reaction
considerably and retuning when it
is observed.

The Alternative Tapping
The alternative aerial 'tap is

necessary, because if by chance
the aerial is actually tuned. by the
primary inductance in use to the
wavelength of reception, ..the re-
action demands will be so high that
the circuit may not oscillate at all, -

so that sensitive reception is
impossible,. The lower tapping is
available for use in such a case.
The natural frequency of the
(loaded) aerial should always be a
little above that of reception, for
smooth reaction control.

It is evident that the primary
of an inter -valve I,.F. transformer
can be substituted for the 'phones,
to provide one or more stagee
of note magnification in the usual
' ay.

J.

A Readers Experiences
with a Three :Valve !!!,

74, Reinartz Receiver
*************i

SIR,-I thought you might be in-
terested in the results obtained
with my Reinartz tuner. I am at
present using the receiver described
by Percy W. Harris in MODERN
WIRELESS, March, 1024, viz. :-Det.
and 2 L.F. The components are laid
out on -a board, each condenser and
valve being in its own small box,
and the following particulars may
be pertinent :-

Location.--fo miles west of Man-
chester.

Aerial. -6o ft. of 7/22 ; average
height, 3o ft. ; lead-in, continuous
with main aerial.

Earth. -6 ft. lead Electron wire
to buried lead piping (3 ft.).

Results :-All main B.B.C. sta-
tions are received at good L.S.
strength on an Amplion Junior de
Luxe, with exception of Cardiff.
London, Bournemouth and New-
castle, however, suffer interference
from Manchester. Manchester has
to be de -tuned, and can be received
without an aerial. Of the relay
stations Liverpool is almost as loud
as Manchester. Others received are
Hull, Leeds, Sheffield, and Edin-
burgh, all giving speech and music,
which can be followed quite easily
and enjoyed. Foreign stations
received are :- Strength.

Petit-Parisien L.S.
Zurich .. L.S.

*Fradkf urt "Fair L.S. (fades)
*Breslau , . , L.S.
*Stuttgart.. L.S.
*Madrid .. - L.S.
Hamburg .. L.S.
Ecole Sup. .. L.S.
*Equal to British Relay Stations.

By L.S. I mean -Volume equal to
that of a good gramophone.

Is not this _list truly amazing !
And the beauty of the business is
that it can be done any and every
night, which statement can be
vouched for.- The main B.B,C.
stations I can also get in the after-
noon at nearly the same strength as
at night.

Features of the circuit I find
are

Remarkable simplicity of
to ing.

2. Delightful build-up of signal
strength on increasing reaction con-
denser

3: Smooth and easy control of
reaction.

I might add that I find a radio
choke (30o turns) between the plate
of the first valve and the OP of
the first L.F. transformer gives
greater freedom of oscillation. I
hope I hive not wearied you, but
when one comes across such a really
excellent design one feels bound to
thank the giver, and that can best
he done, I think; by showing exactly

-what can he done with it.
Wishing you and your periodicals

every prosperity.-Yours faithfully,
HAROLD FAIRHURST.

Manchester.

THE DAVENTRY STATION

The base of one of the 500 -foot masts of the new B.B.C.
high -power station at Daventry.
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'USING 'FHE All-ENCLOSTD
SUP 'JR:HETERODYNE

6 7)A -76,76,4d/3 Se.

THE question of the operation
of the finished instrument
had perforce to be dealt

with in the briefest manner possible
last month, and I propose in the
concluding pages of this article to
try to give a somewhat clearer
idea of the best procedure to adopt.
The working. of a super -hetero-
dyne, even of a simple one like
the present instrument, is most
emphatically a matter for practical
experience rather than theoretical
explanations, but some general
rules for the guidance of those
without previous - experience of
these receivers will perhaps be of
assistance.

The Requirements
It is to be understood that before

the desired station can be heard
the settings of both the dials must
be correct to something like a
degree or less upon their scales, and
therefore the ordinary methods of
rough-and-ready searching, such as
may be adopted in the case of a
receiver with two controls of which
one is the condenser of the aerial
circuit and the other that of the
tuned anode circuit, will no longer
suffice.- With, practice: it will be
found possible to manipulate the
two controls simultaneously, in-
creasing or decreasing the capacity
of the two condensers in sympathy,
and keeping them in step with each
other by noting and following round

1, .5.4Q fY

the faint crackling of atmospherics
which comes through when the two
circuits are correctly adjusted with
respect to_each other. In this way
it is possible to carry out quite
rapid searching, but.a, goad deal of
skill is needed, and at the start the
more tedious method of the advance
of a few degrees at a time of one of
the dials, accompanied by wide
sweeps of the other, is to be pre-
ferred.

A Good Method
The best method is probably to

set the frame condenser' first of all
to zero, swing the oscillator con-
denser very slowly over its whole
range, then advance the frame
condenSer a few degrees, again
swing the oscillator condenser
slowly, and so on until the whole
scale of the frame condenser has
been covered. In this way any but
the weakest signals will be picked up
with due patience. When a signal
has been picked up, the first thing
to do is to decide whether the long -
wave side is functioning at its
highest efficiency as regards fila-
ment current and grid potential.
To do this, carefully readjust the
potentiometer for loudest signals,
and at the same time check the
adjustment of the oscillator con-
denser, which will need to be
altered every time that the potentio-
meter is moved, and then try the
effect of brightening the valve fila-
ments slightly.

This will probably cause the
signal to vanish altogether, but if
the potentiometer is now- revolved
towards the negative end so that
the long -wave side is once more on
the verge of self -oscillation, and the
oscillator condenser is readjusted,
it will probably be heard once more,
and quite possibly at greater
strength. If it is no better than
before, try reducing the valve fila-
ments somewhat below the original
point, again adjusting the potentio-
meter and the condenser. In this
way you will soon discover how
critical the long -wave side adjust-
ments are ,if the very best results
are to be obtained.

Purity Control
Of course, when actually re-

ceiving a distant station from the
entertainment point of view, it is
not desirable to work with the
potentiometer adjusted so that the
intermediate amplifiers are hanging
on the edge of self -oscillation, for
then quality will not be of the best.
If the potentiometer is withdrawn
slightly from the point at which
oscillation begins and the tuning of
the oscillator condenser checked,
very nearly as loud signals will be
obtained and with a considerably
greater degree of purity.

When you are satisfied that the
set is giving the best results of
which it is capable so far as the
adjustments which we have been
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considering are concerned, try the
effect of swinging the frame aerial,
which may make a great difference
to the signals. When used indoors
with electric light wiring, gas -
pipes and so on in the neighbour-
hood, the directional effects of the
frame may be only very slight ;
but out in the open they are usually

a quite pronounced, and it is some-
times possible to discover that a
distant station cannot be picked
up at all until the frame is set more
or. less to the correct direction.

H.T. Values
I gave last month the values of

102, 3o, 54 and ro8 volts as the
correct figures for high tension
terminals Nos 1,`2, 3 and 4, and it
may be assumed that these voltages
will suit the great majority of valves.
They are dependent, of course,
upon the use of a battery of io8
volts total.

These voltages were chosen when
using a particular collection of
valves, these being the ones em-
ployed in the first tests with the
finished set, and it may be of
interest to give the names of these
valves and their functions, since
to do so will give a good idea of
the varied types which can be used
successfully in this set. For
the oscillator valve I used a Cossor
Wuncell ; for the first high-
h'equency valve a B. 5 ; for the
first and second detectors Mullard
D. o5's ; for the intermediate
frequency amplifiers D.E. 3 B's, and
for the low -frequency amplifier a
B. 6. This varied collection was
all run from a 4 -volt accumulator,
and gave perfectly satisfactory
results, so that no hesitation should
be felt in using any such mixed
arrangement, so long as due care
is taken to see that they run from

'roughly similar filament voltages.

Final Adjustments
These values will be found suit-

able for the majority of general
purpose valves, and can be adopted
for the first tests, to be improved
upon by careful adjustment once
the set has been got into working
order.

The value of 102 volts suggested
for terminal No. r (the oscillator
H.T. terminal) proved most suit-
able for several of the valves tried,
but it is to be observed that when
a dull emitter of the .o6 ampere
type is used as the oscillator little
advantage (if any) may be derived
from the use of more than about
45 volts upon this terminal.

Having succeeded in tuning in
some distant station by the use
of the methods which I have given,
the final adjustment -of the 'vol-

tages applied to the H.T. terminals
may  be performed. Take first
that of the oscillator voltage (i.e.,
the voltage applied to terminal
No. I), and adjust this in steps of
perhaps 6 volts at a time, care-
fully readjusting the oscillator
condenser (C2) as this is done.
With many dull emitter valves
little or no alteration in signal
strength will be observed so long
as the oscillator voltage is . above
about 45 volts, but it is as well to
carry out the adjustment in order
to make sure that the valve being

used d )es not happen to be an
exceptio i to the rule.

Oscill Won of Long Wave
Amplifier

The voltages applied to terminals
Nos. 2 and 3 are best adjusted
together,  since they are in a way
related. For example, if the lead
from terminal No. 3 is transferred
from the 54 volt socket to the one
supplying 66 volts the long wave
amplifier will probably oscillate,
and it will be necessary to turn the
potentiometer round some distance
towards the positive end to stop it.

Sbale of Miles
o O 20 80 90 100

Fig. 1.-The instrument has bean tested by Mr. Kendall
at the four places whose names are underlined on this
map. The numbers indicate the distances in miles to

certain of the stations heard.
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Results will probably then be no
better than before, unless attention
is devoted to the adjustment of
the voltage applied to terminal
No. 2 (supplying the first and
second detectors). If the voltage
is reduced somewhat (say, from
3o to 21. volts in the case of .o6
ampere valves) it may be found
that the long wave side oscillates -
no more readily than before, but
that signals have greatly improved,

What will actually be observed,
of course, depends upon the kind
of valves being used, and I can
merely indicate the particular
points which call for careful adjust-
ment, and leave the operator to
find out far himself the exact
voltages which best suit his own
valves. Carry out the adjustment
when receiving fairly weak signals,
to be obtained by slightly detuning
the frame circuit if necessary, so
that the signals of some strong
station are sufficiently reduced to
serve, and you will experience
little difficulty.

A final point about the high-
tension battery to be used. I have
found it desirable with every type of
super -heterodyne receiver yet tested
to use a fairly new and good high-
tension battery, and this applies
to the receiver under consideration.
It will be observed that no reservoir
condensers are provided across the
high-tension terminals, and I have
not found them to give any improve -

2'1;

/5'; libvers /

ment when used, provided that the
high-tension battery is in reason-
ably good condition.

Those who wish their high-tension
batteries to last a little longer, how-
ever, can, of course, add such a
reservoir condenser, and it may be
mounted upon the under side of the
baseboard behind the ebonite panel
carrying the filament rheostats, and
may be of 2 12.1? capacity. It
should be connected directly
between high-tension negative, that
is to say, any point on the positive
side of the filament circuit and the
H.T. -I- 3 terminal. It was omitted
in the original receiver because it
adds to the weight, and so long as
the battery is reasonably new it
does not seem to give any improve-
ment in results.

The value of grid bias used will
depend upon the type of valve in
use and the amount of high-tension
supplied, and it may be taken that
with a 72 -volt battery 3 volts will
generally be ample, while with the
io8-vsolt battery 41 or 6 volts will
be adequate, remembering that a
certain amount of grid bias is
provided by the drop across the
filament rheostat.

Small Faults
It will perhaps, be as well at

this point to consider some of
the small faults which may
develop in a set of this type during
use. If the set is regarded as a

/AI

S

24 -seprvs
3/1Apiwr.°\

)2;k

Fig. 2.-The arrangement of the screws upon the
round which the aerial turns are wound.

lid,

portable one and is used for
motoring and travelling generally,
by far the most likely one is a
broken connection, for it is quite
suprising how really sound a joint
must be to stand up to prolonged
vibration.

To. anyone who wishes to use the
set in a similar way I would suggest
that whenever a " T " joint is
made, one of the wires should be
twisted several times round the
other, and the whole joint should
then be soldered over. In this way
alone have I succeeded in producing
a really sound and permanent
joint which I can depend upon to be
proof against prolonged vibration.

The First H.F. Valve
A brief mention was made last

month of possible difficulties with
the first high -frequency valve ; it
was pointed out that since there
is a slight tendency towards self -
oscillation on the part of this valve
it is possible that certain types
of valve might produce actual
oscillation. As a matter of fact,
I do not possess any general
purpose valve which does this,
but it is quite possible to produce
the effect with valves of other types
which oscillate extremely easily,
It is not likely that anyone
will use one of these valves for this
purpose, but it is perhaps useful
to give a certain remedy if by any
chance anyone is compelled to use
such a valve.

The obvious remedy is to apply
a small positive bias to the grid
of this first valve, and this may be
done by breaking the connection
between the upper frame terminal
and the filament circuit, and "taking
a lead instead from this upper
frame terminal to the slider of the
potentiometer. The result will be
to apply a considerable positive
bias to the grid of the first valve
and self -oscillation will thereby
be prevented. The positive bias
which is applied is, or was in the
cases which I investigated, some-
what excessive for the purpose, and,
of course, the best results could not
be obtained when it was employed.

Much the best remedy is to
replace the valve which is found
to give this trouble with one of a
normal general purpose type, with
which self -oscillation is extremely
unlikely with any usual values of
filament temperature and anode
voltage. It will be remembered,
of course, that to reduce the ten-
dency to self -oscillation upon the
part of this valve the high-tension
voltage should be reduced some-
what upon the terminal which
supplies the group of valves of
which the one under consideration
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is a member, and the filament
:should perhaps be brightened by a
suitable adjustment of the mid -die

 filament resistance.

The Oscillator Coupler
Practically the only other possible

trouble with this set, other than
faults in components, is to be found
in the arrangement of the circuits
of the Oscillator -valve._ The
oscillator*coupler which I have used
in this set is so designed that -it will
produce self -oscillation over the
entire range of the condenser with

 any general-purpose type- of valve
with , a reasonable amount of high-
- tension voltage, the exact voltage
depending upon the particular type
of valve in use; As a matter of
fact I think I do not possess a valve
which will not oscillate conveniently
in this arrangement with about
'60 Volts on theplate, some of them
`giving louder signals when the
voltage is .increased somewhat,
others giving uniformly good results
with any voltage from 3o volts
upwards. Should any difficulty be
experienced here, the effect should
be tried of reversing the connections
to terminals 3 and 4 on the coupler,
and if this produces no improve-
'went, similar reversals should be
made to terminals 5 and 6.

I have also tried successfully in
this set one of the, interchangeable
plug-in couplers produced by
Messrs. Burne-jones and Co. Ltd.,
arid similar results were observed as
regards voltages, etc., with this
component.

Tests
The' set has been very thoroughly

tried out in different localities
during daylight conditions, and some
account of these tests may perhaps
prove of interest, besides showing
What results may be expected from
this instrument.

If reference is made to the map
which is reproduced upon one of
these pages it will be found that

-

upon the East Coast the name
Aldeburgh is marked, and it was
here that the first tests were
conducted after the set had received
its preliminary try -out in London.
Aldeburgh is a small watering -
place with fairly flat surroundings
and the reception conditions which
obtain there appear to be fairly
good.

The set was put into use at
about seven o'clock one evening
and within a very short time a
German station, later identified as
Hambu'rg, was picked up -at good
strength on the loud -speaker. A little
later this was followed by fair loud-
speaker sgnals from Ecole Superi-
eure, Paris, and ,attention was

then turned to the British stations,
which had by then commenced
their evening- musical programmes:
London gave signals of only moder-
ate loud - speaker strength and
required a certain amount of
critical adjustment for satisfaCtOrY
results. Bournemouth, on the
other hand, was something like
twice as loud as London and was
quite easy to pick up. This seems
a somewhat extraordinary result,
when the respective distances of the
two stations are borne in mind
(see Fig. 1). Birmingham only
gave rather poor loud -speaker results
until darkness fell, while Belfast
was practically equal in strength
to London.

-

No other stations could be oh-
taMed at anything like loud -speaker
strength during daylight; and I
believe that the presence of: a bank
of overhead wires outside the
window of the room in which the set
was being used must have been
responsible for the somewhat freak-
ish results obtained. This seems
the more probable since the only
frame setting at which good signals
-could be - obtained from any of
these_ stations was parallel to the
wires. After darkness fell on this
same evening the usual rise in
signal strength was noticed, and
the following stations were received
upon the loud -speaker :-Newcastle;
Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham,
-London, Bournemouth, Madrid and
Rome. The Nottingham and Hull
relay stations were also heard,
giving only fair loud -speaker signals.
Cardiff could not be heard at all,
while Aberdeen was heard at only
rather poor strength.

These results, it is to be under-
stood, were all obtained using the
small folding ' frame aerial of 26
in. side to which I referred last
month:

At Bury St. Edmunds
As confirmation of these results,

the next night the set was taken
inland a distance of some thirty
miles, to Bury St. Edmunds, in a
position entirely surrounded by
buildings, somewhere near the cen-
tre of the town. Here it was found
that under daylight conditions
London and Bournemouth alone
gave really satisfactory results upon
the small frame aerial, Biiiiiingham
being somewhat below the strength
required properly to fill a moderate-
sized room. The position was
undoubtedly very badly screened;
since the amount of spark traffic
heard upon boo metres was much
below the normal.

After dark it was found that
Bournemouth was very much
stronger than London, giving really

good loud -speaker results, very
much louder, in fact, than those of
Birmingham. No relay stations
were: heard in this locality, but the
folloWing British main stations gave
fairly _good loud -speaker signals :-
Newcastle, Manchester, Birming-
liana, London, Bournemouth. Again
Cardiff 'could not be picked up,
while Belfast was. heard only upon
phones.

Further Results
The receiver was next taken to

'an entirely different type of
tests being carried out at various
places in the west. These will be
found to be marked upon the map,
and the first to be visited was
-Caine, in Wiltshire, where an
cvening was spent in investigating
the possibilities of the receiver
in such a situation. There were a
number of main stations at reason-
ably short distances, and 'these
were found -to give dependable
loud -speaker results in daylight,
even when the set was used indoors
with buildings on all sides. 'Bourne-
mouth was loud, London gave
moderate loud -speaker results, and
Birmingha.m was very strong in-
deed. Cardiff, on the other hand,
was quite weak in spite of its
short distance, and could only be
heard on the loud -Speaker to advan-
tage after dark. When darkne-
had fallen the usual list of main
stations was received, the only
exceptions being Belfast and Aber-
deen, which were heard upoa
phones only. Numerous foreign
stations were also picked up, in-
cluding Petit Parisien, Madrid,
Brussels, Miinster and Hamburg.
These also gave loud -speaker results.

A good deal of difficulty was
experienced here from the inter-
ference produced by the prox-
imity of the Post Office station
at Devizes, whose harmonics were
heard very strongly at various
points upon the broadcast band.

Tests in the Severn Valley
The next night the set was

tested at Tewkesbury (in the
Severn valley), under somewhat
unfavourable conditions. The set
was located in a room outside of
which were several overhead wires
carrying lighting currents; and
these proved extremely noisy. It
was found necessary to place the
frame in a certain definite direction
to minimise this noise, which other-
wise drowned all signals, and
therefore only a small number of
stations could be picked up, being
merely those which happened to

(Continued on page 804.)
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Have music in the garden
during summer months.

LOUD SPEAKERS
To obtain the maximum enjoyment from broadcasting during the
summer months a GECOPHONE Loud -speaker is essential.

. .

For perfect reproduction the GECOPHONE Loud -speaker stands
supreme. Music-Loth vocal and instrumental-is reproduced with
such naturalness as to satisfy the most discriminating music.lover.

Musical picnics, tennis parties, delightful al fresco dances, are some of
the pleasures assured to users of GECOPHONE Loud -speakers during
the summer months.

But be sure to get a GECOPHONE in justice to your set.
GECOPHONE Loud -speakers are as near perfection as specialised
knowledge, experience, and exceptional manufacturing facilities can
make them.

Sold by GECOPHONE Service Depots,
Wireless Dealers and Stores.

(Manufacturers--Who!esale only).
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Head Office : MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

In replying to 'advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 747
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resolve to go one better and choose
Igranic Coils of the specified sizes

Igranic Honeycomb Duolateral Coils set
the standard by which others are judged.
In addition to the usual plug-in type,
they are also obtainable in the special
Igranic Gimbal type by means of which
a wide range of precise and accurate
adjustment is made possible.
The Gimbal type Coil is mounted upon
two gimbals or studs positioned dia-
metrically so that it is rotatable about
its own axis.
Igranic plug-in and Gimbal type Coils are
obtainable in nineteen and twenty sizes
respectively, giving wave -length ranges
of from zoo to 23,00o metres and include
intermediate sizes of 3o, 4o and 6o turns.

IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES
include: Honeycomb Duolateral
Coils, Variable Condensers, Fixed
Condensers, Filament Rheostats,
Intervalve Transformers, Variable
Grid -Leaks, Variometers, Voris -
couplers, Coil Holders, Potentio-
meters, Veinier Tuning Devices,
Switches, ate., etc.

All carry the IGRANIC guarantee.

Then there is also the Igranic Concert
Coil, which is specially designed for
receiving B.B.C. music and is obtainable.
in four sizes giving wave -length ranges of
from ioo to I, too metres approximately.
For short wave reception you cannot do
better than adapt the form of coupling
made possible by the Igranic Unitune
Aperiodic Fixed Coupler. It sharpens
selectivity and overcomes the difficulty
of obtaining reaction on short wave-
lengths. 
It is made in two sizes, minor for
75 to 18o metres, and major for 300
to boo metres.

All reputable dealers stock Igranic Coils.
Write for

ottiPAN List Z 649

ELECTRIC

149, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON
Works : BEDFORD. ,

Branches:

BIRMINGHAM 73-74, Exchange
Buildings.  CARDTFF : Western Mail
Chambers. GLASGOW : 50, Wellington
Street. LEEDS : Standard Buildings,
City Square. MANCHESTER : 30,
CIOSS Street. NEWCASTLE : 90,
Pilgrim Street.

748- In rePlying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed
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Some Two -Valve Circuits
Worth Trying

by
A. V. D. HORT, B.A..

An interesting discussion on some of the
possible.most popular arrangements with

two valves.

BROADCAST receivers which
make Use p.ith-le of the many
possible combinations of two

valves have much to recommend
them- to those who do not wish to
make a large initial outlay nor to be
burdened with heavy maintenance
expenses. They are economical in
battery current consumption, while
they can be relied on to give good
reception of the. local broadcast
programme 5, a suitable two -valve
set .should be capable of producing
moderate strength ,from loud-
speaker 'when not too far distant
from the transmitting station, while
comfortable reception on the tele-
phones may be looked for from
several British and, in many locali-
ties, a- number of Continental sta-
tions. It is not intended to
the impression that any given two -
valve set will necessarily give all
the above results ; the circuit must
be chosen to suit the needs and
situation of the individual. From
the circuits to be described it should
not be a difficult matter for anyone
to select the type which is best
suited to his requirements.

The Local Station
Studying first the needs of those

who live within a radius of ten miles
or so from a broadcasting, station,
and who wish to obtain comfort-
able reception from a loud -speaker
in a small room, the circuits shown
in Figs. r and z will be fours

Ile,

3

Fig. 2.-Another popular circuit wherein the low frequency
valve is choke coupled.

adequate for the purpose. Both of
these circuits cOmprise a detector
valve followed by a single stage of
lbw frequency' amplification, the
circuit of Fig. r using transformer
coupling and that of Fig. 2 choke -
capacity coupling. The operation
of the circuit of Fig. r may be briefly
summarised as follows ; The in-
coming oscillations present in the
aerial circuit set 'up varying poten-
tials across the tuned circuit L1 C
and these are applied between the
grid and filament, of the valve V,,
which acts as a detector, the usual
grid condenser C2 and leak R ,being
provided. The rectified currents in
the anode circuit of V, cause varia-
tions of potential across the pri-
mary winding T1 of the iron -core
transformer T1 T2, and are trans -

2

*ED
N.T.

N.T.
(2,

E
Fig. 1.-A two -valve circuit consisting of a detector and a
single stage of transformer coupled L.F. is a very

useful arrangement.

ferred via this transformer to the grid
and filament Of V2. The amplified
energy in -the anode circuit of. V2
actuates the telephones or loud-
speaker. Reaction is provided by
coupling the coil L2, in the ancde
circuit of V1, to the aerial coil ; this
control must be handled with care,
because of the risk of causing inter-
ference to other listeners if the coils
are brought so close together that
V1' oscillates. For the broadcast
band of wavelengths, L1 may be a
No. 35 Or 50 coil, and L2 a 35,
5o or 75 ; for C, a value of .0005 ,tiF is
suitable, C3 may be .00r /IF, while
.0003 p,F and 2 megohms will serve
for the grid condenser C. and the
leak R, respectively.

Auto -Coupling
The circuit given in 2 pro-

vides rather improved selectivity
over that of Fig. r by making use of
an auto -coupled aerial circuit. Here
L1 may be a tapped " X " coil' of
about 6o turns for the broadcast
wavelengths, the best tapping for
the aerial being found by trial. The
choke -capacity coupling shown will
provide .slightly less amplification
than transformer coupling, but the
loss in strength may be compensated
for by a slight improvement in the
quality of. reproduction. In this
circuit the components performing
similar functions to those shown in
Fig. r may have the same values as
those given for that circuit ; in
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H.F.

¶9

E

Fig. 3.-A selective two -valve circuit with a single resistance
,coupled L.F. stage.

2

addition, the coupling condenser
C3 should not be less than about
ooi, while the leak. R4, whose func-
tion is to maintain the grid of V,- at
the correct, working potential, may

a value of .5 megohm.
Resistance -Capacity Coupling - -
Fig. 3 illustrates a similar com-

bination of valves to those already
described, but here the resistance-
capacity method of coupling the
second valve is chosen : this is to
be recommended when good quality
is the prime consideration, but a
circuit of this type can hardly be
expected to operate a loud -speaker
satisfactorily at more than a short
distance from the transmitting
station. It will be noted that two
points are provided for the attach-
ment of the aerial. If reception. of
the local station is desired, the
aerial is connected direct to the coil
L2, which may be a NO. 35 or 5o ;
if the programme from a more dis-
tant station is to be picked up, the
aerial lead is -connected to the
aperiodic coil L1, which may be a
No. 35 or 50, L2 being a No.
75 coil. By suitable adjustment
of the coupling between L1 and
L2, and judicious use of the reaction
coil 1.3, it should then be possible to
hear the more remote transmissions
with considerably reduced inter-
ference from the local station. In
this circuit the by-pass condenser
C, may be one of. .0005 /LP Shunted
across the coupling resistance R4
of roo,000 ohms ; the coupling con-
denser Ca is .25 p.F, and the leak.R,
half a megohm. The H.T. voltage
applied across H.T. and H.T.
must be higher than the normal, in
order to make up for the voltage drop
across the resistance 124. The size
of the reaction coil will be as before.

In the three preceding circuits
magnetic .reaction control is pro-
vided. The circuit of Fig. 4 employs

the now familiar Reinartz form of
reaction coupling, which combines
magnetic and capacitative coupling
by means of the reaction coil La
and reaction condenser C2 respec-
tively ; the second valve is again
used as -a low frequency amplifier.
L, is here an aperiodic coil coupled
to the grid coil L2 ; a practical form
of receiver using this circuit may
be conveniently constructed to use
a three -coil holder for the coils L1,
L2 and L3. L1 may then be a No.
25 coil, L2 a No. 5o, and L3 a No.
5o or 75, C, and C2 being each of
.0005 pF capacity.

Air -Core Choke
It should be noted that no by-

pass condenser is placed across the
primary Ti of the L.F. transformer
Ti, T2. It may happen that the
winding T1 possesses sufficient self-
capacity to by-pass the H.F. cur-
rents and so upset the proper work-
ing, of the circuit ; in this case an
air -core choke coil, which may con-
sist of a No. Zoo or 25o plug-in. coil,
should be inserted at the point

2

3

3

marked X in the diagram. The
same precautions with regard to the
control of reaction should be ob-
served with this circuit as with any
others using reaction coupled direct
to the aerial circuit.

H.F. Amplification
The circuits outlined so far are

mainly suitable for use within a few
miles of a broadcasting station ; if
greater range of reception is re-
quired, it is advisable to employ a
stage of H.F. amplification preceding
the detector valve ; such arrange-
ments cann ot be expected to provide
sufficient energy to operate a loud-
speaker satisfactorily, but they are
excellent for the reception on the
head telephones of a number of
British and Continental stations,
the actual stations within range
depending, of course, on the situa-
tion of the receiver, while the addi-
tional tuned circuit included in this
type of receiver tends to improve
selectivity slightly.

Tuned Anode
Three different methods of coup-

ling the H.F. valve to the detector
are shown. Fig. 5 ilhistrates the
popular " tuned anode " method of
coupling. Here the varying poten-
tials applied to the grid of the H.F.
valve V1 by the incoming oscilla-
tions present in L1 C1 produce
amplified oscillations in L2C2 which
circuit is also tuned to the desired
frequency. The consequent varying
potentials across L2 C2 are applied
between the grid and filament of
V2, which functions as a detector.
Reaction effects are obtained by
coupling the coil L3 in the anode
circuit of V2 to L2; this method of
obtaining reaction is to be recom-
mended as one which is unlikely to
cruse serious interference to other
listeners, so long as due care is
exercised. If only an inefficient aerial
system is available, better results

H.T.

0.S

LS
R2

2

E

C.B
TED

L.T.

e

9

Fig. 4.-The Reinartz circuit is extremely popular among
experimenters and may be used with plug-in coils.
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LISSENIUM

esist4 nce Capacity Couplin
with the

(O.

LISSEN WIRE - WOUND ANODE RESISTANCE.
THE advantages of using power valves for resist-

ance capacity amplification are realised by
many amateurs, but their general use has been
retarded owing to the difficulty of obtaining a
suitable component having a sufficiently high

resistance and capable of carrying a heavy current
without partial disintegration and noise.

In order to carry the current without being affected by
the heat dissipated, it is necessary to use a wire -wound
resistance ; this is the only type of resistance suitable
for the heavy duty imposed upon it.

The difficulty of designing a wire -wound resistance with
a sufficiently high resistance, except at a prohibitive
price, has resulted in a compromise between efficiency
and cost, and the majority available have a resistance of
only 40,000 or 50,00o ohms. This is far too low for
use in the anode circuit of a valve.

THE LISSEN WIRE -WOUND ANODE RESISTANCE
has a value of 8o,000 ohms. This is the best value
for all valves and is the one usually recommended.

A Universal H.F.

LISSEN H.F. CHOKE
10/.

IV rite for Text
Book of Lisscn
Parts -free to
readers of this

magazine. ::

THE LISSEN WIRE -WOUND ANODE RESISTANCE
is wound in sections which inductively neutralise each
other ; it is consequently also particularly suitable for
use in H.F. circuits. The method of winding also results
in a very low self -capacity.
THE LISSEN WIRE -WOUND ANODE RESISTANCE
will carry heavy currents and is always perfectly constant
and silent under every condition of service. It is her-
metically sealed and cannot be affected by atmospheric
changes. It is essentially a " heavy duty " laboratory
instrument at a popular price.
THE LISSEN WIRE WOUND ANODE

RESISTANCE ..

CHOKE
An H.F. Choke should possess-A4

10 /-

large inductance value.
minimum of self -capacity,

A small external field.

THE LISSEN H.F. CHOKE has an inductance so high that the impedance
is constant up to 4,000 metres. The special method of winding
adoPted results in an extremely low self -capacity, so that there is

no risk of the H.F. currents being by-passed across it. The shape
of the choke is such that its influence on stray fields in a receiver is negligible.

In all circuits in which an H.F. Choke is required The LISSEN H.F. CHOKE
will be found highly efficient. It obviates the use of plug-in coils as chokes
and is suitable for all wave -lengths up to 4,00o metres.

LISSEN LIMITED
LISSENIUM WORKS, 20-24, Friars Lane, RICHMOND, SURREY

'Phone: Richmond 2285 (4 lines). 'Grams: LISSENIUM LONDON.

LISSEN PARTS-Well Thought Out, then Well Made.
In rePlying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 751
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Perth.

PROFIT BY THE
EXPERIENCE OF
THOSE WHO KNOW

CHOOSE YOUR
DULL EMITTER VALVES

FROM THIS RANGE
FOR 2 -VOLT BATTERIES:
D E.R. General Purpose - 1 4/-
D.E.6. L.F. Amplifier - - 18/6

FOR 4 -VOLT BATTERIES:
D.E.Q. Detector - - 27/6
D.E.3. General Purpose - 16/6
D.E.3.B. L.F. Amplifier - - 16/6

(For resistance capacity)
D.E.4. L.F. Amplifier - - 22/6

FOR 6 -VOLT BATTERIES:
D.E.5. L.F. Amplifier -
D.E.5 B. L.F. Amplifier -

(For resistance capacity)

Brisbane

Sydnpy

on a
Bull Emitter !
MR. W. K. ALFORD (G2.DX), the well -
known lad.° amateur, has established

a new wireless record by communicating
with Sydney, N.S.W., using a low -power
Dull Emitter valve for transmission.

The valve was one of the range backed
by the names MARCONI and OSRAM
and was the first Dull Emitter to be
used for long-distance communication.

This record again proves the effi-
22/6 ciency and economy of this compre
22/6 pensive range of Dull Emitter valves.

Buy the Valves backed by the names

MARCONI &Os
Sold by Wireless and Electrical Dealers, Stores, Etc.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE M.O. VALVE CO., LID.

752 In replying to advertisers. US3 Order Form enclosed.
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may be obtained by coupling L3 to
the aerial coil L1 instead of to L, ;
as shown by the dotted lines
but in this case the control must be
handled with greater caution to
avoid causing annoyance to other
listeners.

Sell -oscillation of V1 may occur
when the circuits L1 .C1 and L2 C2
are tuned to the same frequency ;
to prevent this undesirable condi-
tion, the earthed side of the circuit
L1 C1 may be connected to the
positive terminal of the filament bat-
tery. Suitable sizes of coils for this
circuit are a No. 35 or 5o for L, a No.
so or 75 for L2, and a No, so for L, ;
C1 may be .000s ilLF and C, .0003pF.
The by-pass condenser C4 across
the telephone terminals has a value
of .002AF. Other values as before.

The circuit shown in Fig. d is
generally similar in operation, but
tuned transform c- coupling is sub-
stituted for the tuned anode method.

C3

Fig. 6.-In this circuit stability is maintained
potentiometer R3.

Transformer Coupling
- Since the primary and secondary
windings L2 and L3 of the H.F.
transformer, are in a position of
fixed close coupling, the variable
condenser C2 in effect tunes both
windings to the desired frequency.
The leak R, in the grid circuit of the
detector valve may here be
placed direct across the grid Con-
denser, since the other end of L3 is
connected to the positive side of
the filament battery, this being the
best arrangement for the types of
valves in common use in this
country. To prevent self -oscillation
of V,, stabilising potentials may be
applied to its grid by adjustment
of the potentiometer R3, whose
resistance may be 4100 ohms ; this
provides :a finer control than the
method described in connection
with the Circuit of rig. 5. A con-
denser C3, of .or p,F capacity, is
connected between the earth ter -

MODERN WIRELESS

E
Fg.5.-The tuned anode method of coupling is probably one

of the most popular methods used in this country.
minal and the L.T. - end of the
potentiometer to by-pass the H F.
currents flowing in this portion of
the circuit. L, L3 is a H.F. trans-

sformer suitable for the wavelength
band to be covered.

by adjusting the

The tendency for the H.F. valve
to oscillate is one of the principal
troubles encountered in operating
these circuits. While the methods
of stabilisation described do achieve
their object, the damping intro-
duced tends to decrease the sensi-
tivity and selectivity of the H.F.
stage.

The Neutrodyne Method
The neutrodyne, method of sta-

bilising the H.F. valve, given in
the circuit of Fig. 7, obtains the
desired result without reducing so
much the efficiency obtainable,
Here the tuning components of the
aerial circuit L1 C, have their usual
values ; T., L3 is  a neutrodyne
unit, tuned by the condenser
C2 of .0003 iLIT capacity, while
-NC is the sinallneutrodyne conden-
ser which is used to balance out the
effects of the capacity present
between the electrodes of V1 and
elsewhere. When this latter con-
denser is correctly adjusted, the
circuit will he found stable in °per-

-

Fig. 7.-Illustrating.the neutrodyne method of coupling which
is noted for its stability.

/DJ
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ation, and reaction effects are ob-
tainable in the ordinary way by
coupling the coil L included in
the anode circuit of the detector
valve V to the aerial coil 'L1. -

In all the circuits described,
separate terminals are shown to
provide for the application of the
most suitable .anode potential to
each valve ; though quite good
results are usually obtainable if the

same potential is applied to both
anodes, a considerable improvement
may be expected from the employ-
ment of separate tapping points on
the high tension battery ; the two
valves are performing different
functions, and they may well be of
types specially designed to operate
most efficiently in the positions
which they occupy in the
receiver.

itiNi)**$$$$$$$$$$$$*$?,$*ii**$.5)53e**1)*$i.ixi)*CM)$$*O'ii$VD**O

A Selective Loud Speaker

13)

Receiver By E. J. Marriott
(Cmcioded from page 728.)

e**)*****)****ti.,e'Dii**$*(i)*,
it will be found which totally
eliminates oscillation, whatever the
positions of C, and C The re-
ceiver is now stabilized and will not
oscillate without use of reaction.
This adjustment will remain correct
for any given -valve arid neutrodyne
unit, provided the H.T. on the
anode, of V, is not altered to a very
large extent. These instructions,
whilst looking perhaps rather
formidable in print, will be found
in practice not very difficult to
carry out.

Operating the Set
Having stabilized the receiver,

it may now be tested out. Change
the 75 turn coil for a 35 or 50 and
connect up your aerial and earth
to A2 and E respectively,
On adjusting the two condensers
Cz and C4, the local station, if it
is transmitting, should be heard on
the loud -speaker. For, the local
broadcast, a reaction coil will not

. be found necessary, but for more
distant reception it will be found
extremely useful, and when used
great care should be exercised in
order that oscillation is not caused,
with consequent annoyance to local
listeners. Its size is best found by
experiment, say a No. 35.

If interference is experienced it
may be minimised by the use of
aperiodic aerial coupling. To use
this, a 35 turn or even smaller coil
must be plugged into the first socket
and the centre coil changed for a
75. It will be found now that
tuning is distinctly sharper, and
if the interfering station is not too
strong it may be totally cut out by
the judicious adjustment of the
coils and condensers.

Under these conditions, however,
reaction must be very carefully
used, as oscillation will occur much
more easily

0

- 0

5)***5.)$$**ell)**,'D(i)Wi:i*i$OVi..`tii5)
Test Report

Tested on a moderate aerial
about four miles west of zLO
during the Radio -Paris trans-
mission, that station on four
valves, with direct aerial coup-
ling and a r5o turn aerial coil,
was received at good loud -speaker
strength, music and speech being
rendered without any noticeable
distortion. The actual valves used
were V1 -DE 3, V2 -DER, V3 -DE 5B
and V4 -DE 4. The reaction coil
was a No. ico.

Later on 2L0 was tuned in,
and on this station it was
necessary to detune the anode
tuning condenser slightly in order
to prevent the loud -speaker being
overloaded. Chelmsford was re-
ceived at the same strength as
2L0.

With the aerial and earth dis-
connected and taken some distance
froth the set, it was found possible
with the reaction coil shorted to
tune in 2L0 on the loud -speaker
at a strength sufficient for a small
room, using a 75 turn coil in the
centre socket of the coil holder.

On test one night after 2L0
closed down Radio -Toulouse was
received loudly on the speaker,
and a number of foreign stations,
one of which was identified as
German, came in very well indeed,
without extreme use of reaction.

Aperiodic Aerial Coupling
Throughout these latter recep-

tions, aperiodic aerial coupling was
employed, a homy -made coil of
3o turns being used in the aerial
circuit 75 in the grid circuit and a
25 for reaction. Once the slow
mDvem?.nt of the condensers was
appreciated, tuning, even on dis-
tant stations, was found to be very
simple, the condenser gearing allow-

ing an exact adjustment with very
great ease. Hand capacity effects,
owing to the screening plates and
the condenser mechanism being
earthed, were non-existent.

Whilst 2L0 was working, it -was
found impossible to cut it out,
even using aperiodic aerial coupling,
unless the circuits were tuned to
a very different wavelength, e.g.,
600 metres. This, however, in
view of the nearness to zLO, was
only to be expected, but on distant
transmissions this form of coupling
was found extremely useful.

Further Tests
During a further short daylight

test it was found possible to receive
both BournemOuth and Binning-
ham on, the loud -speaker, at quite
good strength. Unless loose
aperiodic aerial Coupling was em-
ployed, hovvever, 21,0 interfered
considerably with the redeption of
6BM, but with judicious adjust-
ment of both aerial coupling and
reaction, London was cut right
out, Bournemouth . being now
received at weak loudspeaker.
strength.

Birmingham was not in any way
jammed by 2L0 when the aperiodic
coupling was used, with a coil of
3o turns in the aerial socket.

In view of the fact that the
writer, as previously mentioned, is
able to receive 2L0 at good loud-
speaker strength without aerial
or earth, the above results justify
the incorporation of aperiodic coup-
ling and indicate- that at further
distances from a main station
it will be appreciated to a much
greater degree.

I shall be interested to hear from
anybody who constructs this set
with regard to the results obtained
in different districts.
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OUT into the countryside and the joys of the fields.
Take Sterling :Radiowith you and the day's pleasure

is complete. Music, song and interest at your finger tips
all the hours that- broadcasting is on. For perfect out-
door radio, there must be power and selectivity. Results
worth having cannot be obtained any other way. Com-
parative tests will prove that radio does not possess a
more definitely successful combination than-

A Sterling Baby Loud Speaker
and a

STERLING,
4 VALVE RECEIVER
STERLING 4 - VALVE
Receiver. The ideal long range set
for loud speaker oper-
ation. PRICE E28:15

Accessories and royalty extra.

STERLING "BABY"
LOUD SPEAKER

The mast popular of all junior loud
speakers. In black enamel or mni
In -own -tinted finish. PRICE aui

natifotAA Adz., Aeettvah,

Announcement of STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD., manufacturers of Telealortes & Radio Apparatus, etc.
210-212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I. Works: DAGENHAM, ESSEX

SOW allilallalillalltalianammeraaasaiatassmir

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 755
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FEW months ago the House of Graham announced
that there would be NO REDUCTION IN THE
PRICES OF CURRENT AMPLION MODELS

DURING Iy5.
This intimation was not restrictive as regards improvements
or the introduction of new models, and three modified
midsummer types are now being placed upon the market,
at the same prices.

the New

JUNIOR DE LUXE A.R.11.4
They are

STANDARD DRAGON A.R.19
CONCERT MODEL A.R.23

brief survey of the novel and exclusive details of con-
truction will shcw the following points :
(a) Larger capacity of sound conduit in the two latter types.
(b) Increasad substance of insulating bushes between ducts

and trumpets, improving the non -resonating qualities.
(c) Greater convenience and stronger assembly by the pro-

vision of a threaded metal termination to the Horn,
which now screws directly into the rubber bush without
other attachments. The Flora itself follows the
popular AMPLION design, but the leaves are united
by metal ribs of crystalline finish, thereby affording
exceptional rigidity and mechanical strength with an
enhanced appearance.

In the attainment of Better Radio Reproduction,
Progress' is always led by

The
World's
Standard PLION

Wireless
Loud

Speaker

Obtainable from AMPLION STOCKISTS
Wireless' Dealers and Shres.

Patentees and Manufacturers
ALFRED GRAHAM & COMPANY (E. A. Graham),
St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London, S.E.4.

For Summer Radio you can use a home type of Loud
Speaker with your existing set by extending leads into
the garden, and to hear an AMPLION in the open air
will delight you.

The New DRAGON
Type A.R.19.

The New AMPLION Horn,
showing improved method

of assembly.

GET YOURAMMON NOW
756 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Dr. W. H. Eccles.

PERHAPS
-the most striking

feature of a wireless man's
work is the contrast in size

between the various things he deals
with. At one moment he may
be designing a tower weighing
300 tons, and at the next moment a
cat -whisker for tickling a crystal.
I believe few other subjects furnish
these great contrasts. They arise
because wireless is now used to
transmit messages across the
greatest distances. and therefore
the transmitting stations must be
very powerful and the, receiving
apparatus exceedingly delicate.

I suppose everyone has had con-
siderable experience of apparatus
for the reception of wireless
messages, so I propose to say little
about the receiving side and to con-
centrate on the transmitting side.
I propose, in fact, to tell you about
two or three of the great wireless
transmitting stations I have visited
in recent years.

The Bordeaux Station
One of the most interesting of the

great stations of the world is that
one on the south-west coast of
France near Bordeaux. It was
built by the Americans when they
came into the war so that their
army could communicate direct
with Washington, nearly 4,000
miles away. After the war it was
bought by the French Government.
To -day a visitor approaching the
station from the direction of
Bordeaux passes first through a
countryside full of vineyards and
then enters a region of pine woods
covering a level plain extending
to the sea. Long befoie he reaches
the station he catches glimpses ot
its lofty towers. When he comes
nearer he can see that the station
is in the middle of a clearing about
two miles in diameter, and that the

111M1.  ..,= RINI.  ,11 mlaliMm. 

The Wireless Engineer
and IF is Work

By W. H. Eccles, D.Sc., F.R.S.

An interesting talk upon the variety of things
which the wireless engineer is called upon to

deal with during his daily work.

towers are eight in number, and
that they are arranged to form
a stately avenue pointing straigh`
across the Atlantic Ocean to
Washington. The towers resemble
the Eiffel Tower in Paris, but they
stand on three legs instead of
four, and are more graceful and
airy. The first time I saw them
was on a rather dull morning,
and their tops were now and again
hidden in the clouds ; which all
helped one to realise their great
height. Actually they are about
800 feet high, which is only
180 feet short of the Eiffel Tower.
Their purpose is to hold up a net-
work of aerial wires, which on the
morning of my first visit were
quite invisible.

1,300 Horse -Power
Down on the ground, at the

end of the avenue of towers, is the
building containing the machinery ;
and from this long\ wires can be
seen ascending to the aerial wires
aloft. The building looks tiny
compared with -the towers, but as
the visitor draws near to it he
finds that it is an imposing structure
about 6o yards long. The principal
room in it is the machinery hail ;
in this is a group of roaring motors
and dynamos, which deliver electric
current to a magnetic arc seen in
the background. The magnetic
arc is one of the best forms of
apparatus for making the powerful
high frequency currents which are
sent into the aerial wires. The one
at work here is about 1,300 horse
power. In external dimensions it
is the size of a large elephant.
There are in fact two of these
elephants, one of which works
while the other rests and is cleaned.
They are the largest arcs ever built.

Seventy-eight Transmitting Keys
For sending dots and dashes

a morse key is necessary ; but as
the current to be controlled is

enormous it is divided among a row
of 78 large morse keys all rising and
falling together. They are operated
'automatically by a tiny electric
current which has come on the
telegraph lines from Paris, where a
telegraphist sits at a table and
taps a small morse key. It is
fascinating to see and hear the
78 big keys moving all together
like well -drilled soldiers at the
bidding of an operator hundreds of
miles away. It is difficult to realise
that the clatter of these keys will
be heard by wireless receiving
operators in America and written
down as a message.

St. Assise
Besides the station just described,

France possesses three other magni-
ficent wireless stations, of which
the largest is at St. Assise, near
Paris, and is the largest in the
world. This station has 16 steel
masts, each 820 feet high, forming
an' avenue nearly two miles long.
These masts hold up aerial wires
of which the total length is 3o miles.
The masts do not stand on feet
like the Bordeaux towers, but are
held upright by slanting guy wires
fixed to the ground. The station
building has a frontage of 25o feet
and contains two palatial machinery
halls. Here the high frequency
currents are made, not by magnetic
arcs, but by machines called
Latour alternators, named after
their inventor. The power em-
ployed is about z,000 horse power,
and is controlled by a telegraphy
key in Paris.

Towers or Masts?
A visit to these two great French

stations makes one ask, which is the
better construction, towers standing
on their own legs, or masts held
up by guy ropes? Either of them
will serve the purPose of the wire-
less engineer, who uses them merely
to hold up as much aerial wire 'as
possible as high as possible. Masts
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are usually less costly than towers,
but the question arises, which of
them is safer in a storm ? Ex -
p. rience in Europe indicates that
t- veers are stronger than masts.
At any rate I do not remember
having heard of a big tower being
blown down, though I know of
s:veral high masts being wrecked.
Oa the other hand, masts have
sometimes proved unexpectedly
tough. For instance, a few years
ago a seaplane flew straight into
a mast at Portsmouth 4.5o'f t. high,
and wedged its nose so firmly
into the lattice work that it stuck

station at Rugby, which is now
being erected by the Post Office
Engineering Department, must be
given an. important place. It is
situated about three miles from.
Rugby on a site about a mile and
a half long by a mile wide and
comprising nine hundred acres.
There is room for sixteen masts,
of which. twelve are now nearly
finished. These masts are 825 feet
high and are supported by steel guy
ropes fastened to the ground.
Railway travellers passing through
Rugby and lOoking at these, masts
do not usually realise their great

There is also a ladder up which
nimble people can climb in about
half an hour. The whole mast is
supported on porcelain insulators
and can rock slightly on a joint at
the bottom ; in a high wind the top
of the mast sways gently to and fro
about eight feet.

An Exciting Moment
These twelve masts are the tallest

structures in the British Empire.
They have been erected without
a single serious accident, a feat
greatly to the credit of the contrac-
tors and the workmen. There have
been exciting incidents, of course,

The building of the high -power station at Hillmorton, near Rugby, is nearing com-pletion, and the photograph reproduced above shows the condenser banks ready forinstalling. The switchboards which will be used at the station are also seen.
there like a nail in a post. At the
impact the pilot was shot from his
cockpit against the mast and fell
stunned on one of the wings of the
plane, thus narrowly escaping a fall
of 30o feet. He remained in this
precarious condition until a
courageous Marine climbed up the
bent mast and rescued him. Later
the wrecked plane was lowered
in pieces, and the mast repaired
and straightened.

Rugby
Among the great wireless stations

of the  world the new- Imperial

height. There is nothing near
enough to them to serve as a
standard, and the few tall trees
in the neighbourhood are so dwarfed
by comparison that they look :
like gooseberry bushes. If the.
Nelson Column could be put near
one of the masts it would be seen
to be only one -sixth as high ;
or if St. Paul's Cathedral were
placed , alongside a mast the cress
on the dome would not reach half-':
way. Inside each mast is a lift
worked by an electric motor ; this
can carry four or five men to the
top in about a quarter of an hour.

I recall that on one occasion the
lift was at its highest stopping
place just beneath the platform
which caps the mast, and a number
of workmen got into the cage in

_order to descend. An extra man
climbed on to the top cf the cage,
as there was no room inside. The
signal to lower away was given,
but instead of descending the lift
started rising, with the result that

-

the man standing on the cage was
in danger of being crushed under-
neath the top platform. To save
himself he made a flying leap into
empty space, caught at a hanging
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FAMOUS FORMO
NEW SEASON'S
PRODUCTIONS

BasnateSMiene ANONDMI:=MOINI=!=!=

THE NEW FORMO-DENSOR.
AN ULTRA LOW -LOSS SQUARE LAW
200-1 FINE TUNING RECORDING DIAL

FORMO-DENSOR
COMPLETE

With Fine Tuning
Recording Dial

17/6
FORMO-DENSOR

Without Dial
10/6

FINE TUNING
RECORDING DIAL.

Only
7/6

A preci -ion condenser
of advanced design, suit-
able alike for laboratory
and general use, and
essential for short wave

work.

It's a waste of time and money to endeavour to obtain selectivity with the usual forms of condenaer.
The new Pormo-Densor is the last word in condenser design, and this brief spechication will ledi&de
its superiority and logleal design.
It is of correct rated capacity and gives straight line" tuning.
The rotor and stator vanes are of equal area, thereby eliminating surplus area of the stator a-d
reducing stray capacity, and both stator and rotor are homogeneously attached to theirsupports sneer
great pressure.
There are no spacing washers and the stator IR held at one point only, its attachment being instil a fed
and isolated to the greatest possible degre from the body of the coadencer. -
The rotor is grounded- and 'the independent skeleton frame presents the n lamina possible suet, to
the stator.
Hand capacity effects are nil, the self -capacity and losses are immeasurable to practice, and, at the
stator support is remote from the rotor, there Is no jump in capacity when the rotor passes this point,
The frame, being independent, cannot lw distorted when mounting.
Since the ultra low Ions characteristics of the Formo-Densor will render audible many more stations
than the ordinary so -rolled low loos condensers, it is essential to have an extremely sensitive control,
and the Forms Sine Tuning Recording Dial has been designed td give the remarkably low ratio of
200 to 1, by means of which it is possible is separate statiotus wth HAIR-SPLITTING exitetelude,
While a station once tuned iu is lagged on the dial, and can be easily found again.

THE NEW FORMO " PERFECTION "
L F. TRANSFORMER

A MASTER PRODUCTTON
Fall, rich, mellow reproduct'on
of voice or music with the
utmost fidelity,: its strongest
appeal is to the most crit,eal.

The Forme Company's new trans-
iorrner,' the "Perfection," is in
every way a superb instrement.
Its 30,030 turns of coinparatie eta,
heavy 'wire ensures iron -amity from
breakdown and the terns are cor-
rectly proportioned between the
windings, and the iron core is exactly
balanced, resulting in perfect repro-
duction of voice or music over the
widest possible band of frequencies
with a dead silent background.
The primary and secondary terminals
are remote from each other, and their
connections are marked, while nor
mounting two holes only ore re-
quited.

30,000 Turns price 21 /-
THE EVER POPULAR

FORMO SHROUDED MODEL
12,500 Turns, price 10 /5

Formerly 18/ -
This highly popular model needs no IntrMuction,
and Its phenomenal success remains unabated,
in fact, is rapidly increasing, as, at the new price
of 10/6, it is undeniably the utmost value in
Radio that money can buy.
The Parana Shrouded Transformer is riving
honest and faithful service to thousands. of
listeners in every quarter of the globe.
Although the price has been reduced, its blob
quality will be maintained, and it sill remain the
saris In every particular.

Illustrated lists on request.

THE FORMO COMPANY,
(ARTHUR PREEN & CO Ltd.)

Cricklewood, London, N.W.2
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DUCE' 'PHONE CORDS
splendid quality Cord of good length (6 ft.),

looped ready for connection. Specify " Duoo "
and secure the best.

No. R.H. 5x/6 - each 1/9.

DUCO-COMBINED
H.T. and L.T. BATTERY LEAD
Provides connection to both H.T. Battery and .=
Accumulator even when one is situated on table
or bench and the other is on the floor.

No. R.B. 7o /52 - - ea:li 3 /-.

BRANDES Headphones. The
phones with a world-wide
reputation for clarity and
evenness of reproduction. ...

The phones with the
,

"matched tone " ear -pieces.
, -. --

n--

L'''' No. R.H. x it - per pair 20/- 6.i.

'Al
,....,

fAl
M

Please : :
order : :

A

g
M

from :,f" your :
THOMSONAND BROWN-BRoTHELID local :

- BROWN BROTHERS finuncOLrn Wireless ;
: F-

tz. WHOLESALE ONLY. Dealer : :
-
--.

GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON.E.C.2
..M 18, George fit., EDINBURGH, and Branches
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rownBroth

An Intermediate
Frequency

Tran3former fo -
Super -

Heterodynes.

Price 30/ -

The Success
Superforma
THE outstanding feature of

the- " Success " Super -
forma is the incorporation of a
.0003 Variable Condenser as en
integral part of the unit. The
fact that it is tunable is a con-
sideration which enables the
experimenter to balance up the
stages for himself, after the set'
is built, and to tune out inter-
ference.

That the " Success " Su7v3r-
forma is tunable considerni.ty
increases the selectivity of tile
-receiver, gives greater amplifi-
cation and generally improves
the efficiency of any Super
Heterodyne Receiver employing
the type of Transformer balanc3d
by the manufacturer. A floc
finally balancing up the Super -
forma, by turning the sinnll
knob, the tuning condenser may
be locked in position.

" SUCCESS " OSCILLATOR UNIT ... ,21/ -

BEARD & FITCH,LTD
34, AYLESBURTATDROENE,Ti.c.i.

Taephons-Clerkenwell 8941.
North of England Branch :

1, DEAN ST., PICCADILLY, MANCHESTER. Telephone-Cent ral 5540
offIVIBBB

6arclays 1316
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1st Class Travel to EVERYWHERE
on the Ediswan Line

FURTHER than England, further than
Europe-right round the world Ediswan

Valves will take you at your bidding. Seated
in a comfortable armchair the musical treasures
of France, Germany, Holland, America are
yours without effort.
Ediswan Valves give you first-class travel on these
aerial trips. Their wonderful construction
ensures undistorted reception of the programmes
and a true perspective of their merits.

PRICES OF EDISWAN VALVES
P.V.5D.E. 226, Fil. Volts 5 R. 8'- Fil, Volts 4
F.V.6D.E. 18 6, Fit. Volts 1.8-2 A.R.D.E. (L.F. or H.F.) 14'-,
P.V 8D.E. 22,6, Fil. Volts 3 Fil. Volts 1.8-2
A.R. L.F.( or H.F.) 8,'-, A.R.0.6 (LI,. or H.F.) 16 6,

Fil. Volts 4 Fil. Volts 2.5-3
WARNING,

As it has been brought to our notice that repaired Valves have been
sold foi genuine Ediswan Valves, we advise purchasers to make
sure of getting the Genuine Ediswan Valves packed in red cartons.

Will Improve
ANY SET

Ask your dealer for pa; ticelars, or write to
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

S23, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
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rope and held on. I need not say
that he was speedily hauled back
into safety.

Thirty Miles of Wire
The masts are, for the purpose of

holding up the aerial wires. These
are slung between the tops of the
masts in festoons each a quarter -
mile long. Altogether, about 30
miles of thick wire, that is, as much
as would reach from London to
Guildford, are suspended at the
giddy, height of 80o feet. From
these aerial wires other wires des-
cend to the station building far
below.

The building contains three great
halls ; a machinery ball measuring
185 feet by 47 feet, a valve room
103 feet by 40 feet, and a high fre-
quency room as big as the valve
room but 52 feet in height. ht this
room the girders supporting the
roof are of pine wood, because steel
girders can be made red-hot by
having near them the enormous
high frequency currents present in
the oils and condensers installed
there. The coils are for tuning
the circuits, just as my readers
tune their receiving sets, but the
Rugby coils are monstrous things
weighing five ton whereas yours
proba weigh a few ounces ; and
the cable used in making them
contains 6,561 strands of wire. As
for the condensers,.they are exactly
like the mica condensers in your
receiving set, except that they
weigh ten tons.

Valves
Rugby is unique in the respect

that valves are used on an un-
paralleled scale for generating the
high frequency currents for the

aerial wires. 84 big valves are
being installed. The valves are
very like those you may use in
your t receiving set, but each
Rugby valve consumes about
one thousand times the energy
taken by a receiving valve.
The valves would get very hot
unless cooled, . so a reservoir
containing half a million gallons of
water with the necessary pumping
machinery has been excavated for
cooling them.

Flexibility
The Rugby station is the first

high -power station ever equipped
solely with valves. This form of

-equipment was decided upon by
the Government because the valve
method is very adaptable. A valve
station with high masts can do
more things than can a station em-
ploying arcs as generators. For
instance, a valve station can trans-
mit short wave's as easily -as long
waves, and thus any wavelength,
from the shortest to the longest,
say from To metres to 20,000 metres,
can be radiated if desired. More-
over, the masts at Rugby are so
arranged that, if desired, reflectors
can be erectod for projecting short

waves in useful directions in the
form of beams. Again, the valve
method is the fastest of all methods;
speeds of a thousand words a
minute have been reached ex-
perimentally in this country. In
addition, a valve station can trans-
mit messages by the voice as well
as by the -iorse code ; in other
words a valve station is a telephone
as well as a telegraph station.

Transatlantic Telephony
The Postmaster -General has an-

nounced that telephone trials across
the Atlantic will start during the
coming winter. If the tests are
successful anyone who can be
connected on the trunk telephone
line to Rugby will be -heard at the
corresponding New York Station,
and his voice will be sent over the
American trunk lines to any sub-
scriber. As there are already a
number of trunk lines connecting
certain Continental countries to
London and Rugby, the new station
will enable a large area of Europe
to be connected by telephone to the
North American Continent. Later
it may be found possible to extend
these facilities to more distant
parts of the world.

The giant towers which carry the aerial system at the St. Assise station form a land-
mark for many miles round.
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In this interesting article
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Fig 1. A typical, two -valve transformer -coupled low-fre-* quency amplifier. The resistance R3 connected as shown-* * need a little, Practice at first,* will often improve results. ' ** * but once the correct sized coil

E3)****************************************************C9 has been discovered and the
knack of handling acquired,AS the popularity ol- broad- The constructor should therefore no difficulty will be found incasting as a means of enter- first of all make sure that his wiring applying just the -right amounttainment increases and the is well spaced, that he is using loW- for the best results. It is as welltime draws near wheri4 the wireless capacity valve -holders, and -that his to mention that in some casesset may be regarded as part of -the H.F.. valve or valves are of a instability may be due to the earthordinary domestic equipment, so suitable type. He will then find, connection becoming disconnected.the broadcast listener is becoming provided he is carrying out the

more critical regarding reproduction maker's inStruc+ions in regard to
generally. That which gave him H.T. and L.T. values, that the
pleasure but a few years ago when potentiometer can be worked very
broadcasting was regarded some- near to the negative end. In those
what as an experiment and as a sets not incorporating some efficient
novelty is now apt to bore him, and method of control a good plan is tohe asks himself how can those reverse the leads to the reaction
effects which are so harmful to coil, and by placing a small sized
perfect reception be wholly or coil in the reaction socket to render
partly eliminated. the receiver stable by the applica-

tion of the required amount of

By

A. JohnsonzRandall
Staff Editor.

Distortion
In many cases much of the

distortion in existing receivers is
due to instability on the high -
frequency side, and listeners would
be well advised to attend to this
portion of their apparatus first.
Probably one of the most popular
methods of stabilising the con-
ventional tuned anode or tuned
transformer -coupled receiver is by
means of a potentiometer. In this
method stability is effected by the
application of a small positive
bias to the grid of the H.F. valve.
In a really well designed set in
which all stray couplings have been
minimised this positive potential
will not be very large, but if on the
other hand the wiring has been
badly carried out and unsuitable
valves and valve mountings have
been employed it is quite possible
that the application of a much
greater positive potential may be
necessary to prevent self -oscillation.

/2

10

8

6

4

2

- ID

Reaction
These cases, however, are not

common. Apart from inherent
instability, distorted results can
easily be caused by the excessive
use of reaction. The reaction coil
should be kept well away from
the coil which it is reacting upon.
Listeners will have noticed that
when the set is brought to its
most sensitive state and is on the
point of oscillation signals become
distorted and woolly, and that
all internal noises in the set be-
come amplified, thus' making the
resulting reproduction most un-
pleasant. Moderation in the use
of reaction will improve reception
irom the point of view of purity

15 enormously, although of course some
decrease in volume must- be ex-ANODE40

pected. The neutrodyne method of
H.F. amplification has much to

10 recommend it, since in this case
stability is not the result of in-
troducing deliberate losses.

5

5 0 2+
F g. 2. Typical character-
istic curves of a power
valve for reading the cor-
rect grid bias for different

anode voltages.

L.F. Amplification
The causes of poor reproduction

on the L.F. side are more numerous
than those just dealt with in the
high:frequency portion, and since
the most common form of L.F.
amplification is by means of trans-
former -coupling,- I shall deal with
this method first: In the majority
of sets some form of general pur-
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MANSBRID GE VARIOMETER.
12/6

OR those occasions where it is more suitable,
and for those people who prefer it, the Dubilier
Condenser Company are now producing a
Variometer. It was designed by C. F. Mans-
bridge' Esq.,the originator of the Mansbridge
Paper Conenser. It will thus be seen that

the usual guarantee implied by the name of Dubilier is in
this case re-inforced by the well-known name of Mansbridge.
The Dubilier Mansbridge Variometer is remarkably compact;
it is 41- inches in diameter, and the overall depth is only
3 inches. It is equipped with three feet which enable it to
be used standing on the experimenter's table, while it can
easily be mounted on a panel if required. The Variometer
consists of two pairs of D shaped coils, one pair being fixed,
while the other is rotated by means of the knob. Connection
to the moving coils is made through a phosphor -bronze
spiral tvound on a bobbin made of insulating material-a
device which is also incorporated in the Dubilier Vanicon
range of Variable Condensers.
The induction ratio is unusually high at 20:1, and the Vario-
meter will cover all the broadcasting wave lengths up to 1830
metres. Full particulars are given with each instrument.
Suitable for experimental use or panel mounting, the Dubilier
Mansbridge Variometer is sold at the low price of 12, 6.
When purchasing, be sure that you safeguard yourself and

specify-

(ilii I L
TRADE ]>11 ) MARK

DUBI LI ER
CONDENSER CO LTD

ADVERTISEMENT OF MIE OUBILIER CONDENSER Co. (InS) LTD.. DUCON WORKS, NORTH ACTON LONDON W.S. TELEPHONE: CHISWICK 2241-5.9.

E.P.S. 141 71)3
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See the Inspection
Label on every
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199-205,
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KING'S CROSS.
LONDON. Ar.

Factory:-
Whishin Street.
Clerkenvell,E.C.1
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MA At UFA MIRING EXPERIENCE
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'COMPANY
A New Departure in British Condenser
design, giving the following advantages
(1) Practically negligible losses. (2) One -hole fixing-one
diam. hole is needed to fix this condenser to panel. (3) Rigidconstruction-cannot warp ; end plates of stout aluminium,
perfectly flat. (4) Fixed vanes supported by lin. ebonite strips.
(5) Smooth action, spindle tension is maintained by a specially
designed friction washer. (6) Moving vanes and end plates are atearth potential. (7) One-piece knob and dial supplied loose.
Secured by 4BA Set Screw.

This Condenser is fitted with optional solder-
ing Tags, or Tel minals, and can be supplied
with or without Vernier as desired.
There is no variation in price, the prices being
the same as our ordinary Square Law
Condensers. suppried in the following sizes:

Price with Price without
Size Vernier Vernier
.00025... 8/- 6/6
.0003 ... 9 /-  7 /6
.0005 9 /6  8 /--
.00I ... 10'6 9 /-
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All Cheques and
Postal Orders
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Accessories
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pose valve is used for detecting.
It may be a bright emitter of the
" R " type or it may be one of the
dull emitter types now so popular,
but in any case it is essential that
the transformer immediately follow-
ing this valve should be of good
quality and that the impedance
of the primary winding should be
suitable for the type of detector
valve employed. It is impossible
to give definite figures regarding the
impedance of this winding, since
the impedance of practically every
type of valve varies. One of a
particular make will quite likely
have a different impedance to a
similar type of valve of some other
make, but we can compromise and
obtain pod quality if we employ
a first stage transformer made by
a reputable manufacturer.

These instruments are suitable
for use after a detector valve, and
the makers have in most cases
based their design upon the assump-
tion that a valve of high impedance
will be used as a rectifier. Provided
that only one stage, of transformer
coupling is used there should be
little difficulty in obtaining good
quality, but careful design is neces-
sary if two stages are employed.

L.F. Oscillation
Very often on coupling up the

second stage a loud continuous
howl is heard. No adjustment of
controls will vary the note, and
the constructor is faced with the
problem of low -frequency oscilla-
tion. In other cases reproduction is
entirely spoiled, but no audible note
is heard. The low -frequency side
may still be oscillating, but at a
frequency above audibility. The
remedy in these cases is to employ
suitable transformers in both stages
and to mount them in such a
manner as to minimise any in-

' teraction. A pair of first-claSs first
and second stage.transformers, well
spaced and with the axes through
their cores at right angles, should
give no trouble. In the event of
L.P. oscillation occurring, the first
thing is to try the effect of revers-
ing the L.P. and O.P. of the second
transformer.

It is sometimes advisable to earth
both the cores, and in many cases a
gnat improvement will be no-
ticed if a resistance is connected
across the secondary winding of
the last transformer. The value
of this resistance may be between
half a megohm and a hundred
thousand ohms. The lower the
value of the resistance the greater
is the effect upon signal strength, for
although the quality may be vastly
improved by the lower value,
at the sante time the volume ob-
tained will be less, and so it is wise

to try different values until the
desired results are obtained. When -
two stages are used it is a good
plan to purchase H.T. battery
containing units of large size, since
this type of battery is more suited
to supply the needs of valves of the
low impedance type used in this
class of work. With the smaller
cells used in the popular type of
battery the resistance may become
very appreciable after a time and a
" back coupling " effect may be
produced which may result in a
loud howl at low -frequency. Each
tapping should be shunted by a
Mansbridge type condenser of 2µF
or above, which should be joined
between the H.T. +2 tapping and
the common H.T. negative lead.

Fig. 3.-The arrangement of

Valves
Regarding the valves to use I

always prefer to use two low -
impedance valves of the loud-
speaker type for two -stage work,
but, good results can also be ob-
tained by using an " R " general
purpose valve in the first stage
with a small power valve in the
second. It is, of course, essen-
tial to use - the correct grid
bias as specified by the makers
of the valve for the particular
H.T. voltage employed. Sometimes
a characteristic curve only is ob-
tainable, and in those cases the
proper grid bias may be read off
by dropping a vertical from a point
half way along the straight portion
of the curve to the left of the
zero ordinate, the point where
the vertical cuts the negative grid
volts scale shows the correct grid
bias value for that particular H.T.
voltage. This is shown in Fig. 2,
in which the correct grid bias is

6 volts for an anode voltage
Of 120.

Choke -Coupling
A good combination is one stage of

transformer and one stage of choke

MODERN WIRELESS,
or resistance -capacity coupling, as in
many of the sets described from
time to time -in this journal. Very
good quality is obtainable by
this method, and the chief points to
be noted are _that the chokes must
be of good quality and of suitable
impedance. If the choke is placed
in the first stage it must have a
high impedance of between 6o
and roo henries for good quality,
the actual impedance, of course,
depending 'upon the -type of valve
chosen -for detecting. The above
values are suitable for most valves
of the general purpose type, and
although the listener will not in all
probability be in a position to
determine the value of the choke
he chooses, he should make sure that -

Fig. 1. shown in pictorial form.

it has a' core of substantial cross
section and that the winding con-
sists of a -very large number of
turns, preferably section wound as
.in the case of good transformers.
It is worth while to experiment
with defective transformers in
which the priinary windings have
developed a fault, leaving the
secondary winding intact. In this
way some instruments which would
otherwise be useless may be utilised
as very effective chokes by making
use of the secondary windings
and ignoring ' the two primary
terminals.

Resistance Coupling
When the choke is used in the

second stage it is possible to
employ one having a lower
impedance, provided the valve in
whose plate circuit it is connected
is also of reasonably low impedance.
If the constructor is prepared to
use a fairly high anode voltage, or
alternatively one of the special
valves designed for resistance
capacity coupling, he can obtain
very nearly the same amplification
as he would obtain if he employed
choke coupling by replacing the
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choke itself by a resistance. One
of the disadvantages of the latter
method is that when ordinary
valves are used an increase in anode
voltage is necessary to make up
for the drop in voltage across the
resistance. This drop in voltage
depends upon the value of the
resistance itself and the steady
plate current, and will of courseyary
with different valves.

Anode Voltage
In consequence of this drop in

voltage the anode voltage must be
increased correspondingly. It is
well known that the higher the value
of the anode resistance the greater
is the amplification obtained, but
at the same time the voltage drop
across the resistance will be greater
also, and so for ordinary valves it is
usual to sacrifice a little ampli=
fication by employing resistances of
about 50,000 ohms, thus cutting
down the high anode voltage which
would be essential for efficient
working. By using specially de-
signed valves such as those of the
D.E.3 B or D.E.5 B type it is
possible to obtain really good
amplification and to use anode
resistances of roo, 000- 2 0, 000
ohms without increasing the anode

voltage beyond 12o, and so in this
way recent research has practically
eliminated the disadvantages of
resistance coupling. For the best
results the anode resistances must be
of good quality and not subject to
any variations in working. Any
slight changes in their value will
tend to, make the receiver noisy,
the resulting reproduction being
accompanied by a background of
crackling and frying. By purchasing
the best components and by care-
fully following a good sound design
the enthusiast and music -lover can
obtain results which are at all times
a pleasure to listen1 to. He may
sacrifice a little volnme in his
search for purity, but, after all,
surely it is worth while.

EOLOODOECOL_OODOOD0000000
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Long -Distance Recep. 9
 tion with the Three.
9 Valve Dual Receiver. 9

000000000M00000700000000
SIR,-I thought I would like to

write and let you know some of
the results I have had since I built
the " Three -Valve Dual Receiver
(by Mr. John Scott -Taggart) which
first appeared in MODERN WIRE-

LESS, April, 1924. I built the re-
ceiver with the various terminals
on the panel for use as a three -
valve dual, two -valve dual, etc.,
and am more than astonished at the
results I have been getting. I get
all the main B.B.C. stations on the
loud -speaker, and Chelmsford and
Birmingham at good loud -speaker
strength on the two -valve dual.
Recently I received Dundee on the
loud -speaker on the two -valve dual.
The receiver is surprisingly easy to
handle, and as stable as a rock,
and can be switched off at night
on any station and then be certain
of that station being heard when
next used without having to alter
anything. I regularly get Hamburg
on the loud -speaker, also Radio -
Paris and many other Continental
stations, at good . loud speaker
strength, which I am unable to
identify. My aerial is a single
one of .thick copper wire about
3o ft. high at the far end and
about 15 ft. high at the receiver end,
and is well exposed on a slight hill.

Thanking Mr. Scott -Taggart for
a most excellent circuit through
MODERN WIRELESS.-Yours faith-
fully,

J. H. W. DOUGLASS.
Market Harborough.
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A BRILLIANT DOUBLE NUMBER
11 0 (-NUR readers will be pleased to learn that theO

September' issue of MODERN WIRELESS will0 be a Special Double Number. Regular
readers will already be familiar with the demandcreated by our double numbers, which haveO in the past necessitated Radio Press buying
back a number of sold copies in order that those.0 who were late ordering should not be disappointed.

O The size of the September issue will be muchO enlarged, and the price will be increased to 1/6 for
O this special number cnly.

This brilliant double number will contain corn-
plete articles from the pens of :-

Li John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.,
Major James Robinson, D,Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.,
Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.,
A. D. Cowper, M.Sc.,
R. W. Hallows, M.A.,

O G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.,
O - A. Johnson -Randall,

Stanley G. Rattee, M.I.R.E., and
J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., D.I.C.,

as well as a very large number of other items, all
of great interest to the wireless public.

A special article will appear by Mr. Scott-
Taggart, which will be enthusiastically welcomed
by all radio experimenters, who will also appreciate
the inclusion in this issue of a complete and up -O to -date list cf amateur call -signs.

Major James Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F. Inst.P.,
I 1

ORDER YOUR COPY IN ADVANCE.

who has recently been appointed to the position
of Chief Engineer and Director of Research to the
Radio Press, Ltd.,will also contribute to this number
an article entitled, " New Developments in Wireless
Receiving Circuits." Dr. Robinson, has been asso-
ciated With wireless research of the most interestim;
kind for many years past, and his disclosures will
be of the greatest importance to all interested in
wireless reception.

Other pages will contain full constructional
details for building a complete range of sets from
a small crys6l receiver to one using four valves,
besides which a receiver intended for the recep-
tion on the loud -speaker of the transmissions from
KDKA, will a'so be fully described.

Getting the Most from H.F. Valves " is a
subject which will keenly interest all those anxious
for distance, and this will be discussed at length
by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.C.G.I., D.I.C., whose
article on aerials upon another page of this issue
makes fascinating reading.

A comprehensive list of amateur call -signs is
invaluable to the experimenter for constant refer-
ence, and the list which will alp ar in our double
number will be the latest and most complete ever
published,

In addition to those indicated above there are
many otter good things to be included in the Sep-
tember issue, which will contain a wealth of
information that could nowhere else be cbtained.

PRICE 1 /6.
C1000000 OLE. MODE OODOO DO 00700000E00E DO 0 0 000 OOLODOODDOOL 01 DC 000 0 O00 OE0000
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INDEX to CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
Price
each

1. Frame Aerial . -
2. Variable Condenser .0005µF 10163. .0003µF 8/6
4. Single Plate Vernier ... 2110
5. Fixed Condenser .0003 µF 119.

6. Grid Leak 0.5 to 1 M O ... 2/-
7. Grid Leak 2 M S2 2/-

8. Anode Resistance 80,000 (.0 215

9. Grid Leak 1 to 2 M 0 ... 2/-
10. Fixed Condensers .002 µF 2/3
11. Potentiometer 7/6

12. Rheostat : Bright, Dull, or
Dual   Prices 5/6, 616, 716

13. Low FrequencyTransformer 21/-
14. Neutral Point AUTODYNE

UNIT .. .... 101-

15. REACTOR ... 151-

16. A.7 SUPERSONIC UNIT 22/6

Conversion of existing H. F. Amplifiers
to the Supersonic System

HE Supersonic  Set has come to stay, Sand although for the
" Home Receiver it will never supplant one or two
stages of H.F., Detector and note magnification in con-

junction with an aerial, the progressive experimenter and home
constructor will feet that he must have one. Expense is the
stumbling block.

IS Products in the form of the A.7 Transformer, the Reactor, and the
neutral point Autodyne, enable those in possession of " straight H.F. Receivers "
to convert them at a modest outlay, the minimum of trouble and with the certainty of
superlative results.

The diagram above shows on the right a conventional 6 valve receiver ; should you
possess one following the general arrangement shown it need not conform with
it in c'et Id. To allow of its conversion, OED A.7 Transformers are substituted for
those normally used.

To the left of the diagram is shown an additional Valve "with the so-called filter transformer" (the
81) A.7), the Autodyne Coil, (the et Neutral Point Autodyne) reacted on by the Reactor. This

unit can be made up easily and inexpensively to precede your existing H.F. Amplifier. and you will

then have both systems of reception at your command. The remaining details are self-explanatory.

'Works

M
L 179.STRAND W.C. 2.fitio.

.Corld'orr SBovrooms :-

WEXHAM ROAD . SLOUGH R_Lig_rt_
:Phone SLOUGH 199

FI
kanuFacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus API"ne: CENTRAL 6988

"gfead Office:- HASTINGS HOUSE:NORFOLK STREET:STRAND:LONDON:W.G. 2. PSone: CENTRAL 8272/3
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: RADI ETHER ESTRAND LONDON CABLE ADDRESS! RADIETNER . LONDON.
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(9 Fig. 1.-The coils, valves, batteries, etc., are all contained within9 the cabinet, thus giving the receiver a most neat appearance.

A
Self-contained
Three -Valve

Receiver

9994999999999994999949999949499949999999999999999999999

THE set about to be described
is one which will essentially
appeal to  many broad-

cast :listeners. Valves, batteries
and coils may all be enclosed
within the cabinet, this -being made
possible by employing dull emitter
valves of the ..o6 ampere -type,
which can be successfully worked
off dry batteries, and by incorpora-
ting -certain components which take
up but little space. .

The set has been used for some time
with two 36 -volt batteries joined in
series for high tension, and a 41 -
volt dry battery for filament light-
ing purposes. These batteries are
readily accommodated within -the
cabinet and have proved perfectly
satisfactory for runninff° three valves
of the D.E. 3 type. Where, how-
ever, it is desired to use a small
type of power valve for the note
magnifying stage, in order to handle
better really strong signals on the
loud -speaker, one of the types re-
quiring a filament voltage of 3 to 4
and taking .12 to .3 amperes may
readily he. used ; but in this- case it
is advisable to employ a small 4 -volt
accumulator. There are several
makes available which will readily
fit into a -cabinet such as is shown in
the photograph and still leave room
for a sui(able high tension battery..

The Circuit
A most excellent all-round cir-

cuit for. genetal purpose work is
undoubtedly one in which the three
valves function as a high frequency
amplifier, as a detector, and as a
note magnifier respectively. A
circuit of this type is employed,
and the theoretical diagram will be

seen in Fig. 2. This is a purely
straightforward' conventional cir-
cuit. Dealing with it in detail, it
will be seen that either constant
aerial tuning, which gives a greater
range with a given coil and con-
denser and allows the aerial c)il
to he predicted with a fair degree
of accuracy for aerials varying
considerably in characteristics, or
plain parallel tuning may be used.
Potentiometer stabilisation is
adopted and the potentiometer is
shown as R4. The high frequency
valve is coupled to the detector
by means of a high frequency
transformer, of which the primary
winding is tuned. This particular
method of coupling was incorporated

By

JOHN
UNDERDO WN

since an H.F. transformer
takes up less space than the
usual coil as in the tuned anode
Method. It is also slightly
more stable, owing to the
somewhat higher damping,
than that in the tuned anode

system, and this feature is
desirable with a set which is semi-
portable in nature and may
be used on various aerial systems.
Rectification is by the leaky
grid condenser method, and direct
magnetic reaction' is obtained by
coupling the coil L4 in the plate
circuit of the detector valve to the,
aerial coil. low frequency stage
is transformer coupled, since this
type of coupling usually gives a
greater step-up in signal strength
than either choke or resistance
coupling. Separate high tension
is provided for each valve, and a
grid bias battery for the note magni-
fier is also used. An "On and Off "
switch allows the set to be - put in

Fig. 2.-The theoretical circuit of the receiver shows that
it contains one H.F. valve, detector and note -magnifier.
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The General Layout
Ref Tence to the . photographs

will show the neat and symmetrical
layout of the panel. The three
terminals on the left-hand side are,
reading from the top to the bottom,
for constant aerial tuning, for
parallel tuning, and for the earth
connection. The two terminals to
the right of the panel are for the
telephones or loud -speaker, that
at the top being the positive
terminal. The variable condensers
tuning the aerial and the .primary
of the H.F. transformer are at the
top left-hand side of the panel,
whilst below the aerial condenser
will be seen the dial of the two -coil
holder. Below the H.F. tuning
condenser is the potentiometer
whilst the other three knobs are

To
RHEMTATS.

Fig 4.-The wiring at the back
simple. The flexiole leads seen

the connections to

of the components behind the panel
and the design should be followed
closely. The panel itself is held in
position by two large aluminium
brackets. On it are mounted the
constant aerial tuning condenser,
the two variable condensers, the
valve holder taking the H.F.
transformer, the filament resist
ances and also the potentiometer.
The valve holders, L.F. transformer,
the -grid condenser, and that across
the primary of the L.F. transformer
are mounted on the wooden sub-
base. The dimensions of this latter
are tO in. by 9 in. by ;'1 in. thick.
If' desired, of course, the width
may be increased if larger batieries
than those shown in the photograph
are used. A partition has been_

To IS OF L.F. TRAN.S1

_Li.4.}...... TO OPFER SCREW OF F I L SWITCH.
HT- To 0 P
_-,...-

To TRANSE SKIT.

To +TEL.TEta'

it

+2 +1 1+3

H.T.

Fig. 3.-Hlustrating the manner in which the batteries
are connected.

for the three filament resistanceS.
The filament " On and Off " switch
is located above the high frequency

alve rheosta t.

The Back of the Panel
Since the set is compact 'n .ature,

care is needed in the disposition

placed near the back of the
cabinrq to prevent the batteries
from falling over and injuring the
valves. This may or may not be
necessary according to the types of
batteri-.-.s chosen. In the present
receiver the distance between this
platform and the back edge of the

of the panel is extremely
in the foreground are for
the batteries.

9
4
4
9
9

9

wooden sub -base is 3 in., but this
May be increased to 3? in. by
slightly shifting the partition with-
out altering the size of the wooden
sub -base. Two brackets have .been
used, of similar type to those sup-
porting the panel, to hold the par-
tition in place.

Components
To duplicate the receiver exactly

as seen in the photographs the
following components will be re-
quired, and makers' names have
been given for the convenience of
those who desire them. Although it
is not absolutely essential to adhere
strictly to those used, provided the
quality  is good, considera, ions of
space should be borne in mind if
any change is made.

One black Radion panel to in. by
8 in. by 3 /r6th in. thick
(American Hard Rubber Co.,
Ltd.)

One cabinet with lift -up lid to
take a panel of the above size
and to accommodate a base-
board of minimum width, 9 in.
(W. H. Agar.)

One Dial -o -denser of .0005i.tF
capacity and one of .noo.31/1.;
(Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.)

One Success behind panel mount-
ing two coil holder (Beard
and Fitch, Ltd.)

Three 35 ohm Bakelite rheostats
(R. A. Rothermel, Ltd.)

One Bakelite potentiometer,
400 ohms (R. A. Rothetmel,
Ltd.) -

One- Connecticut "On and Off"
filament switch (R. A. Rother-
met, Ltd.)
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Fig. 5.-The holder for the H.F. transformer is fitted to the panel, the valve holders
being secured to the baseboard.

Five W.O. type nickel plated
terminals (Burn -Jones and
Co., Ltd.)

Two aluminium brackets, or four
if a partition is erected to
keep the batteries in position
(13urne-Jones and Co., Ltd.)

One first stage low frequency
transformer (C., A. Vandervell
and Co., Ltd.)

Three Magnum " Vibro " anti -
capacity valve holders (Burne-
Jones and Co., Ltd.)

One .0003 µF grid condenser
(Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd.)

One . oo µF fixed condenser
(Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd.)

One .2 megohm grid leak -(Dubi-
her Condenser Co., Ltd.)

One .000f µF fixed condenser
(clip -in type) (L. McMichael,
Ltd.)

One Bretwood valve holder
(Bretwood, Ltd.)

One packet of Radio Press Panel
Transfers.

Quantity of V.I.R. covered
flex.

Quantity of 20 gauge tinned
copper wire and insulating
sleeving or Glazite wire.

One strip of mahogany or oak
16 in. by 2 in. to 3 in. and
3/16 in. thick. This is only

necessary if a partition is
employed, as shown in the
photograph, Fig. 8.

Constructional Work
The constructional work in building

the receiver is quite simple in nature,
it being merely necessary to drill the
requisite holes for the components
on the panel and to mount these,
and then those on the baseboard.
Drilling is best carried out from a full
size blue print if possible, since the
spacing is somewhat close to accom-
modate the various components. The
Dial-o-densers are very simply
mounted. One hole is required to
take the spindle and another smaller
hole the flexible lead. The aerial
Dial -o -denser should have its spindle
filed off fairly close to the panel in
order to allow more space for the
aerial coil. The most suitable length
will, of course, be found when the
coil -holder is in place. This latter
is mounted by the one -hole fixing
method and no difficulty should be
experienced here. The valve socket
taking the H.F. transformer is
mounted by means of a 6 BA screw,
the hole for which has been tapped.
It is, however, not essential to tap
the hole, since a 6BA screw and nut
maybe used. The rheostats and

potentiometer are of the one-hol,
fixing type "and are quite easily
mounted. The only hole which may
give any trouble is that for the
Connecticut " On and Off " switch.
This is best made with a Clark's
Expansive Bit or an ordinary
carpenter's bit of suitable size.
A centre hole should first be made
with a 4 BA drill, and drilling carried
out from either side of the panel
in turn in order to obtain a clean
hole. The constant aerial tuning
condenser is held in position by the
shanks and nuts of the two aerial
terminals,

Spacing
Having mounted the components,

including the brackets, on the panel,
it is best to place the whole in
position on the baseboard and to
screw the panel and brackets into
position with small wood screws.
When the panel is fixed to the base-
board, the components to be
mounted on the latter should be
placed in position with coils and
valves inserted so that appropriate
spacing is obtained and should then
be secured by means of small wood
screws ( in. No. 4 being suitable
in most cases). The brackets and
partition at the back should not be

1,1
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e Dry Cell Vgive
IF you are not satisfied with the power of

your Valve Set, try a Cosmos D.E.11
Valve. It will handle far more power

than other valves used with Dry Cells.

Combined with the above feature is the con-
siderable advantage obtained by reason of its
very robust filament. The D.E.1 1 Valve will
stand an extraordinary amount of rough usage
and it is safe to say that it would be extremely
difficult to break the filament without breaking
the bulb.

Add to these points the fact that the D.E.11
Valve is capable of handling a large output
without distortion and you understand why
this valve is called " The Dry Cell Loud
Speaker Valve with a Long Life."

You will improve your reception by using

DULL

EMITTER
VALVES

PRICE

12/6
Obtainable from most Wireless Dealers.

METRO - VICK SUPPLIES, LTD.
(Proprietors: Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Limited)

4, Central Buildings, Westminster, S.W.1.

The Dry Cell Land (deer Valve with .a tong life.

The

A definite written
guarantee of
performance is
supplied with
every Dtiocly,le

instrument.
" 

HUNDREDS of unsolicited letters received
from Duodyne purchasers and con-

2tructors tend to establish the following
facts :

That the Duodyne (two stages H.F. Constant
Tuned, aperiodic coupling) is the most powerful
long distance Broadcast Receiver.

V. will receive the
principal American Broadcasting Stations any-
where in the United Kingdom at loud speaker
strength.
. That there is no standard Broadcast Receiver, irrespective

of design, type or price, which can approach the consistent
record for long distance reception of the guaranteed Duodyne.

That the Duodyne circuit is the most simple and stable
multiple high frequency circuit available.

That this extreme simplicity and stability enables the
Home Constructor to build his own Duodyne with the as-
surance that his effort will result in the same degree of
efficiency possible with our professionally constructed model.

That the " Hints to Constructors," which accompanies every
instrument and contains full size simplified wiring diagrams
and imstructions, will enable even the totally inexperienced
to repair his instrument should any connection become de-
tached in its journey by air, train or ship round the world.

Just another extract -
No comment is necessary!

"... . May I congratulate you on the efficiency -of the Duo -
dyne Five ?

" Cna home-comtructed sel, using two wire', one for aerial and
one for earth, in the same room as the set, I have received KDKA,
WBZ and several other American Ttaticns, on many occasions.

" Asa wireless engineer, I should like to defin'tely slate that the
results with the ' Duodyne' are immeasurably superior to Hutt of
any other set I have tried, with the possible exceblion, of course,
of a Multi -Valve Super -Heterodyne.

" I think it only fair to give credit where credit is so obviously
due."-F.S.B., St. George's Road, S.W.

Two New Models.
The DUODYNE REGENERATIVE II
The DUODYNE REGENERATIVE III

WRITE NOTV for x92511926 Catalogues.

PETER CURTIS, LTD.
75, Camden Road, London, N.W.1.

Telegrams : " PARACURTEX." 'Phone : NORTH 3112.
Birmingham : 76, Newhall Street. Central 7236.

.Manehester : Deansgate. Central 5095.

In replying to advertisers-, use Order Form enclosed. 771
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Cossor W.3
Loud Speaker Valve
Filament Volts - z.8
Consumption .8 amps.

prke 18/6

A demonstration of the new Cossor Loud
Speaker Valve-the W.3-will instantly recall
to the mind of the listener the majestic grandeur
of the church organ. Such mellowness of tone,
volume and clarity marks a new era in Loud
Speaker reproduction and is destined to exercise
a significant influence on broadcast reception

in the future.

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbitry Grove, N.5.

772 In rePlying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

ugust, 1925

Cossor P.3
Loud Speaker Valve
Filament Volts - 4.5
Consumption .2 amps.
(Available shortly)

er I 3l5lr.
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Fig. 6.-Care should be taken to

affixed until the wiring has been
completed.

The Wiring
For wiring purposes I would

recommend that some fairly flexible
wire, such as number 2o gauge
tinned copper be used. Thisshould
be covered with insulating skeving,
since the leads are somewhat close
together in certain places and some
form of insulation is desirable.
Terminals and contacts which are
to be soldered should first be cleaned
with a smooth file and then tinned
with a really hot iron before -
wiring is commenced. It is as well
also to give nuts half a. turn after
tinning, since the heat will often
tend to loosen them. The best pro-
cedure to follow is to remove the
panel from the baseboard, leaving
tl le brackets in position on the former
and to wire up on this as far as
possible.

Leads from the moving contacts
of the rheostats which are to go to
the negative valve sockets on the
baseboard should be attached to
the terminals of the former, cut
off at suitable lengths and left free
temporarily, as it will otherwise
be difficult to get at these terminals
which come fairly close to the base -

MODERN WIRELESS

ee that adequate clearance is allowed for the
moving coif.

board when the panel. is`- in place.
The components on the baseboard,.
i.e., the L.F. transformer, the valve
sockets and the grid and by-pass
condensers, may also be wired.,
and then the panel should again be
screwed into position andand the wiring
completed.. Before finally finish-
ing this it is advisable to place
the coils in position in order to see
the best method of taking the
remaining leads. It will be ob-
served that the leads to the re-
action coil are of V.I.R. flex
twisted together. That from the
plate of the detector valve goes to
the plug of the moving coil block
which takes the reaction coil.

Battery Leads
The necessary battery leads for

both high and low tension are taken
direct from certain points and not
to the usual terminal strip, thus
simplifying both construction and
wiring. V.T.R. flex is used for all
of these connections. Reference
to the photographs will make
this clear. The H.F. H.T.+
lead is taken direct from the
upper contact of the H.F. trans-
former socket, the detector lead
from O.P. of the L.F. transformer

and that for the L.F valve from
the positive telephone terminal.
Leads for LT.+ and H.T.- are
taken direct from the upper screw
of the  On and Off " switch.
The connection to is taken
from the wire which goes to one
teaming of each of the filament
rheostats, The- grid. bias negative
lead is taken from. the I.S. terminal
of theL,F. transfOrmer. When the
batteries are connected up a flex
lead is taken direct from the nega-
tive terminal of the low tension
battery to the positive end of the
grid bias battery, so that no wire
appears- in the wiring diagram
for this purpose.

Vabpes and Batteries -
The photograph of Fig. 8 shows

the batteries which I have- used to
supply three general purpose .o6
ampere type valves, and which
conveniently fit into the cabinet
when arranged as seen. The L.T.
is a 4.-1 volt Hellesen " GLATE "
battery, and the other two are each
of 36 volts, giving a total of 72 volts
when joined in series. So that no
difficulty should be experienced
in connecting up, the sketch of
Fig. 3 has been given.

Suitable voltages for the H.F.

773
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Fig. 7.-The layout of the panel and drilling dim 3:13i D:13. Blueprint No. 125A, Post Free 1/8.

Fig. 8.-The batteries are situated along theback of the ba3eboari. Note the wooden
partition. -

and detector valves are between 40 and
6o volts, whilst on the L.P. valve thewhole 72 volts should be used and a gridbias voltage of 3 to 4} will be found
correct with most -o6 valves.

Testing
The wiring completed, to

test the receiver. For the 30o to 500 metre
band of wave -lengths a No. 35 and a No. 5o
coil will 'be iequired 1,Vhen plain parallel
tuning with the aerial connected to A, is
employed. With C.A.T. Nos. 5o and 75 should
be. used. For reaction a compare Lively small
coil only will be necessary in both cases, and
one of the order of a No. 35 should, first be.tried. The most suitable coil for .reactionpurposes is best determined by actualexperiment. The wiring for the H.F. trans-
former is suited to at -mintier of barrel -types,
such as the Magnum, McMichael, Bowyer -
Lowe, Peto-Scott and a number of other
makes. 'One for the 300. to Soo. metre
wave band should be inserted when testingwith the above coils.

First connect the low tension battei yand see that a valve will light correctly
when placed in each of the three valveho'chrs in turn and then connect the hightension as shown in Fig, 3. It is best to
try the set withdrawn from its cabinetand to adjust the H.T. and grid bias to
give best results before the set andbatteries are placed in the cabinet.

Tuning
Tuning is quite simple. The reaction

coil, that is, the one in the 'moving coil
block, should be as loosely coupled to the
aerial coil as possible and the aerial con-
denser should be ad vanc,ed by one or two
degrees at. a time, whilst that tuning the
primary winding of the H.F. transformer
should be taken gradually through the whble
of its scale degrees. When a signal is heard

ii F
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The New MH Condenser Test. Panel
The 0 Condenser Test Panel is fitted with four condensers of the following capacities-'0001,
'0002, *0004 and '0008, and by the simple expedient of clipping or unclipping, no less than
fifteen variations of capacity are obtainable, viz

0001 '0002 90003 '0004 '0005
'0006 '0007 *0008 *0009 *0010
'0011 `0012 *0013 '0014 *0015

Experimenters operating radio circuits employing critical values will appreciate the great
advantage of being able to obtain the exact capacity to suit any particular condition. Exact
capacity results in greater distance, more volume and clearer signals. Any one or more of
the values shown may be required. Having determined the exact value required, you can order
an ti -S Condenser of the required value with the certainty of perfect results.

Price, complete with 4 condensers, 4 terminals on polished
ebonite, baize covered base 11/6

5/ -Base Board only
FIXED CONDENSERS.

Two clips are supplied with each condenser.
FIXED CONDENSERS.

Mounter: on ebonite bases; with terminals, any value.
o,000r to 0.00rtrF. .. 1,19 each. 0.0001 to o.00 r . . .. 2/9 each.
0.0015 to 0.0Ikrr. .. 2/3 each. 0.002 to 0.01/2F .. 313 each.
(.10I5 to 0.0.41,,F. .. 2/6 each. 0..02 to .. 3/6 each.

leprIcs
WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUtad m 12'1' 170 STRAND W.C.

Phone : SLOUGH 199

,Mead Office:- HASTINGS
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: RADIETHER,

613111MENIONN.

Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus
HOUSE:NORFOLK STREETSTRAND:LONDON:W.C. 2. phone: CENTRAL 82724
ESTRAND, LONDON CABLE ADDRESS: RADIETHER , LONDOM

Phone; CENTRAL 69es

Barclays Ad, 1276

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 775
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o receiviny se
Summer -time is here, and with it a desire
for the open air and a demand for portable
wireless apparatus. Your set can be easily
portable if you adapt it for Wecovalves.
Wecovalves are the premier economy valves,
using only .25 amps. at .S-1.1 volts for
the filament. They are small in size, robust
in construction, silent in operation, and have
extraordinarily long life.
Weigh these considerations up and then
investigate the claims the Wecovalve has
upon you and the advantages you may secure
by its use.
All valves are marked for service as follows :

Red Spot. High Frequency.
Green Spot. Detector.
Orange Spot. Low Frequency.

WE RECOMMEND
COLUMBIA

RADIO "A* CELLS
N17E C OVA L V E S.

1616
EITHER TYPE

Western Electric Compang Limited.
CONNAUGHT HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.2.

Telephone: Central 734 5 (10 lines).
Works : NORTH WOOLWICH, NEW SOUTHGATE,

BEXLEY HEATH, HENDON.

Branches: Glasgow, Manchester, Southampton, Leeds,
Newcast'e, Liverpool, Birmingham, Cardiff, Dublin.

L
Imagine an analytical
chemist without his
scientific balances or
an engineer without his
micrometer !

Similarly, y o u
will never tune a re-
ceiver with a direct
drive condenser once
having experienced the
accurate tuning of the
Colvern Selector Me-
chanically Controlled
Precision Condenser.

adC

Obtaining Hairbreadth Tuning
THE Colvera. Selector Low Loss

Precision Condenser is an
instrument which gives the

precise adjustment so essential to
obtain perfect reception, whether on
loud signals, such as the local brold-
cast, or transmission from low -powered
distant stations. The mechanical
method employed ensures accuracy
to r/ 20th of a degree; and, a further
consideration, the eye is not called
upon to supplement imagination.
The scale interval is readily readable
to that small difference in capacity-1 /3600th part of the total ca;ac.ty
zrailable.

It is when working upon weak (FS-
trnt transmissions that the necessity
for such critical and accurate adjust-
ment is vital. Many excellent circuits
have been discarded because they
required a mme critical tuning adjust-
ment than available apparatus
afforded. Equally efficient circuits
were condemned as uncontrollable.
since existing apparatus could not
give the essential final adjustment.

The Col yer n indepeident Verifies
provides a very useful means of
securing fine tuning adjustment.
For balancing up H.F. Stages,
taking up variations in capacity
when H.F. Stages are controlled
by dual or triple condensers, and
for balancing up the Lang Wave
Intermediate Amplifier in Super
Hets. when Matched Transformers
are used. Price 216.

LOW

Capacity reaction circuits such as
the Reinartz, ultra short wave
receivers, and the short-wave stages
of Super Heterodyne Receivers,
require hairbreath tuning, obtain-
able only by such mechanical means
as the. Colvern Selector provides.

The dial of the Colvern Selector
is divided over the full circle, and
yr widcs 36o degrees value for each
rotation of the index. This enables
112.0th of a degree to be actually
located ; AND ANY PREDE 11 -

MINED CALIBRATION CAN BE
RE -LOCATED TO THIS ACCU-
RACY AT WILL.

The Colvern Selector Low Last-
R 'adin2 to r /3,ropth of capacity

Capacity *0005 mfd. .. £1 1 0
'0003 mfd. 61 0 0

Typ: F, without gear attachment-
Capacity 'ow's mfd. 15 0

.00 ,3infd. 14 0

One hole fixing. Other capacities if
r

Descriptive Folder upon request.

CZ LLINSON PRECISION SCREW
C3., LTD., Provost Works,
r.acdonald Rd., Walthamstom,

London, E.17.
Telephone : Waltharnstow 532.

E
TO

" ACTON "
ACCUMULATORS

IV

FA
LOSS

A new range of low tension radio and
general purpose cells composed of
separate 2 -volt units.

sgn. cap.
4o amp.
Co
So

100

iii

1)11

pal

2 volts. 4 volts. 6 volts.
.. 11/- 22/- 32/6
.. 13;6 27/6 40 /-

16 /- 32 /- 48 /-
.. 18/6 37/6 56 /-

Write for Catalogues of C,c1.1", Acci mule fors,
Loud Speakers, Transforincrs and Radio Crystals,

-.CapierVro,Hadervell. &e a?.
ACTONVAL E. LONDON .W. 3

776 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Fig. 9.-The wiring of the receiver may be easily followed from this working drawing.
Blueprint No. 1256, Post Free, 1/6..

the reaction coil should be brought
towards the aerial coil and slight
retuning done on both variable
co idensers. It will be found best
to work with the potentiometer
towards the negative end, that is
with the pointer .over towardS the
right, and with as small a reaction
coil as possible rather than with a
bigger reaction coil and the poten-
tiometer towards the positive end
of the winding. Better results are
usually obtained in this way.

For 5XX and Radio -Paris
ordinary parallel tuning should be
employed with a No. 15o for the

coil and a No. too or smaller
coil for reaction. The H.F. trans-
former should be one for the f,ioo
to 3,000 range.

Test Report
In practice the set has been used

on an average aerial at Bexley
Kent, roughly 12 miles south-
east of the London station.
The valves employed were of the
D.E.3 type. Adequate loud -speak-
ing was obtained front 2L0 and
5XX during a preliminary test
and on a 4 ft. frame the former
station gave results sufficiently
loud to be pleasant in a small room.
On the detector and high fre-
quency valves between 4o and
6o volts proved suitable, while
on the L.F. 72 volt H.T. and 3 volt
grid bias were used.

During other tests carried out in
daylight, when reception con-

ditions were far from favourable,
Eiffel Tower was received at fair
loud -speaker strength using a
Gambrell " F " coil for the aerial
and a " B " for reaction with a
2,500-7,000 metre McMichael B.F.
transformer. Radio -Paris also gave
fair loud -speaking, using the sizes
of coils and transformer indicated
previously.

Of the B.B.C. stations, Cardiff
Newcastle and several others un-
identified gave good telephone
signals, although somewhat marred
in quality by strong morse jamm-
ing and atmospherics. After dark
Petit Parisien, and a number of
German stations were received on
the telephones at quite a pleasant
strength.
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MCILLARD
EVER -REST

ws

GRID LEAKS
are silent in use and constant
in value. Absolutely un-
affected byclimatic conditions.
Made in two types:

([) For grid leaks with
suitable condensers and

(2) For Anode circuits of
resistance amplifiers.

EVER -REST Grid B
.5 to 5 megohms, 2%6 each.

EVER -REST Anode B
.o t to o. megohms, 2:6 each

Complete with high standard
and guaranteed exact capacity
fixed condenser.
Grid B with .0003 mfd. Con-
denser Type M.A., 5 '-
Mullard Condensers only

Type M.A.
.0001-.0009 mfd., 2/6 each.

Type M.B.
.00i-.oi mid.. 3/- each.

GRID LEAKS
Advt. (ritullard) Niehtingale Lane, Balham,

August, 1925
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Choosin a adio Set(S1

By JOHN W. BARBER.
The newcomer to wireless is often a1 a loss to know just hoe'
to choose his set, and in this contribution some indication of

the most common needs is given.

LI
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MANY obstacles stand in the
path of the man who has
just decided to " put the

wireless in," such as where to
put the set, how to fix up the
aerial, objections on the part of
the landlord, and so on, hence the
actual time taken over the in-
stalling is sometimes lengthy. On
the subject of the latter difficulty,
a case was recently brought to the
writer's notice in which permission
was only obtained from the land-
lord on condition that the aerial
was lowered when the tenant was
not actually listening !

Personal Needs
To come, however, to the subject

of the present article, the would-be

D

and thus wide departures from
the form of set laid down may
possibly be necessary.

Aerials and Earths
It must be assumed that the

reader has erected the best possible
aerial in his own situation, and this
does not mean that the aerial will
in all cases be a good one elec-
trically, but that it is the best
that circumstances will permit.
The earth connection must also
receive attention, and such im-
portant items as thorough in-
sulation of the earth -lead as well
as the aerial and lead-in, should
not he overlooked.

The first case under considera-
tion will be that of the man who
lives within effective crystal range

Ls.

__J__

C2

82

2

C B.

Fig. 1.-A simple yet effective circuit for loud speaker
reception of the local station.

listener is faced with the problem
of choosing the particular set to suit
his own requirements, which are
in all probability entirely different
from those of his " wireless "
friends. The capabilities of the
proposed set must be taken into
consideration, and whether it is
desired to operate a loud speaker.
The various forms of high -frequency
and low -frequency amplification
alone are a puzzle to the un-
initiated, and the tyro may well
turn to someone more experienced
for advice.

It is the purpose of these notes to
set forth briefly the type of receiver
which will fill the most common
needs, though it must be emphasized
at the outset that it is clearly impos-
sible to design receivers' for every
reader's particular circumstances,

of a broadcasting station and who
desires to operate a loud speaker
upon that station, nothing in the
way of distant music being re-
quired. The simplest possible
receiver in this case will probably
be that indica+ed in Fig. 1, which
will be seen to consist of a crystal
detector -followed by two steps 01
transformer coupled note magni-
fication. Such a set is ideal from
the point of view of the family,
as, once the correct values- of high
tension and grid bias voltages have
been applied, the crystal setting
made, and the tuning condenser set
to the correct adjustment, the only
operation necessary to put the set
into operation is to light the valves.
The crystal detector may quite
easily be one of the permanently
adjusted variety.
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The wireless craze once having

caught him, the average listener is
seldom content for long with a set
such as that outlined above, and
will undoubtedly soon be wanting
to hear other stations. Several
problems at once occur. Firstly,
there is the question of selectiyity-
can the local station be eliminated
or must one have recourse to
elaborate tuning systems ? Are
we to employ high -frequency
amplification, and, if so, to what
ex tent ?

Aerial Coupling
In average circumstances, nearer

than io miles from a main station,
%ve shall require something more
than a simple direct -coupled circuit,

th parallel tuning condenser, in
:rder to receive stations other than
the nearest one, and the enthusiast
has several forms at his disposal.
Firstly, we may have a small coil
in the aerial circuit, untuned, and
loosely coupled to a tuned second-
ary circuit, such an arrangement
being known as a semi-aperiodic
circuit; the coil in the aerial may
be wound over the secondary coil
and so arranged that the coupling
is fixed. Again, the aerial coil
may be made -a part of the
grid coil by taking a tapping point
at a given number of turns from the
earth end of the grid coil, such
an arrangement being known as
auto -coupling.

Split Secondary Tuning
Cases may arise in which even

greater selcetivity than that given
by these arrangements will be
required, and we may use the
split secondary method of tuning.
This consists of a tuned aerial
circuit coupled to tuned second-
ary, the inductance of which is
split into two portions, the larger
being coupled to fie aerial coil,
while the reaction coil is coupled
to the smaller portion. Very
s-lective results are obtainable
with such an arrangement, and
although some practice is needed
before skill in operation is attained,
the final results will well repay the
trouble.

Neutrodyne Coupling

The inclusion of stages of high -
frequency amplification, where
necessary, may increase the selec-
tivity of a set, owing to the in-
crease in the number of tuned
circuits, it being assumed that
either the tuned anode or tuned
transformer systems will be used.

For distant reception in tele-
phone receivers, at least one stage
of radio frequency amplification
should be employed,- preferably

stabilized by the neutrodyne sys-
tem, in order that we do not have
to work with a positive bias
on the grid of the first valve, as
this decreases 'selectivity as well
as sensitivity. A valve detector,
with . reaction, should follow, and
one stage of note -magnification,
this forming a good all-round set for
telephone work. In cases where
loud -speaking is required, we shall
need another stage of note magni-
fication, transformer coupled; or
more if resistance -capacity or choke
coupling is employed. Power valves
should pr: f_ rably be employed' for
such work, and in the case of
resistance coupled amplifiers, the
special- valves of the D.E.513
and D.F.A.4 type should be em-
ployed for best results.

For loud -speaker work at dis-
tances of 5o miles or so, such a cir-

REACT/ON

C

k
re.§

F

E

Fig. 2-Illustrating the tuning
arrangement in a split second-

ary circuit,
cuit as that outlined above will,
in fair conditions, give satisfaction,
but for consistent reception at
great distances, two or even three
stages of radio -frequency amplifica-
tion should be employed, and again
these should be neutrodyned.

S.Iper-Heterodynes
Going one stage further, for the

man who 'wants to hear everything
possible, with as few controls as
possible, one can do nothing but
point to the super -heterodyne ; it
must, however, be pointed out that
in the construction of such a
receiver, many obstacles are met
with, unless some standard design
is followed, and the beginner is
not advised to make a " super
het." for life first receiver.

'ellow a Design
When building your first set,

it is advisable to follow someone
else's design and see how that works,
using the same parts as he used,
or others equally good. After-
wards, when you have gained some
experience you will be able -to
modify the design and build another
set on your own lines and to suit
your nivr desires.

RADIO

COMPONENTS.
Profusely illustrated thirty -page CATA-
LOGUE jtist out. If your dealer cin-tot
give you one, send us a card with his name
and address to receive it direct FREE and

POST FREE

Patent No. 231,231.

CAM -VERNIER
COIL. HOLDER

Price 9/-, on base 1/. extra.-  With
Reaction Reverse and Shorting Switch
incorporated, 1 2 /6. Postage 4d.

DUPLEX COILS
Postage 3d. each. Set post free.

25
35
50
75

100
150

. 175
200
250
300

1/6
1/9
20
2/3
2/9
3/0
3/6
3/9
5/3
6/0

Each packed
in cixton.

NOTE NEW ADDRESS.
We have moved our offices, stores
and factory to a modern four -floor
building with three times the space.
It is but a stone's throw from our
old premises and the Angel Station.

G®SWELL
ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
95, 96, 97, & 98, White Lion St.,

LONDON, N.1.
Liberal Trade Terms.
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Letters from
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The Seven -Valve T.A.T. in Chile
SIR,-I should just like to let you

know the results I have obtained on
first trials of the " Seven -Valve
T.A.T. Receiver,- by John Scott -
Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.,
as described in MODERN WIRELESS
of January, 1925.

The circuit was made with
American components and almost
exactly as described. Home-made
" spider -web coils - were used for
the tuning coils, and the tapped
reactances were made exactly as
described. Only one stage of
audio -frequency amplification was
used. Cunningham C301 A valves
were used throughout, having 90
volts on the amplifier valves and 45
volts on the detector. Reaction was
not used.

Local stations came in at full
loud -speaker strength. These
locals, I might acid, are what are
called here " Mosquitoes," and con-
sist of two or more UVzoiA's,
with the 220 volts of the lighting
mains as H.T.

Santiago, ' Radio Chilena
CRC," came in very loud on the
loud -speaker. Next I tuned Buenos
Aires, and LOR and LOW came
in wonderfully clear and as strong
as Santiago. By strong I mean
that in a large -sized room signals
were just not too loud to be
unpleasant: Santiago is about 6o
miles distant, I suppose, and Buenos
Aires 60o to 70o miles. I also
received a small amateur station at
BuM, south of Santiago, on the
loud -speaker, and an American
station giving a geography lesson,
but I could not miss 'my dinner to
get the name of this station, en-
thusiastic as I am. I forgot also to
mention reception of the station of
the- newspaper El Mercurio from
Santiago. This is a smaller powered
station than CRC, but it came in
at good loud -speaker strength,

I found the set very selective in-
deed, and was able to ,get through
" local rubbish " with no trouble
at all.

Static here is terrific, but on this

receiver seemed to be less than on
others I have.

I congratulate you on this re-
ceiver, as, honestly speaking, it is
by far the best I have made to date.
Yours faithfully,

T. S. R. KNIGHT.
Valparaiso, Chile.
P.S.-The above are first -night

trials with unsoldered joints, etc.,
and when I finish the set as it should
be and add a stage of " push-pull"
L.F. amplification, it should give
even more wonderful results.

The Four -Valve T.A.T. Receiver
SIR,-The enclosed photograph

depicts a four -valve T.A.T. re-
ceiver (Mr. John Scott -Taggart,
MODERN WIRELESS for December,

Mr. Watson's Four -Valve
T.A.T. Receiver.

1924) which has been in use with
the utmost satisfaction for some
months.

As will be apparent from the
photograph, no plug-in type of coil
is used as the aperiodic anode
inductance, this being a tapped in-
ductance contained internally and
brought out to a switch and studs.
The last stud cuts out the coil and
brings into circuit a resistance.

Results indicate that your test
reports are very conservative, and
Mr. J. Scott -Taggart is deserving of
all praise for this excellent circuit.

I hope to alter the set to include
a wave -trap, but I find difficulty in

AY,O\ , thwrutio,,1

keeping pacewith your multifarious
improvements.-Yours faithfully,

W, WATSON.
Harlesden.

The Three -Valve Dual
SIR,-Just a few lines to express

my appreciation of your Three -valve
Dual set (MODERN WIRELESS for
March, 1924, by Mr, J. Scott -
Taggart). I built this set early
in the winter, and on a favour=
able night I could get all the B.B.C.
main "stations at loud-sPeaker
strength, and several relay sta-
tions on 'phones, but since the
long evenings have come results
are not so good. With aerial
and earth disconnected Ihave often
picked up Belfast, 38 miles away
(quite readable), and in the dark
evenings with a 1.41 ft. indoor aerial,
7 if. high, I have heard a number
Of the main stations on 'phones at
good strength, and on one rare occa-
sion London, Bournemouth, Man-
chester and Newcastle at loud-
speaker strength. There are five of
your sets in use close to me (in the
country) all giving satisfaction.-
Yours faithfully,

J. T. BURNS.
Co. Tyrone, Ireland.

The 4' Tri-Cell " Receiver
think it will interest you

to know that I received the
American Station KDKA on the
" Tri-Cell " Reflex Set, for dull
emitters, described in last Sep-
tember's issue of MODERN WIRE-
LESS, by Mr. Percy W. Harris. I
received the above station on
June 17th, at i a.m. The dance
music and singing were at .good
crystal set strength on my head-
phones.

A friend of mine (who is an
expert in wireless) considers it a
fine set in all its three functions-
high-frequency amplification, recti-
fication and low -frequency ampli-
fication. Trusting other users of
your sets reap as much pleasure
from them as I do.-Yours truly,

VICTOR G. GRIMBLY,

Bronlley-by-Bow, E.3.
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LOUDEN
DULL EMITTERS.
Type E .R. 1 for De-
tection and L.P. Anvil-
fication.
Type P E .R. 2 for H.P.
Amplification.
Filament Amps. 0.1
Please state whether you
require them for a 4 -volt
or 6 -volt Accumulator.

4 -Volt Type 1 2/-
6 Volt Type 13/6

MODERN WIRELESS

The 6 -volt Dull Emitter.
HE eConorny of the Dull -Filament

Valve is undoubted. Its low
current consumption, eSpecially if
you posse§s a multi -valve set, will
save you several pounds a year

in -the recharging of your accumulators alone.

The economy, of course, is all the greater if you can
fit the Dull -Emitter Valve straight on to your set
without having to atter the Filament' Resistances.
For this reason we have recently placed on the
market a Louden Dull Emitter which works at
6 volts. This means that if you are now using
ordinary bright -emitting valves, getting their
current from a 6 -volt accumulator, you can sub-
stitute Dull -Emitting Loudens for them and reduce
your accumulator bill to one -seventh. This, if you
consider it, means quite a large saving in a year's
broadcasting expenditure.
To effect this saving, incidentally, does not involve
any large initial outlay. The Louden 6 -volt Dull -
Emitter only costs 13s. 6d., and this is not much
more than you have to pay for the ordinary Bright
Emitter. In addition you get a valve which has
become famous for its qualities of Silver Clear
Reproduction, and which will improve your
reception beyond recognition.
If you desire a personal test of these valves visit
your local retailer and ask to hear them. They
are a revelation in clear reception.

NOTE.-The Louden Bright -Emitter is now available
at the wonderfully low price of 71 -

Filament Volts 4.8-5
Filament Amps. .. 0.4

Types Fl and F2. Price 71-

LEss.
Advt. of the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Park Royal, London, N.W. 10.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
E.P.S. 52
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egularprogrammesfi6.71

iinental Broadcast Stations
Edited by CAPTAIN L, F. PLUGGE, -

B.Sc., F.R.Ae.S., F.R.Met.S.

(Strictly Copyright.)
All Hours of Transmissions reduced to British Summer Time.

_f.R .

No

B.
S.
T.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign
and

Wave -length.
Situation, Nature of Transmission.

Closing Time
or Approx.
Duration.

A
1,,
... owepprrox.use d

I
2

9
211
238

8

TO

18o
260

13
14

15

182
184
261

249
20
30

32

239

23

157
33

34
202

37
35

39

581

4°
47

250
159
240

42
44
46
52

5.45
7.40
7.55

9.55
10.23

11.0

IT . 15
11.40
II  44
11 . 55

II . 55

Noon.
12.0
12.0
12.0
p.m.

12.5
12.15
12.30

12.30

12 . 35

12.57

I . 0
I . 0

2.0
2.0
2.15
2.30

2.45

3.0
3.0
3.30
4.0
4.10
4.I°
4.30
4.30
4 .30
4.30

Hamburg
Eiffel Tower
Vaz Diaz
Radio -Wien
Vaz Diaz
Eiffel Tower

Eiffel Tower

Breslau
Hilversum
Eiffel Tower
Eiffel Tower

Frankfurt

Leipzig
Zurich
Helsingfors

Breslau
Voxhaus
Stockholm

Radio -Paris ..

Royal Dutch
Meteorological
Inst.

Nauen

Zurich ..
Haeren

Munich
Munster
Voxhaus
Koma,row

Eiffel Tower

Breslau
Munster
Eiffel Tower
Munich
Radio -Wien
Vaz Diaz
Frankfurt
Voxhaus
Leipzig
Eiffel Tower

395 m.
FL 2650 m...
PCFF 195o m

510 m.
PCFF 1950 m
FL 265o m.
DBX
FL 265o ra.. .

418 m.
NSF 1050 m.
FL 265o m.
FL 265o m...

- 470 in.

454 m.
515 In.
370 In.

418 M-- 505 M.
SASA 427 m.

SFRI75orn.
DBX
KNML
- 1100 m.
POZ 300o m.

515 m.
BAV iroo m.

485 m.- 410 rn.
505 Ill.
r800 m

FL. 2600 m.

- 418 m.
410 In.

FL 265o M.
485 m.
53) M.

PCFF 1959 m- 470 m.
--- 505 m
--- 454 1° -
FL 2650 M.

WEEK DAYS.

Germany ..
Paris ..
Amsterdam
Austria ..
Amsterdam
Paris ..
Paris

Silesia
Holland
Paris
Paris

Frankfurt ..

Germany ..
Switzerland
Finland.

Silesia
Berlin
Sweden

Clichy

Utrecht (De
Bilt)

Berlin

Switzerland
Brussels ..

Bavaria ..
Westphalia
Berlin ..
Czecho-
Slovakia

Paris ..

Silesia ..
Westphalia
Paris ..
Bavaria ..
Vienna ..
Amsterdam
Germany ..
Berlin . .

Germany ..
Paris

Time Signal, Weather Report
Weather Forecast ..
Stocks; Shares and News ,
Market Prices ..
Time Signal .. .

Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)

Time Signal in Greenwich Side-
real Time (Spark)

Weather Report-Exchasge
News Bulletin
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) ..
Fish Market Quotations, Cotton

Exchange (Monday excepted)
Time Signal in C.E.T. (Spoken),

followed by News

Concert ..
Weather Report
Weather Report

Morning Concert..
Exchange Opening Prices ..
Weather Forecast,followed by

Exch. and ,Time Sig. from
Nauen

Concert, followed by News

Night Frost Reports ..

Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark),
This Signal is relayed by
Zurich and all German -stations
except Munich and Stuttgart

Weather Forecast, Shares&News
Weather Forecast in French and

English.
News and Weather Report ..
Concert or Lecture ..
Stock Exchange News ..
Stock Exchange and Late News

Exchange Opening Prices (Sat-
urday excepted).

News and. Exchange Quotations
Stocks, Shares and News
Exch. Quotations (Sat. excepted)
Concert ..
News, followed by Concert ..
Time Signal, Stocks and Shares.
Light Orchestra
Concert, followed by News ..
Concert ..
Exch.Closing Prices (except Sat.)

5 mins.
5 mins.
o mins.

so mins.
3 mins.
3 mins.

5 mins.

To mins.
so mins.
3 mins.

ro mins.

5 mins.

12.50 p.m.
5 mins.
5 mins.

12.55 p.m
5 mins.
I p.m.

2 p.m.

ro mins.

8 mins.

5 mins.
8 mins.

10 mins.
3 p.m.
5 mins

to mins.

8 mins.

to mins.
to mins.
,5 mins.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.

3 mins.
6 p.m. ..

6.3o p.m.
6 p.m.
8 mins.

I.5 Kw.
5 Kw.
2 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
2 Kw.
6o Kw.

6o Kw.

1.5 Kw.
5 Kw.
6o Kw.

.5 Kw.

r.5 Kw.

5.5 Kw.
500 Watts.
I Kw.

1.5 Kw.
4.5 Kw.
500 Watts.

8 Kw.

2 Kw.

50 KW.

500 Watts.
150 Watts.

1.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
4.5 Kw.

Kw.

5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
5 Kw.
5.5 Kw.

. 5 Kw.
2 KW.
1.5 Kw.
4.5 Kw.

.5 Kw.
.5 Kw.
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B. Name Call Sign Closing Time
Ref.
No. S.

T.
of .

Station.
and

Wave -length
Situation. Nature of Transmission, or Approx.

Duration.
Approx.

Power used.

WEEK DAYS (Contd.)
p.m.

26 4 .30 Stuttgart Wurtemburg Concert 6.3o p.m. 1.5 Kw.--- 443 Tim
43 5.o Konigsberg East Prussia Light Orchestra (Wed.and Sat.,

Children's Hour)
6 p.m. Kw.463 m.

158 5.o Zurich Switzerland Concert by Hotel Baur-au-Lac ..
relayed

6 p.m. 500 Watts.515 M.

tr6o 5.0 Breslau Silesia .. Light Orchestra .. 6 p.m. 1.5 Kw.418 m.
NSF 1050 m.263 5.10 Hilversum Holland . Concert, followed by News (Mon.

excepted)
7. ro p.m. 5 Kw.

186. 6.o Frankfurt Germany .. Lectures .. . 7.30 p.m.. 1.5 Kw.470 m
187 Hamburg Germany .. Music or Lecture 7.0 p.m. 1.5 Kw.395 m.

PTR 385 M.
FL 265o M.

241
162

6 . o
6.15

Warsaw
Eiffel Tower

Poland ..
Paris ..

Concert ..
Concert, followed by News

7.0 p.m.
7.10 p.m. 5 Kw.

Bulletin
161 6.3o Munich Bavaria . Lecture .. 7.15 p.m. I.5 Kw.485 m.

EAJ 1325 m.298 7.0' Barcelona Spain Concert .. 8 p.m. 65o Watts.
:299 7.0 Komarow Brunn Concert 8 p.m. I Kw.i800 m.
264 7.15 Oslo Norway Time Signal and Concert 9 p.m. Kw.-- 382 M.
234 7.30 Strassnice Prague . Concert .. . JO p.m. I Kw.550 m

NSF 1050 M.228 7.50 Hilversum Holland. .. Concert on Monday, 6.40-8.4o
p.m.

I° p.m. 5 Kw.

63 8.o Stuttgart m. Wurtemburg Lecture, followed by Evening II p.m. 1.5 Kw.443
Programme.

58
188

8.0
8.0

Eiffel Tower
Frankfurt

FL 265o m.
m.

Paris ..
Germany

General Weather Forecast
Lecture ..

8 rains.
8.3o p.m.

5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.470

61 8.0 Konigsberg East Prussia Concert and Late News io p.m. I Kw.463 m.
m.62 8.0 Hamburg Germany .. Concert, Late News and Dance II p.m. 1.5 Kw..395

Music.
66 8 . o Lausanne HB2 85o m.

m.
Switzerland Concert (Wednesdays excepted) 9.3o p.m. 300 Watts.

73 8.0 Munich BaVaria Concert and News II p.m. 1.5 Kw.485
EAJI3 460 m300 .o Barcelona Spain -.. Concert .. I° p.m. I Kw.

(Radio-
Catalana)

301 8.o Bilbao EAJ9415m. Spain Concert .. ro p.m. I Kw
74 8.15 12,adio-Belge SBR 265 m. Brussels .. Concert, preceded and followed

by News.
10.10 p.m. 2.5 Kw.

64
65

8.15
8.15

Zurich
Leipzig

m. Switzerland
Germany ..

Concert, followed by Late News
Concert and News (3 days a

week until. If ,3o p.m.)

IO p.m. 500 Watts.
1.5 Kw.

515
111.454

76 8.15 Radio -Paris .. SFR 175o m. Clichy Detailed News Bulletin .. 8.45 p.m. 8 Kw.
242 8.15 Royal Dutch KNML Utr,cht Night Frost Report .. 5 mins 2 Kw..

Meteorological 1100 M. (De Bilt)
Inst.

252 8.15 Lyons .. 280 m.
M.

France .. Concert , TO p.m. 300 Watts.
67 8.30 Frankfurt Germany .. Concert and News .. Ix p.m. 1.5 Kw.470

-- 410 111.59 8.30 Munster Westphalia Concert, followed by News .. ro . 45 1 .5 Kw.
72 8.30 Voxhaus --- 505 Berlin .. Concert, followed by News and

Weather Report
10.30 p.m. 4.5 Kw.

69 8.30 Breslau m. Silesia Cdncert TO p.m. 1.5 Kw.418
m.253 8.30 Agen France Exchange Quotations and News 9 p.m. 25o Watts.318

Bulletin (Concert once a week)
6o 8.30 Radio -Wien m. Vienna Evening Programme .. 10 p.m. 1.5 Kw.530

--275 m254 8.30 Radio -Toulouse France Concert. Tests .. Jo p.m. 2 Kw. .
77 8.45 Radio -Paris .. SFR 1750 111. Clichy Concert. Time signal at 9 p.m. so 1-.11. 8 Kw.

164 9.0' Radiofonica
Italiana

M Rome Concert, follOwed by News and
Dance Music

11.30 p.m. 4 Kw.

75 9.0 Ecole Sup. des FPTT 458 m. Paris Concert, sometimes preceded by II p.m. 500 Watts.
Postes Lecture

245 q.0 Lyngby 2400 m Denmark .. Press News 9.15 p.m.
EAJ5 35o m. I Kw.302 ro .0 Seville Spain Concert .. 11.30

177 'Ict .0 Radio -Barcelona EAJI 325m. Barcelona .. Concert .. Midnight 65o Watts.
79 11.0 Eiffel Tower .. FL 265o m... Paris .. Time Signal in Greenwich Side-

real Time (Spark)
5 mins. 6o Kw.

8o 11 .ISJ Eiffel ;Tower .. FL 265o m... Paris .. Weather Forecast 5 rains. 5 Kw.
81 11  44 Eiffel Tower .. FL 265o m... Paris .. Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) . . 3 mins. 6o Kw.

303 I2.0 Radio Catalana EAJI3 460 m. Barcelona Concert .. a.m. I Kw.
62 .12.57 Nauen POZ 3000 m. Berlin .. Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) .. 8 mins. 5o Kw.

SUNDAYS.

83
85

8.0
8.3o

Frankfurt ..
Leipzig ..

Germany ..
Germany . .

Morning Prayer ..  
Morning Prayer ..

hour
10.0 a.m.

.5 Kw.

.5 Kw.
470 m
454 m.

t65 9.0 Konigsberg .. E. Prussia Morning Prayer .. 9.45 a.m. Kw.463 m.
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Ref.
No.

B.
S.S.
T.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign

Wave -length.
Situation.

- -

Nature of Transmission.
-

Closing Time
or Approx.

Duration.
Approx.

Power used.

SUNDAYS (Contd.)
212
265.
214
213
256
87
86

89

9.0
9.0.

-9.-0
9.40

10.0.
10.23
11.0

II.0

Voxhaus
Helsingfors
Munster - -

Bloemendaal ..
Copenhagen ..
Eiffel Tower ..
Komarow

Eiffel Tower ..

-- 505 m.
370 m-

Berlin ..
Finland ..
Westphalia
Holland ..
Denmark ..
Paris ..
Czecho-
Slovakia

Paris ..

- 410 m.
350 m.
.775 m.

FL 265o In.
i800 m.

FL 265o In.'

20.7
99

II.0,
II.0

Oslo
Strasnice

Norway ..
Prague ..

-- 382 M.
55° M.

92 11.5 Radio -Wien Vienna ..530 m.
94 11.30 Stuttgart .. Wurtemberg443 m.

in.192 Munich  Bavaria485
LP 1300 in.96 II.30 Kon gswus-

terhausen'
Berlin

95 11.44 Eiffel Tower .. FL 265o m. Paris
97 1.1.55 - Eiffel Tower .. FL 265o in. Paris ..

Noon
98, 12:0 Stockholm .. SASA 427 In. Sweden

273: 12.0 Breslau Silesia418 m.
p.m.

I92, 12  45 Radio -Paris SFR 1750. in. Clichy
IOI. 12.57 Nauen POZ 3000 m. Berlin ..
215 .2.0 Munster -- 410 m Westphalia
268- 2.40 Iiilversurd NSF to5o 1T1. Holland ..
216 3.o Lyngby Denmark ..2400 In.
104 4:0 Breslau Silesia ..418 111--

o8 4.0 Munich In. Bavaria ..485
107 Frankfurt .. Germany ..- 470 m
to& 4.0 Radio -Wien. .. Vienna ..53o m.

-- 443 m.
m

105 4 .30 Stuttgart .. Wurtemberg
170 Leipzig ... Germany ..454
217 4,40 Bloemendaal .. Holland .- 350 in.
169 5.0 Voxhaus Berlin ..- 505 m.

,167 5.o Zurich .. Switzerland515 111.

171 5.0 Frankfurt -- 470 m.. Germany ..
168 5.0. Konigsberg - In. East Prussia463

SBR 265 rn.
395 11-1.

III

257
.5.o
6.o

Radio-Belge
Hamburg

Brussels
Germany

219 6.o Malmo SASC 27o m. Sweden
112 6 15 Eiffel Tower FL 265o In. Paris
180 7 . 6 Barcelona EA J x 325 m. Spain
269. 1:15 Oslo . Norway

NSF 1050 -in.270 .7.50 Hilversum Holland
237 8.o Strassnice Czech°.

`Slovakia
550 M.

176 8.o Copenhagen - Denmark ..775 M.
114 8.0 Radio -Wien Vienna ..- 530.M.
118 8.o Konigsberg E. Prussia463 In
173 - 8.0 Frankfurt. Germany ..- 470 M.
1T9 8.o Hamburg. Germany ..395 m.

FL 2650 M.120 8.o Eiffel Tower Paris ..
125 8 . o Stuttgart Wurtemberg443'111.

174 8.o Munich Bavaria485 m.
124 8 . o Breslau. Silesia418 m.

116 8 . o Munster Westphalia410
SFR 2750 in.128 8.15 Radio -Paris Clichy

122 8.15 Zurich Switzerland515 in.
123 8.15 Leipzig Germany ..454 m.

SBR 265 in.127. 8.30 Radio-Belge Brussels ..
220 8.3o Voxhaus Berlin ..505 m.

FPTT 458 m.129 8.36 Ecole Superieure Paris ..

Morning Prayer
-Divine. Service
-Morning Prayer ..
Divine Service ..
Divine Service ..
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Sp -ark) ..
Sacred Concert. ..

Time Signal in Greenwich Side-
real Time (Spark)

Divine Service ..
Classical Music ..
Concert ..
Classical Concert..
Sacred Concert. ..
Concert .11

Time Signal in' G.M.T. (Spark)
Fish Market Quotations ..

Divine Service ..
Sacred Concert ..

Concert, followed by News ..
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)
Concert
Concert ..
News ..
Children's Stories, followed by

concert
Concert . .

Children's Corner
Afternoon Concert
Light Orchestra ..
Light OrChestra
Divine Service ..
Light Orchestra ..
Hotel Ba.ur-au-lac, Co ncert re-

layed
Light Orchestra
Light Orchestra. ..
Concert ..
Concert ..
Concert ..
Concert, followed by News
Concert ..
Lecture and Concert
Concert ..
Concert ..

Concert, followed by News
Concert  ..
Concert ..
Lecture, followed by evening

programme
Concert, followed by News ..
General Weather Forecast ..
Concert, Dance Music from 10.0

p.m.
Concert .. ..
Light Orchestra, Dance Music

at io.o p.m.
Classical Concert..
Detailed News Bulletin..
Concert ..
Symphony Concert ..
Concert, followed by News .
Evening Programme ..
Concert or Lecture (May begin

15 mins. earlier or later)

to a.m.
9.3o a.m.
ro.o a.m.
x hour

11.15 a.m..

3 mins.
 hour
5 mins.

Noon.
I hour

12.5o pin.
hour

12.50 p.m.

3 mins.
4 mins.

1.1,5 p.m.
12.55 p.m.

1.45 p.m.
3 mins.
4:0 p.m.
4.40 p.m.

To mins.
6.3o p.m.

5.o p.m.
5.o p.m.
6.o p.m.
o p.m.
6.o p.m.
5.40 .In.
6.30 p.m.
6.o p.m.

 6.o p.m.
6.o p.m.

hour
7.o p.m.
8.o p.m.

hour
10.30, p.m.
9.0 p.m.
9.5o p.m.
9.0 p.m.

9.3o p.m.
to.° p.m.
10.0
to. 0 p.m.

11.0 p.m.
8 mins.

II p.m.

r1.0 p.m.
20.30 p.m.

20.0 p.m.
9.0 .In.

IO. 0 p.m.
I0.0 p.m.

11.0 p.m.
10.30 p.m.

4.5 Kw.
I Kw.
/ .5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.
6o Kw.
 Kw.

6o Kw.

Kw.
I Kw.
1.5 Kw.
I .5 Kw.
I .5- Kw.
5 Kw.

6o Kw.
5 Kw.

500 Watts.
1.5 Kw.

8 Kw.
50 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
5 Kw.
500 Watts.
I.5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.
I .5 Kw.
I.5 Kw.

.5 Kw.
1 .5 Kw.

4.5 Kw.
500 Watts.

.5 Kw.
 Kw.
2.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.

Kw.
5 Kw.
65o Watts.
I Kw.
5 Kw.

Kw.

1.5 KW.
I .5 Kw.
I Kw.
1.5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.
5 Kw.

.5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.
8 Kw.
500 Watts.
1. 5 Kw.
2.5 Kw.
4.5
500 Watts.
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TUNINGK. RAYMOND -1w
COIL. So

And

how to Wind Them

By
G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

THIS book gives to the reader
all the necessary instruc-

tion in the winding of coils.
The reader will often find that
by winding his own coils he will
produce inductances more suited
to his own individual require-
naents than many of the ready-
made ones. _

The difficulty of calculating. how .
many turns of wire on a par-
ticular former or in a given type
of winding for a certain wave-
length has received the
consideration of the- author, and
simple tables in the book show
the correct number of turns for
any wavelength likely to be
required.

This dispenses with -the necessity
of laboriously muarking to a
mathematical formula. In the
present inclination towards short
wave reception, improved loW-
loss coils are desirable, and the
book indicates deafly the points
to be borne in mind to achieve
efficiency. The reader by wind-
ing his own coils will not only
save expense, but also provide
himself with a fascinating hobby.

PRICE

110
Post free 1/8

Obtainable from all Newsagents,
3o3kserers, Wireless Dealers, or
direct from the Publishers, Radio
PI ess, Ltd., (Dept. M), Bush House,

Strand, London, W.0 2.

When ordering from p_ blishers
please state Series No. 18.

RADIO PRESS, LTD.
Bush House, Strand, W.C.

Barclays Ad.

HULLO EVERYBODY I
where stated. Foreign orders over £10 post free, otherwise
orders U.K. less 20%. Post extra. Open all day Saturday.

REFLEX COILS
Made under licence Rorndept

Patent No. 168249
No 35 150/200 1141,

No 00 200/500 94.

RAYMOND
Variable Condensers

Yo: loo 3:41,11 SQUARE LAW LOW -LOSS

CALLERS'
COLUMN ONLY

All Post Orders /rose
Oth'i Columns.

001 . 8/8 '001   7/ 60.v . B B C 8 /11
30 i-  0005 ... 7/8 .0005 ... 8/ se -v.' . .  ''''''' 516
551- '0003 ... 7/- -0003 . 5/3 16.5 2!9
55/, Including knob and dial. " 6044 bias)

iu'")
2 /3

301-
27/6
251- 401

(well-known makes)

50 /-
65 /-
05/-

42 /-
27/6

30 /-
22,8

21.-
10
15'
21 '-

1346
9-5

12.0

"DE LOU" OSMOND "No. 8."
STANDARD. EBONITE ENDS.

.001
0005

1J8
1 /8

6 a Id.

1 /1
Spade terminals....2 for lid
Pia:terminate 2 for 11d.

P. /3 2-v. 40 -amp
EVER -READY. Doop.pltedee fouor.

foot
211ed..

5 /0 .s.easituhaplas
2 .51.91/ 4,/ii.

61°634vi:oTt,1£17:111A:G.T.Nru.dom...0,L122://6 'Red and back flea,

4-v. 40 -amp Aerial, 7 /22, 100 ft ....I /11
12 yards 1 /8

1216 4-v. 80 -amp
6 11

6 -v.6

-v.
80 -amp

3295 //96 THO(RuPLyoIC4e VALVESo-pie)Battery

clips-. . 3 a 14.

3 /6
All new, best makes. Gentilne, each -141-

LOSES Minor VALVES.
AR

13/11, 15/11
17/6. 18/3
22/0. 23/0

2511. 27/6
33 /
38 5

law -with vernier. 1-v. 40a
6/-'.001 joie 4.v. 60a

0103 5/9 .0005 gm 4-v. 80a
.0002 5/- .0003 . - . .... 9 /_ 6-1, 60.
rake op tiny space. Knob Also without vernier. 6"v 800

and dial -free. 1/6 each less. All with 6-v. .100a
knob and dial. Square law.

ORMOND ' AMERICAN" Variable Condensvm -
Square Law low -loss. .0005 5 /- .0003 4 /6

Skeleton ends. Knob & dial. Including knob and dial.

.001, 9/-; .0005, 9/- ; -.0003, 7 /6 ; .00025, 6/8 D.P.D.T. Panel 10-
tWith vernier 1141 each ex.) .3.P.D.T 101d.

JACKSON B:Rog. " La." D.P.D.T., china 1 /3

Square Law. Square Law with Vernier '1'.D T 1013.

.00
i, Terminals, 1d.; doz 10d

9/6 .061
0005

. 8 /- .0005 .1816 Nickel l id.

.0003 6 /9 .0003
11 le Valve sockets, 4 for .... 34.

.00025 6 /8 .20025 1113 Stop or valve pme id.
Waehers 12 a 14.

" LB." STANDARD .001, 8/6; ..0005., 71- Nuts 6 a la.
.0063. 5/9; .0002, 5/- Spade tags

All with lamb and dial. Pout free.

H.T. BATTERIES.
(Various makem).

2 it One hole &zing. Ebonite ends so -r., 5/8. .81& (I /11.
am -,:

.

os-v.,Eva Ready
12 E0/1With Vernier. Without Vernier

Sleeving, yard 34.
Wander plugs, pair .... 24.
Contactstudscomplete

Set Parts(one valve/46/8 Rhone cords, 6 it.
2 a 1145.arta also stocked. s.ain valve holder 1 /3Lissenstat ..7,,/,6 13,Tal ,. Miasma, Manual Ir ' '

-1" ' f Cossor: Marconi, Bright 0 E.
2 / Trak, (two valves) -66 /6 Knob. ld'

Series Parallel 3/f .
GOSWELL ciookohno oh, Knobs and Dials 10d.Salthh 2 -way 06 and power valves all

stocked.
Mounted Cull,.

2/6
25 1/8, 35 1/9, 10 2/- Empire Tape, 12 yds.- Cd.

Variable Grid Leak 2/6 IGRANIC GOILS
Anode Res

ItissehWZ LF. T.1,....,,., 20/- 75 5/8, 100 7/- 150 7 10, f 7p Panel"
Lawn LF. T.2
Limon LK T.3

"251 DA 8/8 260 9/- 300 9/5 3 -way
10/6 Cails-25 2/- 35 5 /-. 50 512. , i ' 3 ,.. a ' - "., Aerial ao ft.

16'6 400 10/3 Rheostat 416.. 2itova"-ar" vernier..'''" Sets/-- HEADPHONES.

75 2/3.100 2 /9, 150 3 /-,
1003/ 9 260513 3006/-

51 I 7d. us. inch.
Pith id. eq. Sachs i /-..

ECBotONtonEsIze

Ins. Hooks
Loud Speaker cords2.1f

Plug and Jack

6 a ld.

Poe lil (1!
111

8d.
2d.

Valve Holders

Sterling

Ins Staples

Id.Liss= Cons 50
ohms 7/-

. All rit'kartilneto"mckeigl
British, 4,001) ohms, Slush

nuts)
sockets (nickel

ORMOND.25 .. 4 /10 35, 40, .. 4 /10 9(1.

50 .. 6/- 50 5 / L.F. Transformer ( LOTUS." Ditto, Lillipat . -2200 //- Rheostats, special
IV,- Geared 6-1, 2 -way, 7F Brand.

L000 891/95 11,661111 Rh'170111t - - -  -  .- 1 wo,-,, 10 /6 Brown's  F '75 .. 5/4
Vernier condensers '.... 1 ,9

STERLING. ShortlotTumler plug
gtches ....10)4.

30.

60 lAuex 6j -X C'ils.60 6/4 .0005 . '

Mcifichaebs Triple Rheo-
22 /6New geared variable. Egg ineuators,  - 4 for 34.

75 x 615 250 a 9 /9 .99025 r: Dilitt tRheost at .... '7 /6 "W&EROND/ALER. '..' Varlometer 230 /660 . ...1 /6

ALL GOODS POST FREE U.K: except
please send ample for post, etc. Trade

SIINDRIEL
-serial, 7/22, 100 ft..'... 2
2 -way coil stands
3 -way mil stands,
I -way nickel
3 -way nickel
2 -way geared
2 -way Sn,IP100 cam  No. 200 80012000 ....3 -way Shipton cam .... I.6 No. 250 900/2,500
2 -way Polar cam. 8..-
3 -way Polar cam vernier 9 '- P°14 each.

2 -way cam vernier 37 LOW) SPEAK:669plugs, phi., 2 for 1)2 C.A.V. Tom -Tit
Shaped wedge, 2 for Ala.
Do. Edison Bell, 2 for . 21- 61,61110S Baby
Do, Nickel sides, for.. lie -3161111111 DI0ke
Do. fitted fibre, 2 for.. e. 116 &minion Junior
Ebonite do.
Edison Bell do

140/./1_1 Ao,i1.1Poltittmoo
Do.

1001123'  
Amplion De Luxe

FIXED CONDENSERS. Amplion AR19

Edw. Bell, .001
' ' Dolcevox

1

.1, Pros Music Milord

.002 up to .006
'11, Mrs

Grid leak and.ellps 112 TRANSFORMERS L
.0003 and grid leak . Is Eureka Concert -Grand..
Dnbil. Eureka Second Stage ..
.0001 to .0005 each ... 2/6 Igraid0 Shrouded New
.001 to .006, each 3 /- Model
2 or Smog Grid Leak .. 2/8 Vormo Shrouded
Anode rea. on stand - 5 /0 General Radio b3.

(50, 70, 80. 100,11$ 01.1... Super Success (black) .

410 Brunet Shrouded 3-1 or

.25, T.C.G
3/10T.C.C.
.r., Croix

Spade tage, dos Ed. Wales Supra
Bus Bar, a /18th eq.,12ft 1 /
Solid Rod Valve Holders 1/3 Terminals, complete.
Bretwood do. 1/9 Pillar doz. 1/-.
H. r.c. under panel ... 1 /6 W.0* ..
ILT.C. over panel 1 /9 Phone,
Raymond Rheostat .... 1 /f Nickel, 9d. dos extra.
R.I. Detector 0/- Voltmeter each
Twin Fles, 12yds 1 /I Rheostat and Dial
Red and Black,12yds... 2/-
721nPhone Cottle 1 in AnTegreliblt
Loud Speaker Cords. 1/11 (4,000 ohms)
Eureka Gravity Detector. 6/0 pr. N.Per
D.P.D.T. Panel 1/8 Telefunken 1

P D T 1 /_, Both genuine.

Coburn Vernier 216 Non Pang V.H
Ditto Neuteodyne .  - 3/8 'Phones 20/- and 22 /0
Ormond ditto 2 /- Primax Loud Speaker

RI." Choke 10/6
Permanent detector VARIOUS.

' KR, ' , 2/8 American.
Accraturie dials

If you buy 20 /- goods Tic. -.)-i-

at full list prices you 141tcrca,,X,Zi.erort.,
can have one 'pair of sauper bet parts stocked
high-class 'phones, or obtaiood.
value .12 /6, 4,000 Westminster coil winder 4 - Detector 4ABC/wave trap parte ..20, -/monk unit000 n000,... 7 1 Success choke 10 /6,

Ditto major 113'9 Athol V.H
Athol Coil Plug . 1 /3

Mohr= Vernier 2:6 T.C.B., 6 ohms . 4 /-
Gambrel coils stock -d. T.C.B., 30 ohms..  4 /-
Paragon panels obtained T.C.B. Potentiometer

Chasing £5 worthlYWftmel
5 /-grid leak .... . 2 /8 (300)

goods at full list ptobra(s60..0.) 431/6-
prices.

wsit.:1P4d3Oto'ioo,aoo l'!,6, tkiuPwne 7diott'
retwood leak ...... .. 3 / Shipton 30 or 60 ohms

Ditto anode 3/- 3 /-
YOUR PANEL DRILLED Colvern Precision Variable.Woodhall parts stocked.
FREE WITH 25 /- .6003 20/- .0005 21 - Dubtlier Variables. Du -

(retail). Glardte 10ft 1;2 biller Fixed 610 type.

ohms, for 5/- extra ea winder, 46 spokes- 1 6 Antiphonle 5/ ND -HAND DEPT.SECO

N and K, guaranteed
genuine (4,000 ohms).
stamped N and K, I
pair given free to each
retail customer pur-

WEST END LEADING STOCKISTS FOR Edison Bell, Jackson's (J.B., Polar.
'grant°, Elwell, Peerless, Eureka, bragnam, Burndeurt, Lotus, Dallier, Marconi,
oorwood, Sterling., Rumens, B.T.1L, McMichael, Lissen. Woodhall, Utility, RI.,
BowyerLowe, Amplion, Formo, Brunet, Ormond, Peter Curtis parts, etc. Send
voll lists and I will quote you lowest pricey. Many roods practically unobtainable
elsewhere can be supplied at short notice to retail costomera.

Quantities of
nearly new and
second - hand
goods on sale.
Cheap prices.
Old parts boughtor taken In part

exchange.
Ericsson E.V. (Continen-

tal) 4,000 ohme..12 /-
IMPOSSIBLE

advertise all lines
stocked. Please make
out your list of the good
you require, and I will
quote you lowest in
elusive prices by re,
tarn. Usually give-,hnine

diate delivery.

4,0 H.P. Transformer. Phosphor Bronze,, 100 ft.
3/8

27 15 (All wave -lengths) In4d0ooerteoeueloor or frame,

l'otentionrater
Fixed Coadensers, "UTILITY."

1 /0 /3 ppoore ale koknoobb........ 04 //--

17 /8 2 pole c:o lever.. 5/-
619 BITENDEPT

PARTS 4 pole c 10 lever....13 /6 7/-
818 Rheostats Make 6d each extra.

Gem Purposes .. A/8 VARIABLE CORDER -

Dual 7/81SERB At list prier,

&Miceli ditto 1014.
Solid rod standard 1, -
Good quality do. 81E1

Flank 1/16th sq. Bus Bar 0d.
Lead-in (10 yde.) 1 /
Ebonite dials Bd.
Unbreakable knobs 34.
Adhesive tape, roll 214.
Tape aerial, 100 ft. .. 1 /10
TW IN Bell Wire, per yd.. 22.

Ebonite Coil Plugs.Fitted Fibre"cl41
Shaped 6d. & 7d.1d .
F.disonBell lid'
loud speakers 1-70
4,000 ohm phones 6/0
3-wav coil stands 5/6
Special rheostats 1 /-
Crystals, best 6d.
Enclosed detectors Bd.
Extra large do. ... 1 /-
2-v. 40 acell,Eigat, -, 7 /0

Ebonite,
Stock sires 3 /16th.
6 x 6 7 x 5 each 1/2
8 s 6-9 x 6 each 1.10

31-
4/3

10 a 8-12x81
13 x9
12112 516
14 x 10 5/0

1 In. also stocked
Messrs. BROWN disapprove
of our offer of free 'phones.
with £5 order. Regret can-
celled.

7 GRAPE STREET
SHAFTESBURY AV E N UE W.C.2.

New Oxford Street end.
(Post orders this address).

Note ! ! Grape Street is between Princes
Theatre and Mudie's LibrJri.

Open all day Saturday.

1 minute Tottenham
Court Road Tube.

3 minutes Holborn Tube
2 minutes Palace Theatre.
1 minute Museum Tabs.

HOURS OF BUSINESS
Daily 9,a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sundays, 11 to 1.
Open all day Saturday
Two shops, one al-

ways open.
Telephone (private line)

Gerrard 2821.

c. In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 785
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MAGNUM VIBRO VALVE
HOLDER:

Non-microphonic anti -capacity. No -loss.As used in several Rad.o Press sets.
Price ... OF

The Latest Development
in Supersonic Heterodyne

AFTER considerable research we have produced a type
" of Intervalve Coupling for intermediate frequencies
giving extraordinary amplification with entire absence
of distortion.

This system is obtainable only by purchasing the
Magnaformer outfit as illustrated . These are of our own
design and produced throughout in our London Works.

To each purchaser of a Magnaformer outfit full in-
strnctions for use are given.

Price £5 the outfit, including one Interchangeable
Oscillator (Broadcast range). Other wavelengths ranges
supplied at 52/8 each.

Special Note.-As some apprehension may exist in the
mind of the constructor as to the efficiency of " Super-
Hets " we are prepared to supply the Magnaformer
Outfit on 7 days' approval against cash.

Carriage and Packing FREE on Retail Orders value £2 and over. Sendstamp far illustrated list and set et leaflets dealing with. Radio PressCircuits, also the Magnadyne Super -Het.

BURNE - JONES & CO., LTD.
Magnum House,

296, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON, 8.E.1:
Telephone, Hop 6257. Telegrams, BURJOMAG. Sedist, London.
Cables, BURJOMAG, LONDON. Trade Enquiries Invited.

THE MAGNAFORMER OUTFIT.
Price . . £ 5

NOTE.-We are prepared to supply Inter-
chaageable Oscillator Units separately in
various Wavelength Ranges.

Prise, including 6 pin Holder .. 15/ -
Without Holder .. .. 12/6

Magnum Heavy Terminals, Lacquered B1 ass,
drilled stem, with. nut and washers,

5d. each.

'TURRET
ASTSe.e

A New " TURRET" 3 Telescopic Aerial Mast.
40 ft. Hoisted as a 3o ft., with moving top section,.Columbian timber. Al'. fittings. Complete, £2 18s. 9d.

Phone . G men an 2650.
SIMPSON & PLYTHE, 8-9, Sherwood St., Piccadilly, W.

EACH A KING IN ITS CLASS
-and Guaranteed British Made.
Radion G.P. Aonly4-vcolutig t. ra.l8ze,, that} 7_
Radion D.E. '06 Izoirtide.ITellryy effideule; 10/6fa.T.,ent valve

""A 2-;oit dui). emitie'r
11

Radion D.E. '34 , performance
} 10/6

Radion Pyramid (1) Valve, 22/6
THE POWER VALVE DE LUXE. Can be used
with largest loud -speaker without valve distortion. Filamentrobust ; works at a low temperature, ensuring long life.
SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION GIVES'HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
AND MECHANICAL STRENGTH. Fil. Volts, 5'5; 171.
Amps., '34 ; Anode Volts, 50-100 ; Neg. Grid Bias, 3-0.

From untied Dealers or direct, Post Free,
RADIONS LTD., BOLLINGTON, nr. Macclesfield, Cheshire

Valve, and Valve Repair Booklets Free.

MI1111111111

toon011i1D1111111

RADION
Rena*. ibVillveg 11114

786 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Ref.
No

'

B
S.
T.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign
and

Wave -length.

.

Satiation.
--

- .

Nature of Transmission.
Closing Time
or Approx.

Duration
Arox.

sePowerpp ud.

SUNDAYS (Contd.)
p.m.

130 8.45 Radio -Paris .. SFR 1750 M. Clichy Concert,followed by Dance Music I r .o p.m. 8 Kw.
.175 9,.o Radiofonica- Rome .. Concert, followed by Late News- 11.3o p.m. 4 Kw:425 M.

Italiana
9.15 Petit-Parisien.. Paris Concert- (items announced in ii.o p.m. .5oo Watts.- 345 pi -.131

English as well as French)
132 10.0 Radio-Iberica.. RI 392 Mr. Spain, ConCert , .. Midnight. 3 Kw.
133 11.0 Eiffel Tower .. FL 2650 M. Paris Time Signal in Gre'enwich Side-

real Time (Spark) '

3 mins._ 6oKw.

134

135

-'11  44

12.57

Eiffel Tower ..

Nauen

FL 265o m. 

POZ 3000 m.

Paris

Berlin

Time Signal in Greenwich Mean
Time (Spark)

Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) ..

3 mins,

8 rains.

6o Kw.

Kw.

SPECIAL DAYS.
a.m.

156 xi, o. Radio -Wien .. Austria. .. Tues., Thurs., Sat., Concert 12.50 p.m. 2.5 Kw.- 53o m.
p.

224 4-45 Munich M. Bavaria .. Wed., Children's Corner .. hour 1.5 Kw.485
NSF ro6o m.142 5.40 Ned. Seintoes- Hilversum Mon., Children's Hour .. 6.4o p.m. 3 Kw.

Fabriek
304 6-.o Radio-Iberica RI 392 M. Spain Mon., Concert ; Tues., Thur. (un- 9 Pan 3 Kw:

til midnight), Friday.. ..
203 6.o Gotenborg SASB 390 in. Sweden Tues., Concert .. 8 p.m. goo Watts.
18o 6.3o Belgrade HFF 165o m. Serbia Tues., Thurs. and Sat., Concert . . I hour 500 Watts.
271 7.o Helsingfors m. Finland Tues., Thurs. and Sat., Concert I Kw.370

SASA 427 m.
in.

147
221
258

7.o
8.o
8.o

Stockholm
Copenhagen
Royangen

Sweden
Denmark 
Denmark 

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat., Concert
Thurs. and Sat., Concert ..
Tues., Wed. and Fri., Concert

8 p,m.
9.30. p.m.
9 p.m.

Soo Watts.
1.5 Kw.
Soo Watts.- 775-1095 m.

305 8.0 Komarow Brunn Thurs., Fri. and Sat., Concert 9 p.m. Kw.- 1800 m.
SFR 175o m.225 8.45 Radio Paris Paris Sat., Special Gala Concert .. I I p.m. io Kw.

(Organised by Le Malin)
223 9.o Malmo SASC 27o m, Sweden .. Thurs. and Sat, Dance Music ir p.m. / Kw.
154 9.15 Petit-Parisien Paris .. Tues. and Thurs., Concert .o p.m. 5oo Watts.- 345 m. (items announced in English as

well as French)
210 I0.0 Radio -Wien 530 m. Vienna .. Wed. and Sat., Dance Music .. II .3o p.m. 1.5 Kw.
155 I0.0 RadioLParis SFR 1750 M. Clichy Two evenings per week, Dance 10.45 p.m. 8 Kw.

Music
232 10.30 Voxhaus Berlin Thurs. and Sat., Dance Music Midnight 4.5 Kw.505 in.
272 11.0 Munich Bavaria Wed. and Sat., Dance Music .. Midnight to 2.5 Kw.485 as.

T.o a.m.

The following are Relay Stations :-

Kassel, 288 m., 1 kw. ; relays Frankfurt.
Dresden, 292 m. ; mostly relays Leipzig.

Bremen, 33o m., I kw. ; and Hanover

Nuremberg, 340 in., I kw. ; relays Munich.
Graz, 404 m. ; relays Radio -Wien, occasionally.

296 m., / kw. ; relay Hamburg.

A READER'S SUCCESS
ENVELOPE No. 9.

SIR, -I think that after several
months' use I should be able to
give you a really accurate and fair
description of the results with the
" Single Valve Receiver," con-
structed according to Envelope
No. 9.

I am seldom addicted to gushing,
but I -really must express my- -
delight at having made Stich a
splendid little set.

On three yards of ordinary bell

wire, with an inferior earth, I have
received during the past winter
London, Cardiff, Manchester, New-
castle, Glasgow and many Conti-
nental stations, while the local relay
station was received with strength
sufficient to enable a " Junior "
loud -speaker to be quite audible
anywhere in a small room.

During the recent warm weather,
usually considered unsuitable for
long-distance reception, I have

received several B.B.C. stations at
surprising strength.

I have come to the conclusion
that it is an " All Season Set,"
and one which does not need
favourable conditions !-Yours
fai rhfully,

EDWARD S. BRAMLEY.
Hull.

***********it*********it*-,- Every Experimenter -should read

- :+:.
. " WIRELESS ...,,-... ,..,

* -
WEEKLY " -

On Sale Every Wednesday, :1;

_ * PRICE -:: :: SIXPENCE.
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rr HE possibility of serious over-
1 crowding of the wavelength

band allotted to the broadcasting
stations already established or
to be erected in the near future
in Europe has excited consider-
able comment recently. Much
apprehension has been expressed
with regard to the ultimate fate
of the broadcast listener, and
there are those who predict that
the day is not far distant when
the local transmitting station will
be the only one available to the
listener for satisfactory reception.

Selectivity
Whatever may be the outcome .

of international investigation of the
problem, there can be no doubt
that even at the present day much
experimental work is required in
the direction of selectivity, while -
avoiding the inclusion of unmanage-
able complications in the receiver.
In an article entitled " Selective
Receptioffon. the Broadcast Band,"
by A. D. Cowper, M.Sc., in the
July 8 issue of Wireless ,Weekly,
details were given of a receiver
which .was the outcome of experi-
ments carried out to meet this
pressing need for selectivity, with-
out sacrificing stability or reason-

000070=100=0000000000000 00rl0 'The Fate of the 0

ii

0 00 Broadcast Listener R

Lyounamunummounnunammun
able ease of handling. A different
m?thod of obtaining the required
selectivity is to use a super hetero-
dyne receiver, and an article in
the same issue by G. P. Kendall-,
B.Sc., on the adjustment and opera-.
tion of . super heterodyne receivers
should prove very helpful to any who
are in diffidulties with such sets -

The poss,ibilities of reception on
ultra -short waves . without the

' employment of special valves or
other components should appeal
to many experimenters in this
class of work. Practical details of

.a .-receiver designed along these
lines were given by Stanley G.
Rattee, M.I.R.E., in Wireless
Weekly for June 24. In the July ist
issue current American practice in
receivers for the shOrt waves was
illustrated by a full description of
the Grebe " CR17 " Receiver,
details of which were supplied as
first-hand information by Percy
W. Harris, M.I.R.E., who was
recently the guest of Mr. A. H.

Grebe at the American broadcast-
ing station WAHG, as recorded in
the July issue of MODERN WIRELESS.

Curious feats of reception are
from time to time recorded by
users of crystal and one -valve sets.
Some experiments carried out with
a view to, investigating the pheno-
rnena' involved are recorded by
D. J. S. Hartt, B.Sc., in an article
entitled " Freak Reception and
Neighbouring Aerials,- which ap-
peared in WirelessWeehly for July I.
This issue also contained the second
of a series of articles on Wireless

- Measuring - Inftrinents, . by A.
Johnson -Randall, who dealt with a
subject which is worthy of.-stiidy
by all serious experirxienters. _

Losses
The problem of obtaining the

utmost efficiency from a- receiver
involves a careful consideration of
all parts of the circuit in detail,
and particular attention to those
points at which losses are liable to
occur. In the August issue of the
Wireless Constructor G. P. Kendall,
B.Sc., discussed this problem and
Showed in a very interesting man-
ner which of the various sources
of loss should be regarded as the
mcst important points.

T he New Watmel Condenser
LOW LOSS HIGH GRADE

GRADUALLY we are proceeding toward There is no wax whatever used in the Coll -perfection in radio-and now the struction of the Watmel Condenser. ForWatmel Research Department marks this reason you will appreciate this immunity
a further step forward with the production from temperature changes and consequentof 'a better fixed condenser. The Watmel dielectric lois. And its case of ebonite withFixed Condenser is superior to any other its polished contacts adds -as greatly to theinstrument yet produced, since it has been appearance of any set as the constructionmade to overcome those faults common to does to Its efficiency.' In every detail youits predecessors. will admire the Watmel-Construction,You'll like its construction, embodying Appearance, and Efficiency-it sets a newPerfect symmetrical design. This results standard In fixed condenser design. Betterha the e'''en distribution of electrical energy, still, you will like the price. This con-noiseleas reception, stable capacity, and denser is the latest and best, -yet it coststhe absolute minimum of "edge losses." no more. If your dealer has not yet beenPRICES stocked, you can be supplied direct.
Capacities for Standard Grid Condenses

.00005 1

.
.0001 .. I

.0002.5
0004

2/6 each.0003

.0005
Standard Fixed Condensers

12/6 each
: .: }3/6 each

Combined Grid Leak and Condenser, 31- eaci

All goods of our manufacture bear this
marl. It is your only guarantee.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD. LONDON,Roswe ll
L0.1Road,Agent for Lancashire and Cheshire, Mr. J. B. LEVEE, Telephone:a3, Hartley St., Levenshulme, Manchester. ClerkenTell 799o,

Rirclays Ad.

AT LAST
A Really Efficient Variometer at a

Moderate Price.

10/ 10/ -

BOTH Rotor and Stator of the Varic "
Variometer are self supporting, and the
DI -ELECTRIC Losses due to the usual

former are therefore avoided.
The Rotor is mounted between two Spring

Bearings which, by maintaining a constant pressure
on the shaft, ensure at all times a good, clean
connection. Tunes from 25o to 65o metres on a
Standard P.M.G. Aerial.

Complete with Knob and Dial ... Price 10/ -

From your usual Dealer or direct from the sole
selling Agents :-

LIONEL ROBINSON & CO.,
3a; STAPLE INN, HOLBORN, W.C.1.

Telephone: Holborn 6323 (s lines),

788 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Radio 0

Construction
under expert guidance

The Radio Press envelopes are the most
dependable guides for the radio constructor
ever devised. Every step in the construction
of a radio instrument is fully explained in a
lucid mariner by an expert. Providing the
instructions are carefully carried out, a radio
instrument described in an R.P. envelope
will always be a great success.

RADIO PRESS ENVELOPES.
Price. Post

I How to BuOd an S.T. Free.
100 Receiver .. 1/6 I /9

By John Scott -Taggart,
F.Inst.P.,

2 How to Build a 4 -Valve
Receiver . .. 2/6. 2/9

By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.

3 How to Build the
" Simplicity " 3 -Valve
Set .. .. 2/6 2 ,I9

By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
4 How to Build the All

Concert -de -Luxe Re-
ceiver.. . 2/6 2/9

By Percy W Harris, M.I.R.E.

5 How to Build the
Omni Receiver .. 216 2/9

By John Soott-Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.bLLE.E.

6 How to Build the
A.B.C. Wave Trap .. 1 /6 r /9

By G. P. Kendall, aSc.
7 How to Build a 2 -Valve

Amplifier -de -Luxe .. 1./6 r /9
By Herbert K. Simpson.

8 How to Make a
1 -Valve Reflex Re-
ceiver .. 1 /6 I /9

By Herbert K. Simpson.

9 How to Build an effi-
cient Single -Valve Set 1 /6 1 /9

By Herbert K. Simpson.

IO The Twin -Valve
Loudspeaker Receiver 2/6 2/9
By John Scott -Taggart,

F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
II An Adaptable -Crystal

Set .. .. 1 /6
By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.
RADIO PRESS PANEL CARDS

1 How to Make the W.1.
Receiver  .. 1 /- 1/3

By Herbert K. Simpson.
SIMPLEX WIRING CHARTS.

r For 2 -Valve Set r/- 1/3
2 For 3 -Valve Set .... x/3
3 For 4 -Valve Set ... 1/3

RADIO PRESS WIRELESS
PANEL TRANSFERS . 6d. 8d.

" MODERN WIRELESS" COIL
TABLE for Aerial, Anode and
Re -action Coils . 6d. 8d.

All above can be obtain:xi from Wireless
Dealers, Booksellers-or direct from Dept. W.

RADIO PRESS, LTD.,
Bush House, Strand, London,

W.0 .2.

The incomparable mown
IN every branch of industry there

is inevitably some product which
-by design, appearance or effi-
ciency-is recognised as being

beyond the range of eompetition.
Radio proves to be no exception to
the rule. You cannot compare other
'phones to /Brown A -type. True,
there may be some degree of exter-
nal similarity-cords, headbands,
and even cases can be produced to
look very much alike. But the real
essence of Brown superiority lies in
its exclusive and tally patented
tuned reed mechanism-a scienti-
fically designed movement which
permits the exact reproduction of
even the faintest signals.

LOUD SPEAKERS.
Type H.1, 21 in.
High,120 ohms...95 5 0
2000 ohms -.95 8 0
4000 ,, 5 10 0

Type11.2, 12 in.
High, 120 ohms £2 5 0
2000 ohms -.92 8 0
4000 , ...£2 10 0
Type Q.
Al lesistances...915 15 0

C RYSTAVOX.
The Crystal Set

Loud Speaker,
requiring no
valves or accu-
mulators ...£6 0 0

The same proved principles, which
are also incorporated in every /Brown
Loud Speaker, are readily acknow-
ledged by technical authorities as
being one of the most brilliant con-
tributions to the science of sound
reproduction within recent years.
Choose your Loud Speaker in no
haphazard manner-do not consider
It on external appearance alone-
it is a serious investment worthy
of your most careful. attention.
Your Dealer can demonstrate a
/Brown to you in one of its three
sizes ; hear it and. then hear the
others. ,We are confident that
you'll agree that the incomparable
gown has no competitors.

HEADPHONES
A Type.

120 ohms ... 50/- per pr.
20008r4000 ohms50/-
8000 ohms ... 60/-
F Type.

120 ohms
4000 ohms

S. G. Brown, Ltd.,
Victoria Rd., N. Acton, W.3

Showrooms :
19, Mortimer Street, W.1.
15, Moorfields, Liverpool.
67, High St., Southampton.

Depots :
(Wholesale only)

13, Bushy Park, Bristol
5, Wilson's Ct., Newcastle -

on -Tyne.

6141,84 Ad 3563Barclay

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 7S9
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THE receiver described below nn

compares very. favourably
With other crystal sets which

the author has tried, and should
prove of special interest to readers -
who seleCtive receiver
which is, at the same time; simple

The high frequency currents One of the now familiar perma-to control. A method of switching received in the aerial circuit are nent crystal detectors has beenis incorporated which provides an transferred to the detector circuit used, and is fixed behind the- panelalternative circuit to the normal via L1 L2, rectification being out of harm's way.arrangement. This Second circuit effected by the crystal detector D. An ebonite panel 8 in. by 6 in. bywas found best for reception of the
The set is simple to tune, the only 1 in. thick is required; and shouldtransmissions from the high power
adjustments required being those be of good quality and guaranteedstation, 5XX.
of the, variable- condenser and the free from surface leakage. If gua-The first circuit employs the two -coil holder. The alternative ranteed ebonite is not used, it issemi-aperiodic atrial coil method of circuit already referred to differs advisable to rub each side withcoupling. This arrangement has been from that already described in that No. o glass paper, in order to re-used in one or two previous sets, ordinary direct aerial conpling move the shiny surface, thebut on the whole it does not seem to
employed. To bring this circuit into ting properties of the _latter beinghave received much attention in use the switch is placed in position doubtful. The black surface cancrystal se-&. 'It is not necessary to
2, whereupon L2becomes the aerial be retrieved by rubbing with awind any special coils ; .411 that is

required is' a two-way coil -holder coil, L, being removed. little oil on a soft cloth.
-

and a set of plug-in coils, of which The variable condenser is
there are many good makes on the mounted on the -panel as well as the
market. change -over - switch, crystal detec-

In - loose -coupled semi-apericclic tor, and the necessary terminals.
aerial,tuning, the aerial circuit con- As will be seen from the photograph

the two-way coil holder is mountedtains an untuned- toil, variably
on the side of the box, two holescoupled to a secondary or closed
being drilled in the latter to take.circuit consisting of a tuned coil.
the flex leads -from the two sockets.

A Crystal Set
Employing* Inductive Coupling

By EDWARD F. BURNETT

The Circuit
The actual circuit - employed is

shown in the theoretical circuit dia-
grain, Fig. '1, L1 and L2 being the
aerial and secondary coils respec-
tively. It will be -seen thatthe lower
side of the secondary coil L, is
earthed, some slight benefit being
gained occasionally by this means.
The tuning condenser. C1 has a
capacity -of 000l./.F.

as
ea
RA
na
RA

109.0
RA coupling to be used.

The switch provided permits either direct or

E

Fig. 1.-1 he simple method
of obtaining either type of
coupling is obvious from this
theoretical diagram. When
using direct coupling the

coil Li may be omitted.
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The lower holes take the leads from
L1 while the higher takes the leads
from L,..

List of Components'
The components can be of any

good make, but for those who wish
to duplicate the receiver exactly,
the makers' -names are included in
the following list

One ebonite panel 8 in. by .6 in.
by I in. (Paragon).
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191

can be hcard best on

B.T.H. RADI
Apparatus

P. ,

.tr,t,44.- ...a, -46- /244

111111111

2362

Iyou want to hear llaventry as well as it
can be heard, buy B.T.H. Radio Apparatus.
Your local dealer will be glad to demon-

strate that any one of the receivers, or com-
binations of apparatus, scheduled below will
do what we claim for it. He will also give
you details of prices, which range from 35/ -
for the "Bijou " Crystal Set to 1137 10s. Od.
for the Six -Valve Super -Heterodyne Cabinet.

an

up to
100 miles

up to
200 miles

over
200 miles

A plus K
A plus I plus J

plus K
B plus I plus J

\D plus J

IC plus K
G plus plus

plus K
D plus I plus J

E plus K
G
E plus F
H

Sze illustrations at foot for key to letters.
Insist on B. T.H.-the Dest of all.

Art

.N.11

.1

./ '

Nta4

'73 .,44 ;,:r

Jw

Bijou Model A Valve Crystal 2 Valve Portable Portable Amplifier 8. 3 Valve
CrystalSet Crystal Set Set set Set Loud Speaker Cabinet

(Super -Het)

111

6 Valve Cabinet
(Super -Het) SValht Speaker

AmpliFier

laNd Phond

11111111

In reolving to advertisers. use Order Form enclosed. 79
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"UTILITY" COMPONENTS

UTILITY CONDENSERS.
Scientifically Designed, with Close
Spacing, Large Adjustable Bearings

and Perfect Insulation.
PRICES :

SQUARE LAW OR ORDINARY
PATTE RN.

Each
No. WO 123 .001 ... 12/8
No. WC 144 .00075... 11/9
No. WC 124 .0005 ... 10/6
No. WC 125 .0003 ... 8/9
No. WC 145 .0002 ... 7/9
No. WC 146 .0001 ... '7/6
Vernier 2/6 extra. Fitted with

Radion Dials.

By means of the "Utility"
Coil Changing Unit, instant
switching from one station
to another can be effected.
It is attached to the inside
of the panel by our usual
method of one -hole fixing.
As the illustration shows, it
is only necessary to plug in
coils in the crdinary way,
No. W 155. Price 7/6 each

The " Utility" Crystal Detector
is the outcome cf exhaustive
experiments with the object of
producing a detector to obtain
perfect results. By slowly turn-
ing the knob the catswhisker is
advanced and withdrawn in
turn and the crystal
in such a way that the whole
of its workable surface is
explored.
Black bronzed, an] with the
usual "Utility" one -hole fixing

PRICES :
No. Wr5t ... 7 6 each.

No. W153 ... 8 -

A NO -CAPACITY
LEVER SWITCH

Contacts that clean themselves
are incorporated in the Utility
NO CAPACITY Switch. Designed
for use in radio -frequency circuits,
it is the only switch which can be
used with safety.
Obtainable with lever or knob and

pointer.

PRICES :
With Lever.

each
2 pole c'0, 5,- 2

With Knob.
each

pole c/o, 4/-
3 6'- 3 5/-
4 7,6 4 6/-
6 10i- 6 ,, 8,-

6° UtEity " for Efficiency

Manufactured by

WILKINS & WRIGHT5 LTD.
UTILITY WORKS, KENYON ST., BIRMINGHAM.

AGENTS :-AUSTRALIA : A. E. ACKLAND, 2IG, ROYAL ARCADE, SYDNEY.
MALTA: MUSCAT'S GENERAL STORES. -.-
BELGIUM: WARNES & Lcwis, 72, RUE -DE -LA -SOURCE, BRUXELLS.
HOLLAND: VAN SANTEN CO., DEN TEXSTRAAT 22, AMSTERDAM

20 ilears ago
THE high reputation enjoyed by all T.C.C.

Condensers was not won in a day. For more
than 20 years these familiar little green condensers
have been serving those who value accuracy and
dependability.
Long before Broadcasting started thousands of
wireless enthusiasts were using T.C.C. Mansbridge
Condensers in the strategic points of their Sets. In
those days valves were expensive-batteries far
from economical-and components generally were
unreliable. It was with a feeling akin to relief,
therefore, for the radio amateur to turn to this T.C.C.
Condenser, knowing full, well that here at last was
an article of repute whose qualities were guaranteed.

To -day, more than ever, the wireless enthusiast values
accuracy and dependability. One little condenser
can prevent a large and expensive Set from working.
Is it worth the risk, therefore, to purchase an un-
known and untried type of condenser when you can
buy genuine T.C.C. Condensers, for which the cost
is so little (if any) mere?

Sole Maonfacturers:
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
Mortlake Road, Kew.

Made in all values
from .000r mfds. to

.2 mfds

Sold by all
Wireless
Dealers.

G.A. 3187

792 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Fig. 2.-This diagram will facilitate the drilling of- the panel.
The dimensions given should be strictly adhered to. -

One suitable containing cabinet
(Cameo).

One two-way coil -holder (London
Electric 'Stores, Ltd.).

One permanent crystal detector
(" Bronel," W. R. Bowman, Ltd:).

Four patent terminals (A.
Butcher).

One "Utility " .eoogµF variable
condenser, square law pattern (Wil-
kins and Wright, Ltd.).

One "Utility" double -pole
ehange-ovei switch (Wilkins and
Wright, Ltd.).

One .00rlF Paragon fixed con-
denser. This condenser is not of
great importance and may be
omitted if desired.

A quantity of V.LP. flex.
A quantity of r6 -gauge square

section tinned copper wire.
One set Radio Press panel trans-

fers.
Drilling

The panel may now be drilled in
accordance with the diagram of
Fig. z, after which the various
components may be laid on the
back of the panel to see that they
will fit correctly. If the components
mentioned in the list are used no
difficulty will be experienced in this
direction.

If different makes are used, they
will no doubt vary somewhat in
size, and rearrangement May be
necessary. If such -is the case, care
should be taken to keep the wiring
as short as possible. The only com-
ponents likely to' give trouble in
mounting are the change -over
switch and the detector. -For the

change -over switch, an oblong must
be cut from the ebonite. First un-
screw the knob and remove the
bolts holding the top plate to the

 framework. This top plate can be
used as a template if desired. The
first holes to drill are those through
which the two bolts are fixed.
These bolts not only hold the top
plate to the framework but secure
the whole to the ebonite. After
this, scratch round the remaining

hole in the top plate, on to the
ebonite below. At each corner a
hole is drilled and a fret saw used
to remove the piece. If a fret saw
is not available to the' constructor
a good plan is to drill a number of
holes touching one another along
the line scratched -on the ebonite,
until the piece drops out. The
edges of the hole will be rather
rough, but this is immaterial, for
they will be covered by the top
plate.

The fixed detector has at one end
a screw which can be extended to
vary the length of the detector for
half an inch over its actual length.
The clips for holding it, therefore,
can be placed at any convenient
distance apart within the half -inch
limit, and are fixed to the panel
from the front with 6BA counter-
sunk head metal screws, holding
the clips to the back with nuts.
Nearly every variable condenser
is either of the one -hole fixing type
or supplied with a template.

Wiring up
The wiring can be carried out with

square section wire if desired, or
with thinner wire, using insulating
sleeving. All connections where
possible should be soldered. The
practical wiring diagram, Fig. 3,

shows clearly all the connections
which require to- be made. Flex
leads are used to wire up the coil
holder and should he passed through
the holes in the side of the, box and

Notice the positions of the fixed detector and
flexible leads.
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soldered to their respective iermi-
mals, -leaving enough to enable the
panet-to be removed from the
cabinet some little distance without
undoing the wires from the coil
holder.

If the coil- holder is fixed On the
side Of the box, as deseribed, then
the lower socket holds the" aerial
coil, while that above it (the
moving coil I.2) is the secondary
coil. For the use of the firstcircuit
the knob of the change -over switch
is pushed to the left, while the oppo-
!-'ite position gives the alternative
circuit.

The operation of the circuit is
very simple. The aerial, earth and
telephone leads are connected to
their respective tertninals, and the:,
switch placed to the left. The two
coils are then arranged to form an
angle of about 20 deg., when,: by
rotating the condenser knob, the
local station should be heard,' prc-
vided, of course, it is within cryst:
range. Suitable values for Ll a.nd L
are 35 or 5o and 75. respectively ft r
the local station, while for 5XX
Nos. 150 and 200 or 250 may _be
used. Selectivity may generally be
improVed by using a smaller aerial
coil or by reducing the coupling
between the coils. With the knob
of the change -over switch on the
right, L2 is the only coil used, and
should be a No. 35 or 5o for the
local station or a No. 15o for
Chelmsford. The detector will be
found to be in a sensitive state
when purchased, but if it should lose
its sensitivity during operation, the
vane' should be given a gentle tap.

Fig. 3.-The wiring as shown is a very simple matter, andwill present no difficulty,

Test Report ..
Tested on an average -aerial

seven miles from. 2LO, results onthe first circuit were louder than
any I have-ever- heard- 'on other
crystal set, 2L0 being very loud
in the phones. Chelmsford on the
same circuit came in well, but not
quite so loud' as London. On the
second circuit 2L0 was comfort-
able on the phones, but not so loud
as before. Chelmsford, on the other

hand, 147- slightly louder and
clearer than on the previous cir-
cuit. During the afternoon, in
bright daylight, several ships and
amateurs were heard.

The constructor can, of course,
use the galena and cat-whisker
type of detector if he wishes. In
this case the detector might occupy
a position on the front of the panel
opposite that of the present
detector.

mne new B.B.C. high -power station at Daventry nearing completion, 9.8 the abovephotograph of a part of the interior of the station indicatesi
794
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OSCILLA-
FORMERS.

These have been speci-
ally designed for the ST. 9
valve Super Heterodyne
Receiver, to the spec' 1 -
cation of Radio Press Ltd.
Selected 'for use in con-
junction with the above
mentioned receiver on ow -
count of the accurate
methods employed in manu-
facture and their proved
reliability Stale from best
quality ebonite cut from
the solid and hand -polished.
No. I (300-600 5. d.

metres) 12 6

No. 4. (1200-1800
metres) 12

De Luxe Square Law
Condensers.

A Precision job thron;hout, this Square Law Condenser Is
an 'outstanding example of what a variable condenser ought
to he. Thick end plates clamped together with four stout
nickel plated clamping rods make this an exceptionally strong
Condenser. Permanent contact is made from the rotary plates
by means of a spiral copper strip and a stout felt friction pad
ensures the smoothest of movements. Only the very best
materials are used for this. condenser, which is an excellent
example of the instrument maker's art, a. d.

Dal Condenser for two dams of High Frequency amplification.
.00025 mfd each half . 95 6
.003 do' do. .7 6
.0005 do. do.
Fitted with 8-1 reduction geir -(as illustrated).
.0005 mfd
.0003 do. ..

H.F.
TRANS-
FORMERS.
A High Frequency Trans-
former of the highest genie,
having a centre air core
and with the windings
carried in parallel grooves.
Made fr best quality
ebonite c't from the solid
and hand polished. Very
selective, with a hirh
amplification factor. These
transformers can be sup-
plied matched for two or
three stages, or high -fre-
quency amplification with-
out extra charge.

Wavelengths and prices
as for Neutroformers.

NEUTRO-
FORMERS.

These are H.F. Trans-
formers for use in Neutro-
dyne circuits and have been
specially designed for this
work, to the specLication
of Radio Press Ltd.
No. 1 200-600 s. d.

metres 10 0
No. 2. 500-900

metres 10 0
No. 3. 900-1500

metres 10 0
No. 4. 1200-2300

metres 10 0
No. 5. 2200-7000

metres 10 0
These wavelengths are

reached with a variable
condenser of the value of
.0003 mid.

Back -of -Panel
Coil -Holder

(Patent applied for).

An entirely new type of coil
holder for all seta havingvalvias
at the red'of the panel. An
Indicator in front of the panel
shows the relative position of

the coils at any moment, and
a Vernier movement for fine
tuning is provkled for by a
Friction Drive. Beautifury
made in solid hand -polishes
ebonite, these coil holders
are made in too lengths.
2 -way (a) Length

from back of panel
to centre of coil. s.
21t inches .. 12

2 -way (b) do. do.
48 inches 13 6

3 -way (c) Length as
above .. 16 6

3 -way (d) do do. 17 6 Von should send for the
following books : PILOT
CHART, showing illustra
lions of more than 90 easy
to -build receivers (Post free
ad .f. COMPONENT CATA-
LOGUE (Fort. free
PETO - SCOTT'S WIRE-
LESS BOOK, showing over
80 ciroul t diagrams, and
much useful wireless infor-
mation (post free 1;3).

The Peto - Scott
Co., Ltd.,

Reghterel Offices, Mall
Order and Showroom.

77, City Rd., London, F.C.1
.13a an ches °-
LONDON -82, High

Holborn, W.C.I.
WALTHAMSTOW - 230,

Wood Street.
PLYMOUTH -4, Bank of

England Place.
LIVERPOOL -4, Man-

chester Street.

P.S, 3176.

SQUARE LAW.
.001 .. .. 96
.00075 . . . . .9 -
.0005 .. 8
.0003 9
.00025 . 8 9
.0002 .. 5 6
.0001 5
Vernier. . . 4.6

STANDARD.
.001 .. 8 6.00075....8.

. . 7
.0003 .. . . 5 9
.00025 . . 59
.0002 . 5
.0001 . . 4 9
Vernier .. 4 , -

J.B. SQUARE LAW
WITH VERNIER,

.001 .. 14'-

.0005 12 0

.0003 .. 11 '3

.00025 .. 11 3

Conserving Signal Strength
Recent experiments have shown that
there is cm great advantage in tuning
the primary circuit. It drag also been
demonStfated that in consideration .
of losses arid resistance in the
aerial system itself, LDSS'n in the
primary circuit do not seriously affect
signal strength. But losses are of
great importance in the secondary
circuit -that is, in the grid 'circuit
of the first valve. Ttiere it is im-
portant that inductances and con-

densers should be low -loss. Quan
five experiments prove that low loss

-in the circuit can increase signal
strength as much as 3o per cent.
Therefore the implication is obvious
-incorporate low -loss condensers.
Tune the 'primary --it helps ielee-
,tivity-but be zealous about the
condenser tuning the Secondary.
See it bears the mark J.B. and
you will secure the utmost signal
strength.

8. POLAND ST -OXFORD
LONDON - W.I,

(First Floor)

ST
OS

Oefepnore
GERRARD 7414,

Mr. Percy W. Harris
uses a

The popular Editor of " The
Wireless Constructor" and
Assistant Editor of "Modern
Wireless " and " Wireless
Weekly," whose work in the
wireless world needs no
further introduction, found
that in some of his experi-
mental work he needed a
lathe in his workshcp. I -le
chose the .DRUMiviOND
4 in. -an all-round tool which
covers a very large range
of operations apart from just
plain turning: Standard
parts, do not always fill re-
quirements -some special
idea .needs. working 'up..
An ebonite former, a- new
spindle, a special terminal -
it you have a lathe you can
make it yourself and enjoy
the fun. Half the pleasure in
constructional wireless is gone
if you buy everything made.

The
DRUMMOND Llin.

Universal Lathe.
is the best for the home
worker. Its usefulness for all
model work-, repairs, etc., is
unique. A saw table can be
supplied for cutting panels,
etc.
Full details in our illustrited
lists, free.
Have you written ?

DRUMMOND

"DRUMMOND."

BROS.,
Reid Hill, GUILDFORD.

LTD.

Barclays Ad.

In relying to advertisers,,use Order Form enclosed. 795
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yOil must have heard the melody of the
old church bells wafted in the breezes
. - . . never a discord-never a harsh

note, but 4 such music as will linger in Your
memory for many a day. And so it is with any
Receiving Set equipped with Eureka Transformers.
Such tone purity and volume that wireless enthusiasts
are everywhere saying that the Eureka truly sets anew
and higher standard for Loud Speaker reproduction.

Concert Grand,301- No. 2 ( for sec.nd stage) 22/6

imullinummdllitimuulumunallom tillls Itid 1111111111111111111

August, 1925

'MAW <WARE
A.VLV IENISBOW

MAWS C ADARSIE OW THE 1WSNEST
ELIALIVE FCC SETO Or 6WMACTON.

ORTAIMAISLE PROW ALLEM TEST DEALERS.

Ott LC/A/4
PIECE CAST 9-IICURSITOR 51.

4.74744-- CKANCERY LANE EC.4.

PATENTS,. DESIGNS AND TRADE NARKS

J. S. Withers & Spooner,
Chartered Patent Agents

Stole ?loose,
554-. (Am.:1,y Lone, HoHr, London,

LandiT., .C. l'a.486 Holborn

ikek
moseasrig7r Rrfd/Wer

RICKETTS-are used for Finest Sets.
ESTIMATES PER RETURN.

Send for Cabinet List, Free.
RICKETTS CABINET (M.W.) WORKS,

BEXLEY HEATH,S.E.

500
WIRELESS
QUESTIONS

ANSWERED,

by
G. Pr Kendall, B.Sc.,

and E. Redpath,

is a Wireless Encyclopmdia in
itself. No matter what the query
is you had an answer in its pages.

PRICE

2/6
POST FREE

2 /8

Ask for Radio Press Series Na. 13.

Obtainable from all Bookstalls,
Newsagents, and Wireless Dealers
or direct from Dept. M.

WOO Vres9,
Bush House, Strand, London,

W.0 .2.

Portable Utilities Co. Ltd., Fisher Street, London, W .C.1 Gillen Ad. 3i7r.

796 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
Barclays Ad,
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ested by
'ourselves
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" Red Seal Loud -Speaker
A No. ro " Red Seal " Loud -

Speaker has been submitted by
Messrs. Sexton -Barnes, Ltd., and
has been subjected to extensive
practical tests. This is a small,
moderately paiced instrument,of the
ordinary upright type, with metal
horn, and standing about 20 in.
high, and' of approximately 2,000
ohms resistance. *. It is finished
neatly in mottled black, and has th,
customary adjusting screw under
the base. On practical trial, with
receiving equipment as free from
distortion as practicable, in compari-
son with the best loud-speaker equip-
ment available form
at the moment, the tine of this
small instrument showed a marked
improvement over that of some
small loud -speakers, though the
usual effect of a large, rather thick
diaphragm with its characteristic
resonance was noticeable. The
sensitiveness was good, but the
instrument was easily overloaded if
too much signal -energy was applied.

" M.H." Reactor and Damper
Samples of their " M.H." high -

frequency Reactor and Damper
devices, for use in conjunction with
their well-known barrel type of small
plug-in H.F. transformers, have
been submitted by Messrs. Leslie
McMichael, Ltd. The purpose of
the first is to provide in a compact
device a reaction effect on Ithe
tuned transformer coupling, in cases
where this is necessary, instead of
taking reaction direct on to the
A.T.I. by means of the customary
swinging coil. The makers claim
that it gives only a very slightly
radiating system when oscillating.
The reactor has interchangeable
barrels, marked 20, 30 and 15o,
for use on different wavelengths,
which slide inside the H.F. trans-
former barrel, and have a coarse
adjustment by sliding a bridge
piece on two pins which replace the
ordinary small screws fastening

the ebonite top plate, and a fine
adjustment by means of a knob
and screw. Long flex, leads are
provided for connecting to the
reaction terminals. On practical
trial, with a heavily damped
direct coupled aerial system (so

The McMichael FIX. Damper
Device.

that stability was obtained when
the one H.F. stage was critically
tuned) oscillation could be obtained
smoothly both on the- short B.B.C.
waves and on i600 m., with the
proper choice of reactor -barrel ;
and the customary degree of ampli-

fication and selectivity associated
with these devices was obtained.

The Damper unit is designed to
give exactly the opposite effect
to the first unit for use in cases
where a lightly damped aerial
coupling is used, or where more
than one stage of H.F. amplification
is attempted. The resulting self -
oscillation is controlled by in-
troducing damping losses by sliding
this metal foil covered damper
barrel inside the H.F. transformer.
The effect (together with a marked
effect on the tuning) is to invite
eddy -current losses which stabilise
the system ; so that the usual
potentiometer -applied grid bias
can be omitted. The amount of
damping depends evidently on the
position of the damper. On trial,
with lightly damped grid circuit
for the H.F. valve in an inherently
unstable receiver, close control over
reaction was obtained by sliding
in the damper to the right point.

The McMichael Reactor Unit, in the case which the
makers supply.

MM.
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C ire should be takc.i to round the saturation with xi or 12 milliam-
edge of the transformer barrel in peres when ran at the rated heat of
older patterns, as it was noticed 1.1 volts and from 0.25 to 0.26
that the metal foil was easily amperes. The characteristics of
torn in introducing the damper.

Cosmos D.E. II. Valves -

Soma further specimens of the
Cosmos D.E. II. " General Pur-
pose " valve operating on 1,1 volts
and .25 amperes for filament
heating, have been submitted by
Messrs. Metro -Vick Supplies, Ltd.,
for comparative tests in connection
with an early pattern tested and
reported on S01113 time ago in these
columns. The filament emission
i a the latter specimen appeared to
fall considerably short of what is
accepted as an average for this
type of valve : it was of interest
therefore to compare another speci-
men of similar date and two fresh
samples, under identical conditions.
The small maximum emission (but
just over 2i milliamperes under
operating conditions of high H.T.
and positive grid -bias) of the
original specimen was confirmed,
after the lapse of a couple of
m3nths with occasional use ;
toe other three samples, however,
which can certainly be taken as
more representative of the general
issue in this period,  showed an
emission which did not reach

/2

11

/0

8

7

5

4

3

2

tnese valves fell extremely close
together ; the average of one of the
new, and the second of the older,
gave a composite characteristic

COSMOS D. E. I VALVE .

/Average Characteristic for Two
New)Valves (One Old and

Filament /4
One

Volts
0-25 Amperes

Amplification
M=
Slope
HT=

5 A.C.Impedance=12,000azi.
Factor 60/90 V

at9OV

.

of Characleristic
04 14/A per Volt

.

90.1!

60.V

14 /2 /0 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 /0 /2 /4
- GRID VOLTS. +

Composite curves of two Cosmos D.E.II. Valves, onevalve being of the old issue, the other being a new
sample.

PRICE :
ocor mfd. to

'0015 mfd.
1/3 each.

.0O2 mfd. to
'oo6 mfd.
2/- each.

Here is
a Fixed
Condenserwith a-

Guaranteed Capacity
The THERLA Fixed Condenser is a radio compo-
nent that has a definite guarantee of efficiency by
laboratory tests. In this respect, it is the first
fixed condenser to be offered to the radio public
that is backed by such a guarantee.
Every THERLA Fixed Condenser is individually
tested by the laboratory of Faraday House and
is guaranteed to be within very accurate limits of
the stated capacity. This uniform capacity and
the superior construction of the THERLA imprme 1
reception and renders it markedly free from noise.
Therefore, when you need a fixed condenser, ask
for the THERLA.

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR DEALER.

SEL-EZI WIRELESS SUPPLY CO., LTD., 6, GREEK STREET, LONDON, W.I., nd
20, OLD HAYMARKET, LTVERP -01%.

barrla s

PI NA Lk
RE S tid

The two words, " quietly
efficient," express the final
result obtains d by all who use

96\0.11 P -
TRANSFORMERS
The quality and workman-
ship of every part is the
best obtainable. Each Trans-
former has to pass eight
distinctive tests, and carries
a written guarantee for one

year.
PRICES:

Bucks ... 1.2;- Manchester 15/6
Standard 14/6 Shrouded... 18,-

7Ae

INVER
EQUIIMITEDPNTCOMPANY LME

KINGSBURY WORKS, KLNBSBURY LANE, TOE BODE, RNDON.N.W.S.

798 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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curve as shown in the figure,
with an unusually long straight
portion extending well over each
side of the zero grid volts line.
In practical trials for detection
excellent results were obtained with
'the new valves with 25 volts H.T.
and a high value grid -leak ; for
powerful loud speaking 'too volts
H.T. and 6 volts grid -bias appeared
to be a .good combination, which
would successfully handle con-
siderable power. On 6o volts
H.T. about 3 volts grid -bias was
called for: The grid -current was.
minimal (a few microamperes
only) up to above 1.4 volts positive.
The valve was not noticeably
microphonic. Evidently, judging
froth the more really representative
samples available here, this valve
will give excellent results (with
moderate H.T.) for general use
in detection and H.F. amplification,
whilst with ample H.T. it is able
to cope with a signal energy which
would normally call for a small
power -valve for distortionless
amplification. The mean A:C.
anode impedance, in the sample
tested here, was unusually low for a
general purpose valve, and the am-
plification,factor is proportionately
moderate, around 5-5.5, with a
slope of the characteristic of 0.4
m/a per volt.

" Mellowtone " Reaction Unit
A tuned anode H.F. ampli-

fication ,reaction -unit has been
submitted for test by Mesks.
Midland Radiotelephone 4 Manu-
facturers, Ltd., which plugs into an
ordinary four pin valve -holder,
and provides in the one unit a
tuned anode coil and a swinging
reaction coil. The anode coil
is wound in a narrow slot in a
disc, similar to the conventional

the pivot and a flex respectively
to the " filament " pins of the
mounting. Four sizes are made,
described as 80-250, 250-65o, 600-
1650, and 1500-3000 metres re-
spectively ; of these the 250-650
unit was submitted for test, and
was found to cover the short-wave
B.B.C. range adequately with a
.0003 /IF (actual) tuning condenser,
and to give smooth control over
regeneration within this range.

The unit was neat-
ly made and fin-
ished. The makers
point out that a
considerable econ-
omy is effected by
the use of this com-
bined device over
the cost of a two -
coil holder and a
set of coils.

The " Mellowtone" Reaction Unit.

mushroom plug-in H.F. transfor-
mer, the connections being taken
to the " grid " and " plate " pins.
The reaction -coil is of similar
form, and ;s pivoted eccentrically
on the first and controlled by a
handle, connection being made Via

Terminal Clips
From S.H. Collett

have been received
SaMples of spring
clips for affixing to

flex connectors and which are
suitable for rapid wiring of experi-
mental receivers and for tem-
porary connections in general.
These have a very powerful
serrated jaw clip of the tie -clip
type, and are also provided with a

.,Ntr ,

External View.

H. CLARKE

onuri,
takilt*

_c

FILAMENT CONTROLS

& CO.
Telephones-Trafford Park 693 and 7)1.

Patent No. 16427.

The Aristocrats of Rheostats.
No wire to scratch, scrape, or wear out.
No powder to pack and give flickering.
control.
Cuts out the guess work. Gives constant
control and added life to valves. Saves
its cost on current economy alone. Is a
deciding factor in bringing in the distant
stations.
50 Ohms Resistance. One -hole Oring,

Price only 6/6 each.

(Mcr.) LTD. EnRgzieors. Atlas Works, Old Trafford, MANCHESTER.
Telegrams-" Pirtoid, Manchester."

AT

LI I, II

lialiMMEPRENNE

Arr

A. ;LI

Ol III

Sectional
View.

141L II

at,27

vispf"40-gti-1
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neck which can be readily clamped
upon the end of cable or flex of
varying sizes, so as to afford a
f.rm grip: The device is neatly
finished, and proved very con-
venient and reliable in actual use,
a particularly useful application
being that of making experimental
tappings on an inductance, the.

The Collett Spring Clips.

toothed jaws of the clip proving
effective in making contact through
a thin layer of insulation. For this,
and for similar purposes., these
clips can be strongly recommended.

H.T. Battery Inserts
An inconspicUous but important

service is that rendered by the
little conical bushes or inserts into
which the wander -plug is pushed
in making tappings on the ordinary
block H.T. battery. Messrs.

Autoveyors, Ltd., have brought
to our attention some types - of
Clix H.T. Battery Inserts, both in
machine turned and stamped
patterns, which appear well adapted
to give a certain and low -resistance
electrical contact . with a Clix
plug -Socket, used in place of the
usual split wander -plug. They are
fitted with serrations to give a
good grip in the sealing composition
in the battery.

Igranic " Freshman " Fixed
Condensei s

Messrs. Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.,
have sent for our :inspection a
sample of the .0003 p,F size of their
igrahic:Fresliman series of fixed
condensers. These are small units,
about II M. long by i in. wide, in a
metallic wrapping, and are provided
with -triple soldering tags with
holes -for fixing screws spaced at the
standard distance of 2, in. at the
ends. The value of the sample
submitted corresponded exactly
with the nominal capacity, on
measurement, and there were no
signs of abnctmal high -frequency
losses when used. in an oscillating
valve -circuit. We Would suggest
that whilst the matter of providing .
convenient terminals of adequate
dimensions on fixed condensers has
scarcely received proper attention

in the past, the type of somewhat
flimsy soldering -tag connection pro-
vided here is hardly in .keeping
with the usual high standard shown
by Messrs. The Igranic Electrical
Co., Ltd., in their radio components,
and that a more robust and con-
venient type might well have been
provided in their new pattern.
For permanent incorporation in a
receiver with soldered connections
made by experienced operators this
may be unnecessary.

The

ARANTEED fIXED.

CONDENSER

" Freshman" Fixed
Condenser.

" Easitune" Anti -Capacity
Handle

One of the neatest' anti -capacity
tuning devices that has come to our
notice is the " Easitune " handle,
marketed by Messrs. A. H. Hunt,
Ltd. This has an insulating handle
a little over 5 in. long, carrying
at the lower end a clutch or spring -
grip device fitting over the standard
sized ebonite tuning -knob, and
instantly released or applied by a
sliding knob actuated by a small

For Better Results on all Loop Circuits

Cur new 32 -page catalogue of
American radio apparatus is now
ready. It contains exhaustive ----
information on Super Heterodyne
Components, together with an.
introduction by A. J. Haynes (of
the Haynes Griffin Radio Service;.
Write for your copy immediately
enclosing ed. in stamps to defray
cost of pcstage. .

R. A. ROTHERMEL Ltd.
24-26, Maddox St.,

LONDON, W.1
Telephone : Mayfair 57?.

use the
Bodine Basket Weave Loop

THE Bodine Loop graces the most
attractive home surroundings. Its -
design is unusually artistic, and its

English mahogany finish and silk cover,id
wire make it strikingly handsome in.
appearance. The Bodine is very respoa-
sie to directional setting, giving great
selectivity and allowing you to easily
tune out undesired local stations. In
order to secure full advantage of this 
feature, it is fitted with a calibrated satin

dial marked off in degncs. You can
log the setting of any particular station
and return without trouble at any time.
The Loop is also fitted with an insulated
handle that allows you to tune in con-
veniently without disturbing its magnetic
field by body capacity. It is designed
that the lowest possible absorption losses
throughout and the wire is double wrapped
in silk.
THE BODINE IS MORE BEAUTIFUL IN
AP.,EARANGE AND MORE EFFECTIVE
IN DESIGN. -

Model B. r2 Standard Loop 45;-
Model Ben "LS. Tapped. Loop

with 5 point , tap switch .. 52/3
COLLAPSIBLE AND PORTABLE.

All models of the -Bodine Loop are. 2 ft.
square when erected, and can be folded
in an instant to fit into a box 31 in. by
in. by i8 in.'

Sliding sleeves cover the joints at the
centre and hold the Loop rigidly extended;

,-the Nsiaeb are always taut.

a .

RCO _

approximately is what you pay for GENERAL
RADIOPHONES. --

If you are buying weight, they are the most expensive
you can buy.
If you are buying result, they are easily the cheapest
Which do you want-a pound of dissatisfaction or
Seven ounces of sensitivity ?

Do you want a. sore head --or comfort '

Sore ears - or Matched tone? Any Phone - or
GENERAL RADIO -PHONES.

`PRICE 20/2,

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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riandle moving in a slot at the
further end of the main handle,
and which can be moved by the
thumb. The whole device can be
readily applied, experiment showed,
by one hand ; and it could be
moved from one tuning knob to
another without altering the tuning
adjustment. Thus the one handle
was available for fine tuning at
any point in a complex receiver.
With the long handle, not only
were hand -capacity effects practic-
ally banished, but close, critical
tuning was greatly facilitated. It
was found that a oot p.b. condenser
could be critically tuned in a
secondary short-wave circuit using
this handle. We can strongly
advise every experimenter to have
one of these useful handles by him,
for critical work and for use in
connection with short-wave re-
ception. The sample submitted
was well made and finished ; we
understand that future patterns
are to be of rather heavier design,
which is all to the good for delicate
tuning operations.

" Utility " Coil Changing Unit
Messrs. Wilkins and Wright, Ltd.,

have sent for our trial and cc mment
mples of their Coil -Changing

Units, which enable alternative
tuning inductances of the plug-in

type to be rapidly connected in
circuit, for ccmparative work and
for alternative reception, e.g., of
5XX and the short-wave B.B.C.
stations, with the min:mum of
complication.

This unit coml)ines the well-
known "Utility " low -capacity
switch, with two ordinary coil

The Coil Changing Unit.
plugs and terminals on a small base
panel, measuring 31 in. by 21 in.
and with a one -hole -fixing device
of the usual type mpuntcd on a
right angle bracket, so that the
switch control handle projects
through the panel, and the coils
are each arranged 'vertically and at

right angles to the panel, behind the
latter. The clearance suffices for
any but the very largest coils of
ordinary types, or for certain types
of basket coils, etc., of large
diameter. The device worked ex-
cellently in practice, and is sub-
stantially built and nicely finished.
It can be strongly recommended
for the purposes indicated, and
particularly for incorporation in a
simple type of two -range broad-
cast receiver.

New Pattern M.H. Fixed
Condensers

A new pattern of the familiar flat
interchangeable type of fixed con-
denser has been introduced by
Messrs. L. McMichael, Ltd.., speci-
mens of which have come to hand.
Certain minor improvements have
been effected in the condensers,
whilst the general style and dimen-
sions have remained unchanged.
The necessary mounting clips are
provided with each condenser.
Those submitted had ,the nominal
capacities of p.F and .0003 µF ;
on practical test and measurement
these proved to have a value very
close to the nominal, and operated
well in their respective sphcr.s in a
receiver, the first in particular
as grid -condenser in resistance -
capacity L.F. amplification.

5.1.5. FIXED
CONDENSERS

a:signed on entirely new principle
and rigidly built to prevent any
movement of electrodes and con -
se variation of capacity
Dielectrics of very best selected
ruby mica. Total losses negligible.
Ebonite moulded container con-
veniently arranged for single -hole
fining.. Fitted oath tags for easy
soldering, or terminals can. be
fitted into the eyelets securing the
tags:

Capacities '000r, 'woe, '0003,
'coos mfd. . Each 10

Capacities 'nor, '002, 'oo6 mfd.
Each 2 /-

'The Hall Mark of Hadio Pad soLon.'

The undoubted superiority
of A.J.S. Receivers is simply
the combined superiority of
A.J.S. Components.
It follows, therefore, that
those who build the finest
sets specify A.J.S. Com-
ponents.
Wrlte for illustrated li t giving

full details of the A.J.S. 2, 3
and 4 valve Receivers, and
complete range of A.J.S. Com-
ponent parts

A.J.S. LOUD SPEAKER
Accurate proportions and non -resonant horn ensuring
true reproduction with complete absence of distortion.
Price, with metal Horn and Electro plated fittings
in either the standard'" niat " finish; or beautifully
painted and grained to repr rest ds.
£4 15a. With. Oak or Mahogany Horn and Elactro-
r la ted fittings, as illustrated, £5 10s.

A. J. STEVENS & CO (1914) LTD.,

A.J.S. UNITOP CABINET RECEIVER
A handsome and portable cabinet containing A.J.S. 4 -valve
Receiver and representing the maximum of Compact efficiency.
Finest British workmanship and thorough if nish throughout.
Cabinets are obtainable in Light, Dark or Wax -polished Oak,
or in Mahogany. Standard accessories consist of : 1 pair
Headphones, 4 specially designed Mullard Valves, L.T.
Accumulator and special double -capacity H.r. Battery, In-

sulators,' Acr al
Wire and. Lead-in
Tube. Complete,
ready for instant
use, £30 18e.
(Without acces-
sories, £24 10s.)

Radio Branch, Wolverhampton.

In refilvin,[z to advertisers. use Order Form enclosed. 801
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AWIT once remarked that he could resist anything
but temptation. Happily the world is not too
full of such, though many have felt disposed

to break the tenth commandment.
If incitation is the sincerest form.of flattery, covetousness
is the highest form of compliment ; but it is a compliment
we would gladly do without.
All of which is to point the moral-Don't be satisfied with
putting your initials on good tools; buy a lock and key
for them.
With Wade Lathes such safeguards are 'essential.
Below is illustrated the Wade No. 2 Lathe. It is back -
geared, self-acting and screw -cutting. It has 13 change
wheels, which cut all threads, right- or left-hand, from
6 to 6o T.P.I., including metric pitches. It takes work
up to 4 in. in diameter and 12 in. in length.
With a Wade Lathe on your bench there is no limit to
your activities as a craftsman.

If you would like one of oar "'oily descriptive catalogues, post-free,
drop as a c.erd trd.y. Irrite to Dept E.

WADE

Price 16:10 : 0
C.A.V. Small tools Ltd., Portland Road, Hove, Sussex.
TeleP'ory . Port,lade Ion. Telegrams: Car loots, Hove.

8o2 In replying to advertisers
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Making New Records in
Super -Het Reception

When you build with Bowyer -
Lowe Super Heterodyne Trans-
formers you will .make an
instrument more selective than
any you have heard, and
possessing strength and panic v
of signals that will astonish
you. eThere is a good reason
for this. These Transformers
are built expressly for British
Valves, with which it has been
possible to increase greatly the

amplification and yet obtain pure signals and
quiet functioning.
The set of Four Transformers, matched, individ-
ually tested, and accompanied by full instructions
for making a Seven Valve Super Het. Receiver,
casts only Le. Order to -day from your dealer

I3owyer-Lowe Tested
TRANSFORMERS

for Super -Heterodyne Receivers

Bowyer -Lowe Co. Ltd

Build better
FOR THAT REFLEX.

For such Circuits as the S.T.aoo,
in fact for all reflex circuits using
crystal rectification, the H.T.C.
Fixed Detector is ideal. We find'
the " hot -spot " and test it on
actual broadcast. You simply
mount it-under the panel if von
wish-and it will da the work as
no other can do. The H.T.C.
Fixed Detector employs a proved
mineral crystal combination.
Remember, it is a permanent
detector.
H.T.C. Fixed Detector ...
Detector with Clips
Complete with Ebonite Base,

Clips and Terminals ..

154

use Order Form

A NEW OSCILLATOR COUPLER.
The Bowyer -Lowe Model II Oscillator
Coupler is a later development of
Super Het. design and operates on the
direct coupled system without a picif_

tfe currentre firstb eco
alternatingtn

ela monpe

Ina great many instances this type of

being an
.a e

coupler will be found more sensitive
than the standard type.
The Coupler covers a wavelength range
of 26o -55o metres when tuned with a
Bowyer -Lowe 0005 Square Law Con-
denser.

Ref

LETCHWORTH.

with H.T.C. Parts,
It is wise to select radio components that
have been proved by popular use to be of
the highest radio efficiency. Such components
are the H.T.C. products. Experienced experi-
menters and constructors have, by comparison
with components of other makes, proved
H.T.C. products to be all that we claim, and
have thereby been eminently satisfied.
H.T.C,L.F. Transformer of proved

merit .. 15/ -
Give your set range by fitting H.T.C. Low
Capacity Valve Holders. For mounting the
four -pin valve and the popular plug in H.F. , Transformer you can only expect the best re-

/1- sults if you use the H.T.C. Low Capacity Valve
3/9 Holders. Covered by our patent No. 222545.

4/6 Type A (above panel).. 1/9
Type B (Board mounting) 1/9
Type 0 (below panel) 1 /3
Type E (Brack.,t) . 29
Type F (Board with base and top) . 2/3

916 Type G (Board with base & terminals)' 2/a
Insist upon I-I.T.C. Products at your dealers.

H.T.C. Electrical Co., Ltd.
Telephone : Battersea 574.

2-2a, Boundaries Rd., Balham, London, S.W.12

enclosed.

'11111.111111111111109101010..1111
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(Concluded from page 729.)
up a set which does not work to
blame the design or the designer.
The Radio Press, however, so far
as their own designs, etc., are
concerned, forestall any criticism
by placing the actual set on ex-
hibition for two weeks after it
has been described, and if the
effectiveness of the set is challenged,
offering to demonstrate it to any
suitable and appropriate repre-
sentative of the wireless public ;
most of the sets, as a matter of fact,
have been demonstrated before
different radio societies. We go
further, however, and if any reader
makes up a set according to our
designs and it does not work, we
are prepared to tell him what is
wrong and, if it is desired, to put the
set right, a small fee being charged
which, however, only covers a
fraction of the total cost of testing.
If there is any criticism of a Radio
Press set, let the criticiser approach
the Radio Press themselves and
they will satisfy him.

Expenditure
What more could any firm of

publishers do ? When the new
laboratories at Elstree are ready
the existing services will be further
extended and, needless to say, the
annual loss on this branch of our
business will be greatly increased.
We believe, however, that the
increased prestige and influence
of the Radio Press journals and
publications will help largely to
defray this heavy expenditure which
in any case could not be undertaken
by any organisation which did not
concentrate entirely on the pub-
lication of radio literature. By
owning a group of wireless papers
the Radio Press are able to possess
a highly -paid and .efficient staff, the
c est of which is distributed amongst
the papers, each deriving the benefit
of the staff.

Apart from the testing of ap-
paratus and the willingness of the
laboratories to accept responsibility
for what is published in the Radio
Press papers, these laboratories
will undertake the testing of manu-
facturers' products and will report
these tests in an impartial manner
in the pageS oh Radio Press periodi-
cals. Readers will have already
seen that we do not merely print
the pleasant things we have to say
but also the unpleasant.

In addition, the laboratories will
provide data and information and
articles which will give precise
results based on actual work done
in wireless laboratories which, as
regards equipment, will be second
to none. The laboratories will be
entirely and solely at the disposal
of our readers.

Details of Dr. Robinson's Career
James Robinson was born at

Seghill, in Northumberland, in
1884. His earlier work was con-
centrated on physics and mathe-
matics, and he obtained his B.Sc.
with distinction in both subjects in
1906. He was awarded a Fellowship
of his University, and in 19o7 he
studied physics on the Continent.
In 1909 he obtained the degree
of Master of Science (M.Sc ), and
also that of Doctor of Philosphy
(Ph.D.), the latter being a science
degree for his work in physics.

He lectured for a number of years
in mathematics and continued re-
search work in physics. About
1909 he commenced wireless work,
and it is interesting to notice that
he was associated at this period
with Mr, Morris Airey, who is now
Technical Adviser to the Admiralty,
and Dr. Brydon, who is Technical
Adviser to the Army. Abroad, one,
of Dr. Robinson's fellow students
was Dr. Hoyt Taylor, who is now
Technical Adviser in Wireless to
the United States Navy. From
1910 to 1912 Dr. Robinson was
lecturer and demonstrator of physics
at the University of Sheffield, and
after this period he was senior
lecturer in physics at a college
in the University of London. Dr.
Robinson at this time became an
Examiner in Physics at the Univer-
sity of London.

During the last ten years Dr.
Robinson has concentrated on wire-
less work of an essentially practical
character. In 1915 he was trans-
ferred from the Infantry to the
Navy for wireless duties, and was
mentioned in despatches, and also
awarded the M.B.E.

Direction Finding
Much of Dr. Robinson's early

wireless work was in connection
with direction finding, and he was
the first to fit wireless direction
finding equipment to aeroplanes,
his system being used throughout
the war in the Royal Air Force,
Dr. Robinson's direction finding
system, 'which bears his name, is
very .largely used commercially
to -day. His principal direction
finding work, however, was carried
out many years ago, and since the
war he has been engaged in general
research ,and design work in con-
nection with wireless reception and
transmission ; direction finding
has only been a small part of his
activities, although his position has
during the last few years prevented
him from publishing details of his
work. The great difficulties in
connection with wireless reception
on aircraft have necessitated the
production of apparatus of a very
high standard of efficiency and

possibly the excellent training -
ground which the Royal Air Force
has provided is the explanation of
why so many of our leading radio
engineers to -day have come from
the Royal Air Force.

When stationed at Biggin Hill,
the Wireless Experimental Estab-
lishment of the Royal Air Force,
at the end of the war, Dr. Robinson
was made Chief Technical Assistant
to the Commandant for general wire-
less experimental work. In 1920
the establishment was altered in
character and its importance in-
creased. Dr. Robinson then
became Chief Experimental Officer.
In 1922 the Wireless and Instrument
Design Establishment of the Royal
Air Force was moved to Farn-
borough, and Dr. Robinson became
Head of this important department.

Practical Designs
As the Technical Head in wireless

matters of the Royal Air Force,
Dr. Robinson has been in charge
of wireless laboratories, carrying
out not merely general research
work, but actual design of instru-
ments and apparatus. His work
has, therefore, been essentially
practical, which places him in a
different category from those scien-
tists who have studied the art of
wireless from the theoretical point
of view and have done little
practical work.

On different occasions two leading
Universities in this country have
offered professorships to Dr. Robin-
son, which he has declined, owing
to his preference for practical work,
which is a somewhat unusual
attitude in the case of those whc
have won such high scientific
distinction.

Dr. Robinson is now a D.Sc.,
a Ph.D,, an F.Inst.P. (Fellow of the
institute of Physics), a Member
of the Council of the Physical
Society of London, and is a com-
mittee member of the Radio Re-
search Board and also a member
of the Wireless Board. These
latter Boards are respectively
national and Service committees,
and 'membership implies eminence
in wireless work. The Wireless
Board acts, more or less, as a final
authority on wireless matters in
this country, and has on it repre-
sentatives of the fighting Services.
As a member of the Wireless Board
and also in his official capacity
as Head of the Wireless Research
Laboratories of the Royal Aii
Force, Dr. Robinson has intimate
knowledge of the results of the
latest wireless research work carried
out by the Army and Navy, as
well as that carried out under his
own control.
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Using the All -Enclosed SuperzHeterodyne
(Concluded from page 746.)

suit this arbitrarily fixed setting
of the frame. 'Thus, in daylight
Birmingham and Bournemouth
alone could be heard at proper loud-
speaker strength ; after dark 2L0
also came in at poor loud -speaker
strength, whilst Cardiff was de-
cidedly weak even on phones. None
of the m 3re distant stations, except
Petit Parisien and Toulouse, could
be heard.

Lechlade
The next day the set was tested

at Lechlade, on the upper waters of
the Thames. The receiver was first
tried in the afternoon in the open
and well away from all buildings,
and here it was found that Birming-
ham, London and Bournemouth
gave really adequate loud -speaking,
Cardiff being heard upon phones
only, as was also Manchester. The
Nottingham relay station gave fair
loud -speaker results. In the even-
ing, but still in daylight, the set
was tried indoors, and the same
main stations were heard at slightly
reduced strength, the Nottingham
relay being now only heard upon
the phories. In addition, Newcastle
was picked up on the phones, and
as darkness fell its. signals steadily
rose to fair loud -speaker strength.

At this point a special search
was made for relay stations, and
Sheffield and the Leeds station of
the Leeds and Bradford pair were
picked up at very good phone
strength. This occurred during the
twilight period, before full darkness
bad set in. It was interesting to
note that here, as at Calne, Birm-
ingham was the strongest station
heard, while London and Bourne-
mouth appeared to be just about
equal in strength, and Cardiff was
decidedly weak. The reception
at quite fair loud -speaker strength
of all the other main stations except
Cardiff and Belfast (after dark)
concluded the tests.

The Enclosed Frame Aerial
There remains the question of the

frame aerial wound upon the
door of the box, which I have
mentioned at one or two points as
being a useful accessory to enable
one to receive the local station
without any external apparatus
other than the loud -speaker.. This
frame aerial has now been finally
incorporated in the set, and it
consists of a winding of 24 turns of
number 22 double cotton -covered
wire wound spirally upon the inside
of the lid and supported under
heads of four rows of 24 small
brass screws, these screws being

spaced Iths of an inch apart along
the diagonal lines of the door.
This will become clear upon the
inspection of Fig. .-2, which gives
the necessary information. The
ends of the winding are fastened
off by being screwed down against
the wood under two little block
of ebonite, about a foot of wire
being left free for connections.
These leads are then taken to the
two frame terminals, and the
arrangement is ready for use.

If any difficulty is experienced
in reaching the longer wave stations
with this frame, which may occur
if a tuning condenser of different
make is used which does not give
the full rated capacity, various
remedies may be adopted. A fixed
condenser of 000x iLF can be
placed across the frame terminals
(temporary expedient, not recom-
mended); or a small loading coil
may be connected in series between
the frame and one of the frame
terminals.

For Short Distances
This frame winding is really

provided for quite short distance
work, and in use it is intended
that the door of the set shall be
kept open and swung upon its
hinges in order to set the frame
aerial in the desired direction.
I have obtained quite good loud-
speaker results from the London
station at a distance of 25 miles
with this frame, but I do not think
that such distances should be ex-
pected unless the operator is pre-
pared to exercise a certain amount
of skill and delicacy of control
in working the set.

Regard it rather as a convenience
for use on the local station, and
treat its performance upon the
more distant stations purely as a
matter of ,interest, and it is quite
possible that, you will be agreeably
surprised by the results actually
obtained. For all general work by
all means use a separate frame, of
as large a size as is convenient,
mounted in such a way that it
may be revolved, and placed at a
little distance from the set. Those
who are interested in the small
internal winding just described,
and which I have introduced into
the original set can, of course,
avail themselves of the opportunity
to inspect the receiver itself, since
it will be on exhibition at the
Radio Press Offices for a second
period of fourteen days folloviing
the publication of this number of
MODERN WIRELESS.

AGAR
for

Distinctive Radio Cabinets
Hand made in selected well -seasoned wood
in Polished Mahogany, Oak, or Waxed Teak
by highly skilled craftsmen to your own
particular design or requirements.
Fi;ter Tone Control Unit

by C. P. Allinson.
Hand made, Hand Polished Mahogany or

Oak Cabinet 176
Ebonite Panel, Radion or Siemens .. 5/ -
Engraving
Drilling
Complete set of Components as original

article -52 15 0.

Self Contained Three ,Valve
Receiver

By Mr. J. Underdown.
Cabinet as original, Mahogany or Oak .. 27/6
Ebonite Panel .. 10/-W. H. AGAR
Manufacturer of TelePli one &Radio Apparatus
19, Whitecross Pl., Wi'son St., E.C.2
Tel. :Loudon Wall 3305, Est. 1912.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
The increasing scope of wireless apparatus has necessi-
tated a wide increase in our already large and compre-
hensive stock in London.
Our new July edition of our famous Catalogue of. Radio
Bargains now contains 500 illustrations of radio sets.
components and electrical instruments of great interest.
Many of these are unobtainable elsewhere and our prices
are the very lowest.
The experimenter on short wares, the expert trans-
mitter or the crystal novice will all find it advantageous
to have a copy of
" THE CATALOGUE THAT SAVES YOU POUNDS."
Its scope ranges from a 5s. pair of British Headphones
or a 123. 6d. Milliamineter to a 10,000 volt Generator,
and covers all requirements.
If you cannot call and inspect goods in our showrooms
between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m., It will pay you to send 4e.
h lemur Catalogue at once. Goods promptly despatched
all over the world.

LESLIE DIXON & COMPANY,
9, Colonial Avenue, Hinories, 5.1.

'Phone Avenue 9166. Teleg. (Electradit Aid.)
C nee is the first on left down the.Min roes

Iron. Fenehsreh St. or Aldgette Und, Ound St a'i+n.

Barelsys A dr

REPAIRS
TO HEADPHONES
TO LOUD SPEAKERS
TO COILS

Rewound to any Resistance and
made equal to new. Price
quoted on receipt of instruments.

Prompt Delivery.
THE VARLEY MAGNET CO.
(Dept. M), WOOLWICH, S.E.18

Established 26 years.
'Phone l Woolwich 888.

FULL OF GOOD THINGS
Sadist newest Components fo
newest circuits as well as large rang
of general accessories and smal.
parts are described and priced
Enclose 3d. stamps. State if Us
of Receiving Sets - complete'

nd for constructors-is als
required.

RADIAX LTD.
Radio House,

RAI
40, Perey.St.,

Tottenham Ct.Rd
Load ia, W.1.
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E
Fig. "E-The points A, B, C and D indicate the location

of the faults first referred to by the author.

Obscure
Faults in

Tuned
Anode

Receivers
By

G. P.KENDALL,B,Sc..,
Staff' Editor.

***************it ****;:: g***,.*****4:*******4 4 g g. X X

THE faults which may occur
in, receivers employing the
tuned anode method of inter -

valve coupling of . course - include
all the usual ones common to any_
type of instrument, but in addition
there are a number of _ troubles
which may almost be- described as
peculiar to these . circuits, which
are apt to prove somewhat puzzling
to those who experience them for
the first time. It is proposed to give
au outline in this article which will
serve to show the symptoms pro-
duced by some of the more common
of these fauflts, so that the reader
may be able to gather a general
idea of the special symptoms
produced, and will thus. be in a
position to identify any particular
fault which he may encounter.

Disconnections
Consider first the case of an

actual break or disconnection in
the tuned anode circuit. This
provides a good example of the way
in which tuned anode receivers
behave in their response to quite
common types of faults, and we
will suppose that the break occurred
at the point marked B in Fig. 1,

that is to say, between the plate
of the valve and the winding
of the tuned anode coil. The
connection from the plate of the
N.alve to the tuning condenser
of the anode circuit, however,
remains intact.

The symptoms which will be pro-
duced by such a fault will probably
be mainly that the first valve does
not appear to be amplifying, that is
to say, that its filament current
can be turned off and little or no
difference will be noticed in the

signals heard. Signals will be
considerably below normal strength,
and it is possible that only the
local station will be heard, while
Considerably more reaction will be
required to make the set oscillate
than when it is -behaving in a
normal manner. Incidentally, I
should mention at this point that
no reaction coils are shown in any
of the diagrams, since the position
of the reaction coil usually has
little bearing upon the fault which
we are considering. It will, of
course, be present ,in most practical
receivers, and may be coupled
either to the aerial or the tuned
anode cicuit.

Reaction Coupling
In the case of the particular

fault which we are now con-
sidering, if the reaction coil is

w

coupled to the aerial it will be
found that somewhat tighter coup-
ling than usual is required to make
the set oscillate, whilst if it is
coupled to the tuned anode coil
it is probable that it will not be
possible to make the set. oscillate
at all: It should, perhaps, be ex-
plained that the reason why signals
continue to be heard when such a
fault as this has taken place in the
circuit is that the inter -electrode
capacity of the first valve serves
to pass the signals through from
its grid circuit to the grid of the
rectifying valve, so that they are
heard in the normal way.

It will, probably be found in this
case that revolving the tuned anode
condenser has a considerable effect
upon signal strength, signals be-
coming progressively weaker as
the capacity of this condenser is

 ID
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Fig. 2.-In tuned anode receivers the faults affecting the
grid leak and condenser often produce very marked effects.
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increased. Another symptom is
that signals are very much -stronger
when the first valve is in its socket
than when it is removed, it being
quite possible -that the removal
of the valve will stop signals
altogether.

Little difference in results will
be noticed, whether the break
occurs at the point A or the point
B, that is to say, at either end of
the tuned 'anode coil, in practice
probably the connections to the
socket in which the coil is mounted.
When these symptoms are present
the telephones and dry cell test will
be quite adequate to locate it,
and the first step should be to pull
the first valve from the socket and
test between the anode socket of
the valve and the two ends of the
coil socket. Strong clicks should
be 'obtained from the one, that is
by the point B, and none from the
other, unless the coil is inserted
in its socket. The test should
therefore be carried out both with
the coil out of the socket .and with
the coil inserted, and should be
followed by tests upon the wiring
beneath the panel, if necessary.
Little 'difficulty will probably be
experienced in locating this fault,
So long as it is remembered that the
usual trouble' of a defective coil
socket may be present.

Condenser Connections
A bad connection to the variable

condenser of the tuned anode
circuit will produce quite different
results from those which we have
been considering, and this fault
is usually very easily identified.
The main symptom is that turning
the condenser produces no effect
upon signals, while in addition it
will probably be found that the set
oscillates very easily upon the
short wavelengths, but as the
wavelength of the aerial circuit
is increased it becomes very difficult
to make it oscillate. A useful
preliminary test in this case is to
remove the usual size of coil from
the anode circuit, and insert a
No. roo or its equivalent, and
note where the set oscillates most
easily. If it is found that it
oscillates very easily indeed upon
the very low broadcast wave-
lengths, and refuses to do so without
fairly close reaction coupling upon
the longer waves it is extremely
probable that the variable condenser
is disconnected.

The telephones and dry cell test
will again serve, and the test should
be made between the anode socket
of the first valve and the fixed
or moving plates themselves, touch-
ing directly upon the plates. A
click should, of course, be obtained

from the set of plates which are
wired upon the anode side of the
circuit, these being usually the
fixed plates.

Continuity Test for Moving
Plates

The continuity of the lead to
the moving plates can be tested
by applying the telephone and dry
cell leads between the high-tension
positive' terminal and the moving
plates themselveS, and a good click
is again expected. Failure to
obtain this indication should lead
to the usual investigation of the
leads, and also to the customary
points upon the -variable condenser,
such as the device making contact
to the moving spindle, and so on.

Grid leak and grid condenser
faults may also produce somewhat
unusual results in a tuned anode
receiver, although one more often
finds that the effect is a complete
absence of Signals, in the normal
manner. In general, faults at this
point in the circuit produce much
more marked effects than in a
simpler receiver, such as one em-
ploying a rectifying valve followed
by one or two stages of low -
frequency amplification.

The Grid Condenser
A short-circuit in the grid con-

denser in one of the last-mentioned
types of sets may readily result only
in a considerable reduction in
signal strength, while in the case
of the tuned anode receiver it will
probably cause signals to cease
entirely, since the effect is to bring
the full potential of the anode
battery through on to the grid
of the rectifying valve, with obvious
results. The dry cell and telephone
test applied across the two tags -of
the condenser will determine whether
it is broken down, and of course
a simple substitution test will also -
decide the matter.

Breaks in the leads to the grid
condenser at either point A or B
(Fig. 2) will, of course, as a rule
completely wipe out signals, and
if, this is the case the dry cell and
telephone test should be applied
between the plate of the high -
frequency valve and the appro-
priate tag of the condenser, and
between the other tag of the
condenser and the grid socket of
the rectifying valve, in the usual
way.

The Grid Leak
Grid leak faults are also apt to

produce somewhat marked effects
in tuned anode circuits, since when
reaction is used the degree of
sm:othness of reaction control is
often considerably affected by the

actual value of the grid leak.
Variation in the value of the grid
leak beyond certain figures may
therefore have a considerable in-
fluence upon the convenience of
operation of the set, and if it is
found that reaction is extremely
floppy and difficult to control with
all available values of high and low
tension supply, with different types
of valves, and so on, the grid leak
should come under suspicion, and
it may be found that it is actually
disconnected from the circuit. The
effect is then to make the circuit
behave as though an abnormally
high resistance grid leak was being
used, and again telephone and dry
cell investigations between the grid
of the valve and the upper clip of
the grid leak marked C in Fig. 2.,
and between low tension positive
and the other clip of the grid
leak marked D in Fig. 2, should be
undertaken. On the other hand,
of course, the grid leak itself
may have become defective, and
the best procedure here is to
replace it with another known to be
in good condition, and note the
result.

Grid leaks which have once
given satisfactory results do not
often become unusable through
a reduction in their resistance, and
therefore it is not likely such a
fault will arise.
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Do not miss the
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Wireless Dealer "
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ment pages.
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J. H. NAYLOR, LTD., WIGAN

VARIABLE CONDENSER

Cosmos Components
for Efficient Radio Sets.

THE use of these Components
ensures satisfactory results from
your set .'. .

They are made by the firm who
have done so much to make the
reception of Wireless both good
and cheap 0

Let all the components in your
set be--" COSMOS."

Obtainable from most Wireless Dealers

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Proprietors Metropolitan -Vickers Elec. Co. Ltd.)
4, Central Buildings, Westminster, S.W. 1.

Insist on "Cosmos" Components R
P 2 5

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 897
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Variable Condensers
(F n. use as independent was).

No. 13,558.

Strongly constructed on the same
principle as variable condenscrs for
panel mounting. Enclosed in dust -proof
non -inflammable Celastoid cove, and
fitted with dial, knob, two terminals
and three feet for fixing to table 07 board
if required.

PRICE 12/- each,

SILVERTOWN WINDOW-
PANE INSULATORS

Regd. No. 705625.
(Patent No. 233,8.0).

Made of best quality enamel -
coated, ebonite,
these insula-
tors take ad-
vantage of the
excellent insu-
lating proper-
ties of glass; and at the same
time avoid losses by keeping
the lead-in well away from
walls. Rubber rings form a
watertight joint against the pane. The
cone keeps a portion of the insulator dry
in wet weather.

PRICE 4"- each.
A special drill with instructions for
making hole in glass supplied with earl:
insulator.

SILVERTOWN CONE LEAD-IN INSULATORS
Regd. No. 705,625. (Patent No. 233,830.)

( Another effective form of insulation using cone insulators in conjunction
, with an ebonite tube passing through a window frame or wall. Electrical

efficiency assured.
PRICES from 4/6 each.

MAKERS :

THE SILVERTOWN COMPANY
106, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Works : SILVERTOWN. LONDON, E.16. '
BELFAST : 75, Ann Street.
BIRMINGHAM: 15, Martineau

Street.
BRISTOL : 4, Victoria Street.
CARDIFF: Pier Head- Cham-

bers, Bute. Docks.
DUBLIN 70, Middle Abbey

Street.
' GLASGOW

.

25, Royal- Ex-
change S.mare.

LEEDS : I, New York Road.

LIVERPOOL : 54, Castle Street.
LONDON : roo and roe, Cannon

Street.
MANCHESTER : 26, John

Dalton Street.
NEWCASTLE - ON - TYNE .

59, Westgate Road.
PORTSMOUTH : 49, F igh

Street.
SHEFFIELD: 88 -go, Q11023

Street.

.4tI:tro
A
D
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Dorwood Precision Condensers
PROTECTED

As used in this issue by. Mr. PERCY W. HARRIS, M.T.R.E., Assistant
Editor ' Modern Wireless," Editor " Wireless Constructor."

THE ONLY GRID CONDENSER
HAVING 3 -POINT CONNECTION
FOR SERIES OR PARALLEL

COUPLING.
No extra unit needed for this purpose.

PRICES.
Capacities.000r to .0009M F. w ith or with ont,Grid Leak Clip 216

.001 to .006 - - 3/ -
above .006 to .02 - , 4,6

Please note .0/ can be supplied w'th G. L. Clip if desired
without extra charge. Other capacities on application.
To be obtained through usual Wholesalers and Retailers, or

direct from the Sole Manufacturers Post Free at List Prices.
HERBERT 'DWYER & Co., la, Railey Mews, Leverton Street, Loden, N.W.5

WRITE AT ONCE for our illustrated list of too varieties of
cabinets for radio sets, including many

described in "MODERN WIRELESS," "WIRELESS W EEKL Y, " and
"WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR," etc., or 'phone Clerkenwell 6903.

NAME

ADDRESS

Write
in

Block
Letter;

Cut along here and post unsealed envelope bearing )d. stamp.
TRADE ENQUIRIES ESPECIALLY INVITED.

CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
18/20, Normans Buildings, Mitchell St., Contra', St. E.0.1

 Charm your
pleasing

performance.
Install

E THE "TANGENT'
TYPE "D'

 RADIOMATIO
2 -VALVE

RECEIVER.

RADIO

4-111,4E141.5

11111111111111111111111111111111r

friends with a

" Daventry 100 miles away "
on the Loud Speaker !!

= The " Tangent " Type " D " Receiver under normal conditions
= will satisfactorily operate a loud speaker up to roo miles from the

new Daventry Station-this is a bold claim-but one we can

. substantiate.

E.
The use of this Type " D" does not bind you down to any particular

wave-band-it will operate over all wavelengths.
F.A Potential purchasers, - May we impress upon you to hear a®"_

Tangent " Type " D " ? E.:=
= Price &7 : 0 : 0
= Leaflet Q5 and name of nearest dealer on request..... =

GENT & Co. Ltd. Est. 1872.
LEICESTER.

e
:-.-:-:

_ -Faraday works," )
a  1.-,OTDON : 25, Victoria St., S.W./. .
'LI NeWca3tle-on-Tym : Tangent House, Blackett St.

flIIIIIIIHHHHHHH11111111H111081111111111111111111111111111101111H111111111D=
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These are the
Best Books
on Radio!

and when we say best we do
not use the word as an empty
self -laudatory term; we state
an indisputable fact. Every
Radio Press publication is the
work of an expert and is
absolutely anthorit tire and
reliable in its contents.

Po t
No. Prise Free

Wireless for All .. 9d. rid.
By John Scott -Taggart,

F.Inst.P.,
2 Simplified Wireless .. 1/- r 2

B. John Scot -Taggart,
F.Inst.P., .A.M.I.E.E.

3 How to Make. Your Own
Broadcast Receiver 1/6

By John Scaitt-Taggart,
F.Inst.P.,

4 How to Erect your Wireless
Aerial .. .. 1 /- 1/2

By B. Mittel!, A.M.I.E.E.
5 The Construction of Wite:ess

Receiving Apparatus .. 1 /6 z /8
By P. D. Teers.

6 The Construction of Crystal
Receivers .. 1/6 r/8

By Alan L. M. Douglas.
7 How to Make a Unit "

Wireless Receiver .. 2/6 2/8
By E. Redpath.

8 Pictorial Wireless Circuits .. 1/6 1,8
By Oswald J. Rankin.

9 Wireless Valves Simply Ex-
plained .. 2,6 2/8

By John Scott -Taggart,
F.Inst.P.,

ro Practical Wireless Valve Cir-
cuits .. 2/6 2/8

By John Scott -Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

12 Radio Valves and How to Use
Them ..

By John Scott -Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

13 500 Wireless Questions
Answered .. .. 2/6

Be G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., and
E. Redpath.

14 12 Tested Wireless sets .. 2/6 2/8
By Percy W., Harris,

M.I.R.E.
15 More Practical Valve Circuits .. 3/6 3/10

By John Scott -Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

6 Honre-Built Wireless Com-
ponents .. 2/6 2/8

7 Wine:ess Sets for Home Con-
structors 2/6 2/8

By E. Redpath
18 Turing Coils and How to

Wind Them .. 1/6 r/8
Ply G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

21 Six Simple Sets 1/6
y Stanley G. Rattee,
M.I.R.E.

22 Switches in Wireless Circuits .. 1 /6 r /8
Ty Oswald J. Rankin.

24 W6 e:ess Faults end How, to
Find Them 1/6 /8

By R. NV. Hollows, M.A.
Elementary Text -Book on

Wireless Vacuum Tubes .. 10/-- 1o/6
By John Scott -Taggart,

E.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

2/6

j8

2/8

/8

All the above can be obtained from Wireless
Dealers, Newsagents, Bookstalls-or direct

from-Dept. M.

RADIO PRESS, LTD.
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.2.

Barclays .4d.

In re -plying to advertisers, use Order Form encosed.

Designed specially for Dull Emitters

The Oldham " con-
structed of best seamless celluloid
with large terminals and a screw
vent. Absolutely non -spillable.
Plates manufactured under the
exclusive Oldham Special Acti-
vation Process. 2 -volts to amp.
hours continuous.

1
2 6

OLDHAM & SON, Ltd.
DENTON, MANCHESTER
LONDON : Hazlitt House, Southamp-

ton Bldgs., Holborn, W.C.1.
GLASGOW : 120, Wellington Street.

M1111 11111111111111111111

Reverse it
shake it

and still the
acid will not

fall out
WHEN dull emitters first came on

the market a new era was
announced. The accumulator was to be
relegated to the Dark Ages and all
valves Would be run from Dry Bat-
teries. This happy state of affairs
however, has not been realised. The
Dry Battery has not proved itself to
be the ideal method of lighting the
filaments of Dull Emitters.

On the contrary-wireless enthusiasts
now know that the Dry Battery fluc-
tuates in output so much that good
reception is impossible. Apart from
this, of course, Dry Batteries are a
perpetual expense..

The new portable Oldham Accumu-
lator is so small that it can be placed
in the pocket, and yet its output-
for its size-is so high that it will
run a z -valve Set using Wecos, Wun-
cells or I -volt Oras for 25 hours on a
charge. For .06 Valves, two of them
in series will run an S.T.i-oo, for
instance, six weeks on one charge.
Whereas a Dry Battery, when ex-
hausted, must be discarded, an Oldham
Portable costs only a few coppers to
be recharged. Go to your dealer to -day
-if he is out of stock give us his name,
and we will see that he gets a stock
at once.

Special Activation Process

Gilbert Ad.. 3173.

809
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REDUCTION IN PRICES
On July 1st the prices of our P.C. Type Batteries were reduced. Seethe new prices subjoined. '
In future this Type which we have made for 30 years will be in 2 volt
units.
Connectors for these requiring 4 or 6 volt Batteries, will be supplied
free of charge.

TYPE.
ACTUAL

Capacity in

,.........m....
PRICES

(Uncharged and without Crates)
amp. hours Deduced From To

£ s. d. £ e. d.P.C. 5-R 20 0 13 0 0 11 0P.C. '7-IR 30 0 16 6 0 13 6P.C. 9-R 40 0 19 6 0 16 0P.C. 11-R 50 1 7 9 0 18 6P.C. 13-R 60 1 11 0 1 1 0

Ask your own dealer for full particulars or write to us direct for latestlists, etc.

Pero ADFORD
111111111111111111111111111

Proprietors : PRITCHETT & GOLD and E.P.S. CO., Ltd.,
50, Grosvenor Gardens, Victoria, London, S.W.1.

Telephone: Victoria 3617 (5 lines). I eleg,ams: Storage, Sorest, Lon ton."

L.
L

0111111110.1.10.00111011 REGD. VASA

I TE
now packed in 2 feet lengths.
" Glazite " can now be obtained in two feet lengths, four pieces
(one each Red, Blue, Yellow and Black) packed in a sealed envelope
with wooden dowel to keep wire straight. Each envelope contains
enough wire for the construction- of a one- or two -valve set. The
different colours facilitate " back -of -panel " wiring.

PRICE - 1/- per packet.
Write for Glazite leaflet and name of nearest stockist.

The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS LTD
(Makers of Electric Wire for over forty years).

PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE, LONDON, E.C.1
Telegrams Electric, London. Telephone: Clerkenivell 1383, 1389, r39o, 1395

tuilisftlifteleMs~11%.014a01140
J U.O.1)

INSIST UPON
SHIPTON
PRODUCTS
AT YOUR

DEALERS.
7 ohm Rheostat

with fuse 3 -
13 3'-
60 31-
Patentio meter

600 ohm 4,6
Variable

gridleak 3' -
Patent com-

bined aerial &
earth switch 3'6

PRODUCTS
Don't choose radio components indis-
criminately. Buy wisely - Shipton's.
Using Shipton Components in your radio
receiver, you make certain of best
possible results at all times.

Other Shipton Products in preparation.

37, TOTHILL ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.1.
E. SHIPTON & CO., LTD. Tho.: V frt., n3171. Also at 'Grams: Retfones, Part.

14, KING ST., COVENT GARDEN, W.C. 2.
Barclays A d.

NOW READY. PRICE 5s. 6d.

A Text -Book of
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

AND TELEPHONY,
BY

W. GREENWOOD, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., A.C.G.I.,
Wireless Engineer, His Majesty's Signal School, Portsmouth.

In this book the subject of wireless telegraphy and telephony
has been dealt with simply and concisely, yet scientifically and
adequately. The instruments, apparatus and circuits in amateur
sets, in radio -stations, in aeroplanes, and on ships receive full
treatment, and at the same time the essential theory underly-
ing the whole subject is thoroughly investigated and explained.

A Descriptive Prospectus of the above and Complete Catalogue
of Educational Books post free on application. --

UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL PRESS, LTD.,25, High Street, New Oxford Street, LONDON, W.C.2.

THIS

IMPROVED

MEANS

INSULATION

XeriXodid
VALVE HOLDER

SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR

Baseboard Mounting
AND CAN BE USED BACK or FRONT of
VERTICAL and HORIZONTAL PANELS

We will s -at gsods po-,1 free
if y ,u mention dealer's n Anc.

AtwENGINEERING`COCORNET STREET. li-?BROUGHTON.MANCHESTER

Ask for List
of Athol
Components.

1/3
EACH

Peerless

Size, x a in. dia., s in. high
6, 15, or 30 ohms.

2/6

in name and
in performance

As soon as you use the Peerless Junior "
Rheostat you will find it gives the full degree
of faultless service that the name implies.
The resistance element is immune from
damage and Mill safely carry the current of
two valves. An off position is provided and
definite stops are so arranged that it is im-
possible for a short circuit to occur. Com-
plete, with handsome engraved nickel dial
and- one -hole fixing. Made in three types.

From your dealer, or
THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO., LTD.,

22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

8io In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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DOUBLES
Every single one of us (as they do say) has somewhere in this world
a double.
And yet how rarely do we meet these doubles-even in the world of
things material anal mechanical ! There are two sockets that look
alike-and have all the difference of a thousandth of an inch hugely
yawning between them ; two exactly similar plugs, of which one's a
tit and the other's a miss !
Put how simply can you ensure having exact counterparts-in the
ldagsocket CLIX !
The Ping of one CLIX smoothly slips into the socket. of the next CLIX
or CLIX Adapter-and there is firmly held with full surface contact.
That's the CLIX secret. Simple ? But it's withheld from every
kind of switch, plug or terminal but CLIX.......... ....

Retail Prices :
CLIX with

Locknut 3d.
CLIX Adapter

with Locknut 2d.
CLIX Insulators

(6 colours,
id. each.

CLIX Bushes
(6 colours(
ld. pair.

The with
Elect co -Link 159 Uses

AUTOVEYORS, LTD., 84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDmq.

Vieirof lokf led 10,WligileViliirW AAVitigittANAPIWitietANANMO

DE LUXE

CUCCESS in Wireless is ever dependent upon
.4.-.) trifles. One man will succeed where another
will fail,. No component can exercise such influence
for good or ill as the panel. Start with a Radion
Panel and you will be sure that your foundation is
correct. Radio') is recognised throughout the wireless
industry as the highest grade ebonite panel it is
possible to make-and its superb surface will add
considerably to the appearance of any Receiver.

cRadian is available in 21 different sizes in
black and mahoganite Radian. can also be
supplied in any spec al size. Black rd. per
square inch. nuthoganite lid. per square inch;

D
American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.
Head Office: 13a Fore Street, Depots: 720j.6 neollwinfliolin

Birmingham.
London,London, E.C. z Irish Agents: 8 Corpo'rationiree7.Belfast

tomecassear.e

In rez5lvina to advertisers, use Order Fortin enclosed.

The Real Test
There's a judge you can't deceive-an exacting
critic but one that never fails you-your ear.
That's why we ask you to go to your dealer for a
demonstration. Examine a " Sparta " from every
angle, if, you will, it stands up to any test you can
apply.

It is the voice that will awaken your receiver to

vigorous tuneful life-reproducing with vivid realism
the subtle shadings and overtones of a melody- the
personality of the artists themselves. For the
" Sparta " is the speaker of combined excellence,
reproducing in all the beauty cf its original render-
ing everything that enters the microphone-nothing
added, noth:ng lost. Just re crea!ion.

Remember, hearing's believing. A demonstration
from your local Dealcr will provide convincing proof
of its extraordinarily goad reproduction. Why not
call in on your way home to -night ?

rype "A," 120 ohms.
Type "B.A.," 2,000 ohms
Type "H.H.A.,"

d,000 ohms.
£4 15s.

The "Little" Sparta,
55) -

Every component used
in the " Sparta" is the
outcome of equally care-
ful thought-it is, iu.
fact, the co ordination
into one instrument of all
the worth -while features
in Loud Speaker con-
struction.

Type "B," 120 ohms,
£5 15s.

Type " I -LB.," 2,000
ohms, £6.

Type " H.H.B.," 4,000
ohms, £6.

All Type " B " Speakers
are characterised by the
patent 6 position tone
selector. This consists of
an ingenious arrangement
of blocking condensers,
which smooths away
all trace of harshness,
resulting in a remarkably
cure distinctness of tone

RTA
LOUD SPEAKER
Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.,
Woodland Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex.

811
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The Best Radio Weekly!

Obtainable from all
Newsagents or any

Bookstalls

PRICE

6D
Every Wednesday

ADVERTISEMENT OF

WIRELESS WEEKLY fills that vacancy
which exists between non -technical

and technical radio papers. It is the ideal
magazine for the enthusiast who is desirous
of probing deeper into the alluring secrets of
wireless.
In Wireless Weekly he will find an un-
limited field of adventure. Every week
articles appear which will gain and hold
his interest. Eminent radio experts con-
tribute articles on subjects of great value
to the experimenter.
The data they contain, gathered from long
experience, is of great assistance to every
enthusiast.

RADIO PRESS, LTD., BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Barclays Ad,

812
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MADE WIRELESS

DRY

BATTERIESv.,,rroor,

"OR

No. 1 W.
Standard Pocket
Lamp Size -
4* volt with
patent spiral
wire terminals
and plug sockets
to take Wander
Plugs.
Note:-s doz. = 5t

volts.

Used units replaced
easily.

Connect asillustrated

PRICE CARRIAGE PAID

To connect in
Series insert
straight Ter-
minal in Spiral
of next battery.
Bend spiral and
thus ensure per-
manent elec rical
connection with-
out soldering.

Guaranteed
BRITISH MADE

at our
Watford Works.

Patent No. 20276).

7/- PER DOZ., WITH PLUG

,

""*.: °". WIRELESS
DRY B B c

succor BATTERIES '511.;

Each.
No. 2W, 161 volts, 3 volt tappings. Price 3 -
No. 4W ,36 - 6/6
No. 6W, So 12/-
No. 6W,--9 volts, Grid, volts tapping 2 J3

Prices in -
elide Wan-
der Ilug.

Carriage
paid.

BRITISH BATTERY CO., Ltd.
CLARENDON ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS. (Telephone: Watford 617.)

Barclays ros9

The Woodhall Vernier
Coil -Holder has one-hole fixing,
360° Dial reading and positive terminal

connections. It operates on an
Price 1016 e. entirely new principle, giving fine

adjustments at the " closereouplscl" portion of
he scale, with ositive connections

through springs
from sockets to
terminals. Nickel -
plated throughout.

111101112111MI

iwoopiti41A1

WOODHALL
GUARANTEED COMPONENTS

0Otainable from all Dealers.
Woodhall Wireless Manfg. Co., Ltd.
21, Garrick Street, London, W.C.2

(One minute from Leicester Square Tube Staf on.) 0

Changeable
as a 1--

Weathercock 14'
is a well-known expression. It is
peculiarly applicable to the carbon
compression type of varied grid leak.
A carbon grid leak examined under
a powerful microscope when on test
shows minute arcing between ad-
jacent particles. Thus, slowly, por-
tions of the leak may be consumed
while its use is bound to result in
noisy operation of the receiver,
and atmospheric conditions change
its effective resistance.
The Bretwood is the only variable
grid leak which is so constant in
action as to admit of its being
actually calibrated.

The substance used in
Bretwood Grid Leaks is
silent in action and con-
stant in use. For better
reception fit a Bretwood.'
Bretwood Grid Leaks are obtain-
able from all Wireless Dealers.

PRICE 3/-, Post free 3/2.
With Condenser (as illustrated),

4/6, Post free 4/9.
Write for details of the Bretwood
Valve Holder-Switch-and the
new Bretwood Filament Resistance
for Bright or Dull Emitter Valves.

BRETWOOD LTD.
12-18, London Mews, Maple St,

London, W,

E.W.13

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 813
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Urgent Notice to Wireless Dealers
Send your subscription immediately for No. 1 (Exhibition
Number) of this new Radio Press Trade Monthly

THE WIRELESS DEALER
AND MANUFACTURER

Edited by JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M.LE.E.

PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER 12th
You know how Radio Press Ltd. has built up trade for you by means of its
publications. Its knowledge of what the public wants is unrivalled.
The whole General and Technical Knowledge of the Industry possessed by
Radio Press is immediately available to you through the columns of the new paper.

The Radio Press have a following of 400,000 and will bring the. Public and the
Trade together in a manner which no other Publishers could emulate.

RADIO PRESS RESEARCH AND TEST LABORATORIES,
under the supervision of

MAJOR JAMES ROBINSON, D.Se , Ph.D., F.Inst.P.,
and a Fully Qualified Staff,

will provide a wealth of information of great value to every dealer.

LOOK FOR " WIRELESS DEALER " TEST REPORTS
and

Advance Information of what Radio Press is going to do to enable you to cope with fresh demands.

Every Dealer, if he is to maintain his position in these competitive days, must have the very latest and best
information relative to technical developments in wireless.

He must also keep himself informed of the practical progress made by manufacturers in following these develop-
ments, their influence upon wireless practice and the consequent public demand.

RADIO PRESS, more than any other publisher, is able to supply this invaluable information, because the
public taste and demand is largely created by its other periodicals-" MODERN WIRELESS," " THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR," and " WIRELESS WEEKLY."

As a methodical business man, you will appreciate the advantage of an easy and inexpensive arrangement, whereby
all this vital information reaches you regularly and without further effort on your part.

We are prepared to guarantee this for a year for the small payment of 7/6, which hardly covers the cost of the paper
on which the periodical is printed.

Copies can be obtained only by entering a subscription. It will not be available to the public and will therefore
not be on sale at bookstalls. The Subscription List is now open. Kindly complete the form below and post, together
with remittance of 7/6 (ro/- abroad) and ensure the receipt of copies for twelve months from No. I.
.4 m.1 va. f. I 1.41

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM.
RADIO PRESS LTD.,

SALES DEPARTMENT.

Please enter my/our name for a twelve -months' Subscription to " THE WIRELESS DEALER," commencing with
No. r, September 12.th, 1925. Enclosed is remittance of 7/6 (lo/- abroad).

NAME

ADDRESS

814 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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IS YOUR ACCUMULATOR FULLY CHARGED? 11111111111M111111111
IS YOUR HIGH TENSION BATTERY RUN DOWN ?

These important questions can be ascer-
tained in a moment by pressing a button
and using the " Goltone " (British Made)
Centre Zero Panel. Mounting instrument-
Patent applied for.

This meter has a centre scale and by
pressing one 'button will read the High
Tension voltage, and by pressing the
other will indicate the Accumulator
voltage.

List No. R22/30o. Price 12/9
To ensure satisfaction insist on our Trade
Mark on the dial.

Push Button suitable for mounting
for above,

9d. each.

"GOLTONE" WAVE TRAP
This excellently finished
and successful device
eliminates Broadcast-
ing and Signals up to
600 Metres, which may
interfere with the re-
ception of the particular
station desired' and in
addition the quality of
the signals received is
considerably improved.

Price 12/6.
Condenser extra.

Complete with Variable
Condenser fitted in
Polished Hardwood
Case, Ebonite Panel,
as illustrated, No.
R5 fro57.

111 : 12 : 6.

Instructions supplied:
Can be attached to any
set in a few seconds.

" GOLTONE"
MICROMETER
REGULATING

COIL HOLDER.
Patent No. 4037/24.

A thoroughly reliable and
dependable unit
specially recom-
mended by ALL
Experienced Con-
structors and the
Technical Press. The
Screw action enables very close and
accurate tuning and considerably in-
creases the Efficiency, Reliability and Selectivity of
the Receiving Set. Sound design.

Two Coil Type, 6/6. Three Coil Type, 9/-.
See Catalogue for full details.

"GOLTONE "
DUSTPROOF DETECTORS

Best quality. Mounted on polished moulded
base, fitted with glass Dust Shield.

Price 1/9 each.
Parts only without Base for Panel Mounting.

Price 1 /6.
Vertical and Horizontal_ Types supplied.

"GOLTONE" Mercury Type
Enclosed Detector.

Pateht applied for.,
No searching for sensitive spots. Utmost
volume instantly assured. Complete with

Crystal and Bottle of Mercury.
Price 3/6.

`Ward stoliad3aold
PENDLETON ..';VLMANCHESTERM

Address all communications to Head Office and
Works :

PENDLETON, MANCHESTER.
STOCKS ALSO HELD AT GLASGOW DEPOT,

95, PITT STREET.

" GOLTONE "
NEUTRODYNE

VARIABLE
CONDENSER.

dl

A strong, well -designed com-
ponent. One hole fixing.
Permits extremely fine and
critical adjustments with ease.

Price 2/6.

New Large 36 pp. fully illustrated Catalogue,
No. R/112, post free on request. Enclose Business
Card or Memo for Special Trade Terms and

Discounts.

Stacked by the Leading Stores.
Write direct if unobtainable.

A New Radio Press Hand -Book
Messrs. Radio Press, Ltd., wish to announce the pu'Dlication on

SEPTEMBER 1st, of

"RADIO ENGINEERING,"
by J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (lions),
A.C.G.I., D.I.C., Staff Editor of " Wireless
Weekly," " Modem Wireless" and " The

Wireless Constructor."
This book will fill a gap in radio literature.

It is a remarkable collection of data on every
phase of radio engineering, giving information
hitherto unpublished in book form. The
book is in nine sections under the following
headings:-

Radio Calculations and Measurements,
Tuning and Radiation, Thermionic Valves,

A COMPLETE REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR 15/ -

TO BE PUBLISHED ON SEPTEMBER 1st. ORDER

YOUR COPY NOW and SECURE EARLY DELIVERY

Radio Transmitters, Radio Receiving
Apparatus, Design of Masts and Aerials,
Telegraphy and Telephony, Miscellaneous.

There are, in addition, 196 pages of general
mathematical, electrical and physical tables.
The whole book, comprising 484 pages, 3 4
illustrations, and lir tables, will prove in- fuiV ,$).
valuable to the serious experimenter. ./ ov
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Indispensable to the " globe trotter "
and a revelation to the man who wants
purity and volume from the home station.
The ATLAS " Low -Loss Coil is - an
amazingly efficient radio engineering pro-
duction, embodying all that is known of
ultra -modern low -loss principles as applied
to tuning.
Ikla.kes unusually good results usual.

V (gZ2MMZZM'4° 9'

LOW LOSS COILS

.Only Manufactured by.

ATLAS WORKS, OLD TRAFFORD,
MANCHESTER.

100% EFFICIENCY H.T. BATTERY.
CONSTRUCTORS'

IDEAL

See Apparatus Tested, April, 1924. Why buy inefficient tiny

QUESTIONSS-AND ANSWERS./, pgyp p In future this coupon must be accompanied with
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sealed -in batteries? I offer Terminalled Giant Unit Dry
Cells, xi volts of 30o per cent. more capacity. See Photo.
Cells, 4 -

doz.

lus carria e. 6o volt t e in polished Oak
Case as reported, 19/6, carriage 1,'9. In card box 14/6.
Every cell replaceable. Lists free. Sample Cell, 6d. 9 Volt ' 2s. 6d. P.O.
Grid Battery, 2J6. Money back guarantee. Prompt delivery

's "
5..._-

guaranteed. Direct onlyfrom Sole Maker ; MODERN WIRELESS August, 1925.
C. A. FINCHETT, Old Armoury, Oswestry. E--7,

ta

COUPON._
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it3q.k, AT 10k %)
What do vibrations mean where music is concerned ? A tuning fork, when
struck, vibrates a definite number of times every second, thereby producing
a note of definite pitch.
Is the same true of a piano ? In a sense-yes, but in another sense, no ;
because the vibrations so set up induce further vibrations of very much
smaller intensity which beautify the structure of the original note. Now
the R.I. Transformer is designed to reproduce each note with all those
delicate vibrations and overtones which add light and shade, and leave the
music with all its original beauty.
It is, essential that no note of any frequency, however small, should be
omitted, and that the amplification of these overtones and harmonics
should be of the same degree as the fundamental frequencies. This is what
takes place in the R.I. Transformer due to the low self -capacity of only
i8 micro-microfarads.
This low self -capacity is not merely a question of the ratio of the umber
of turns of wire to the area of the iron core. The results of a large number
of tests have proved that in the R.I. Transformer the secret of the extremely
low sell -capacity is the sectionalising of the windings, and the fact that the
primary is wound outside the secondary.

Write for R.I. Catalogue
free on application.
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